OCTOBER

SERVICING.CONSTRUCTION.COLOUR.DEVELOPMENTS

1913

MBA
*BASIC

MAUR TV
FAULTS [rill I If:

C ONAlS11LOURVAICAP TUNING SYSTEM

2cr
SERVICING THE ITT/KB VC200 CHASSIS

MONOCHROME

WITWORTH
TRANSFORMERS
BUSH
TV77
TV78
TV79
TV83
TV84
TV85
TV86

TV 41

TV 45
TV 48
TV 61
TV 65
TV 66

TV91

TV92
TV93
TV94
TV95 or C
TV96 or C
TV97
TV98C
TV99 or C

*TV 71

TV 75
TV 76
TV 78
81S
83

TVI0C
TVIOIC

83D

TVIO2C
TV103 or D

835
83SS
85S
86

TV105 or Dor R
TV106
TV107
TV108
TV109

86D

865
8655
915

TVI I2C

91D

TV I 13

TV115 orCorR

93S

93D

TV 118

M5.17 EACH V.A.T. & CARRIAGE PAID

(Discounts to Trade)

TV 25
TV 25U
TV 28
TV 34
TV 35
TV 35R
TV 38R
38R
TV 39

TUG versions
TV75 or C
TV76 or C

ALL ONE PRICE

TV Line out -put transformers

TV123
TV124
From model TV l23 to TV 139 there have

been two types of transformer fitted.
One has pitch overwind, the other has
plastic moulded overwind.

Please state which type required as
they are not interchangeable.

MURPHY

BAIRD
600
602
604
606
608
610
612
622
624
625
626

662
663
664
665
666
667
668
669

628
630

632
640
642
644
646
648
652

671

672
673

653
661

V310

674
675
676
677

V3IOA
V310AD
V310AL

V3 IOCA
V320

681

682

V330 or D
V330F or L

683

685
687
688

V410
V410C

Please quote part No. normally found
on tx. base plate; 4121, 4123, 4140 or
4142.

D R23

DR7I

DR34
DM35
DM36

V530C
V530D
V539
V540
V540D
V649D
TM2 Chassis

V440

V440D
V440K
V470
V480
V490
V500
V510
V519

V843.
V849.
V873.

DR29

DR4I

DR3 I

DM55

DR9S

DR101

777TV-SRG

23TG I

DR 121

DR30 DM45
DM30 DR49C

DRI 22
DR123
DR202
DR303
DR404

DR32 DM 56
DR6 I

MS1700
MS2000
M52001
MS2400

1

Ia

23TGI I3a
23TG12Ia
23TG 122a
2.3TG131a
23TG I 42a
23TG 152a

237G153a
23TG I 56a
23TG I 64a

MS2401

23TGI70a
23TG 171 a

SOBELL

ST284 or ds
ST285 or ds
ST286 or ds
TPS173
ST287 or ds
TPS180
ST195 or ds ST288 ds
T24
SC24

STI96 or ds ST290ds
ST I 97ds

ST29 I ds

SC270
T278
ST282
ST283

ST297ds
1000ds
I 002ds
1005ds

0 lOdst
012
013

014
018
019
020
021

022
023
032

033
038
039
047
048
057
058
063

23TG I 73a
23TG I75a
23TG I 76a
23FG632

980, 981, 982
911, 950/1. 960

RT I

1400 Portable -3 stick
20"
3 stick
1500
1500
24"
5 stick
1580 Portable -2 stick

RT3A

RTI7

DECCA
DECCA
DECCA

CTVI9, CTV25
CSI910,C52213

PYE
PYE

BUSH MURPHY
BUSH MURPHY
THORN BRC
THORN BRC
THORN BRC
THORN BRC

V2016S
V2017S
V2310
V231 1C
V24 14D

V2415D
V24155
V241555
V2416D
V23165

VI914
V2014
V20145
V20 I SD
V20 15S

064
065
066

G191211
G I 9T2I2

0197213
Gl9T214

G23T2I 0
G23T2I I

2000

G23T2 I 2

2010
2012
2013
2014

G247230
G247232
G247236
0241.238
G24T300

0191.215
G20T230
G20T232
G20T236
G20T238
G20T300
G20T301
G20T302
G20T306
G20T307
G20T308

2015
2017
2018
2019
2020

2001

V2417S

2021

PYE
I

G24T30 I
G24T302

2022
2023
2032
2033
2038
2039

I2u

G24T307
G24T308

2064
2065
2066
2082
2083

State Pt. No.
required
AL2I003 or

13u
14u
I 5u

0241306

2043
2044
2047
2048
2063

I u Series

20u

772494

V700 or A or D
V710 or A or D

State Pt. No.

required 772444 or
771935

LBA

FERGUSON, ULTRA, MARCONI, H.M.V.

(BRC, Jellypots).

ALL MODELS IN STOCK.

ALL MODELS IN mac

THORN (BRC)

BUSH

EKCO

Scan 0/P Tx.
EHT 0/P Tx.

L10.10 ea.

CT 102
CT 104

3000 Chassis

Scan 0/P Tx.

EHT 0/P Tx.
8000 Chassis
8500 Chassis

All [6.80 ea.
GEC
Dual Standard

CHASSIS

COLOUR

GEC
ITT -KB
PHILIPS

£3.30
£3.60
£3.90
£3.60
£3.60
E3.90
£3.50
£1.30

RT4
RT5
RT16

MAKE

V659
V683
V739
V735
V783
V787

V830A or D or

2000 Chassis

RT2
RT3

1590, 1591

V653X

V201 SSS

COLOUR TV Line out -put transformers

Ref.

950/2, 1400-5 stick

V9790

V720

E.H.T. RECTIFIER TRAYS
ORDER

V789
V153
V159
V173
V179
V1919
V1913

GEC

0197210

ALBA, COSSOR, EKCO, FERRANTI, K.B., PYE,

THORN B.R.C.
MONOCHROME

V879 or C

V923
V929 or 1V973C

*Two types fitted. One has pitch overwind, the other has plastic moulded

PHILIPS

DR505
DR606

DR100 666TV-SRG

DR24 DM39C

DR33

V420
V420K

V520
V530

V430C
V430D
V430K

overwind. Please state which type required as they are not interchangeable.

DECCA
DR20
DR2I

V410K

V430

Single Standard
C7.90 ea.

£6.30
£6.30
L5.80

CS 1730

Dual & Single std.
CVC- I, 2, 3
G8

E6. I 0

[6.30

691, 692, 693, 697
713

CVC2

£6.30
L6.10

C7.10 ea.

E6.40

E8.10 ea.

E7.30
E6.60
£4.10
E4.20

2000
3000
8000
8500

CTV25 Mk.3
CTV 162

[7.90 ea.
CTVI 67 Mk. I & 2

£10.10 ea.

CTV I67 Mk.3
CTV I 74D
CTV I82S
CTV1845
CTV I 87CS
CTV1945
CTV I 97C
CTV199S
£7.10 ea.

ITT -KB
CVC I Chassis

CVC5 Chassis

£6.30
£8.40

Single std plug-in
Dual standard

CTV25 Mk. I &2

DECCA

CTV19 Valve Rec.
CTV25

Overwind Coil
E.5.10 ea.

Pri maryCoil

PHILIPS

G6 Chassis D/S
S/S
G6
£8.70 ea.
G8 Chassis
07.90 ea.

E3.70 ea.

CTV I9 D/S Tripler
CTV25 S/5 Tripler
CS 1730

£7.80 ea.
CS1910
CS2213
£7.10 ea.

L11.70 ea.

CTIO3
CTI 05
CTIO6
CTI 07
CTIO8
CT109
CTI1 I
CT 120

CTI21
CT122

&/T

PYE
CT70

C11.70 ea.

CT71

CT72
CT73
CT78
CT79
CTI 52
CTI 53
CTI 54

MURPHY

C8.90 ea.

£8.90 ea.

CV 1912

CV25 I 0 Mk.3

CV19165
CV2210

CV2516S

CV22I2
CV22I 3
CV22I 4

CV2511 Mk.3
CV26 I 0
CV26 I I
CV26 I 4

CV2510 Mk. I &2
CV2511 Mk. 1 8 2

£7.90 ea.

£10.10 es.

Every item listed stocked. Most newer and older models in stock. S.A.E. for quotation
For by -return service contact your nearest depot. Callers welcome.
Hamond Components (Midland) Ltd., Dept. NA.
Tidman Mail Order Ltd., Dept. NA
89 Meriden Street,
236 Sandycombe Road,
Birmingham 5.
Richmond, Surrey.
London : 01-948 3702 or 01-940 8146

NO HIDDEN EXTRAS

-

Birmingham : 021-643 2148

PRICES INCLUDE V.A.T. and CARRIAGE

529

BENTLEY ACOUSTIC
CORPORATION
LTD.
7a GLOUCESTER ROAD, LITTLEHAMPTON, SUSSEX
All prices inclusive of V.A.T.
4)42
OB2

0.33
0.33
024
0.44
1A3
0.49
I A3CIT 0.49
1 A7GT 0.33

113301 0.49
0.55

1 DP

015

11)6

0.75
11150T 0.55
I L4
0.14
106

I LD5

0436

1 LN3

0.66

11(5

154
155
1U4

0.28
0.33
0.22
0.44

I 15GT 0.80

I U3

0410

21)21

0.44

444
i D6
1Q4

0.38
1.00
0.19
0.49

474
4C B6

0.28
0.55

514

51740

0.30
0.30
0.35

573
57.40

0.53
0.34

2010 0.55
1117

9450T 0.55

5005 0.55
5640Y 0.70

5040

51'301 0.30

3740T 0.38
6/30L2 0.55
6480 0.44
11AC7

6405
GA H.6
AI 5

4 IX)
44101
44116

0.15
0.27
0.50
0.75
0.27

6AQ5
6AR5

641(6

6323
61'24

6325
6328

MO 0.35

0410 6313

0.17 6314
0.49 61'19

6150T 0.28

0.45 61'60
0.40 61'70
0.65 74N7
0.55 711.1

Telephone: 6743

0.65
1.00
0.29
0.75

9137

10e2

5005

72

85A2
85.43

9040

040 25L6O 0.20 90AV

0 85
101)E7 0.55
1031
0.50
1039
0.85
10318 0.55

2513

EBC41 0.48
EBC8I 0.29
EBC90 0.30
EBC91 0.33

0.38 9000

2315C 0.70 90CV
23240 0.33 9001

0.33
0.43
0.40
3438

3.38
1.70
1.88

13385

EF86
41389
11391

0.54
0.28
0.27
0.23
0.17
0.30
0.55
0.65

0735
0733
GZ34
(1237

0.39 PCF86 0.44 3515004. 80
0.70 PCF200 67 351800 0411
0.57 PC 3801 28 P Y8111 0.31
0937 PCF802 37 P730
0.48

111117

UY41
ITY85
1110

0.20
0.38
0.23
0.45

U12/14 0.38
HABC80 44 PCF803 55 Q1.2 V03/10
1.20 U16
0.75
11L231)0.40 PCF806 55
0.35
HL41DD98 PC11808 88 Q375/20 03 017
EBF89 0.26 EF98
HL421)D50 3016200 62 Q395/10 .49 018/20 0.75
019
1.73
F B1,21 0.60 EF183 0.25 111309 1.40 PCL82 0.29 (48150115
0.83 1'72
0.39
0.29 EBL51 0430 EF184 0.27 11.1162 0.53 P01,83 0.54
E111180 0.30 EF92
1111383 0.38 EF97

0.32 0131
0.25 41054
5000602.17 D63
50E115 0.55 1)4032 0.55 EC86
501,60T .45 DA 391 0.22 EC88

0.50 2010 2.00
0.67
1.00 2032
0.80
0.55 20L1
7117
1.50 5031
0.55
7V7
0.75
1410 5033
2034
71(4
0.65
0.80
774
0.80 20P5
0.95
9B8'6 0.65 53.460 0.38

0435 7B7
0930 71,5
0.51 7117

0.60
61,32
6 AU 6
0.30
60118.4 0.75
6AV6
6 AW8A 0435 6010 0.65
64.14 0.55 611U7 0.75
613811
0.23 611601 0.18
68.46 0.19 6.150T 0.29
6BC8
0.20
0.60 626
0.24
6B E6 0.20 6.170
613060 1.05 627(.11) 0.38
6B116 0.70 6.11184 0.75
61116
0.39 6K70 0.12
6BK7A 0.60 61(8(1 0.33
613Q5
0.23 6L I
2.00
6BQ7A 0.50 6L601 0.55
0.50
0.90 6L7
613118
015 6L12 0.34
61357
1.40 6L I 8
0.49
61111'6 012 6L19
2.00
6I3W7 0.50 (ILD12 0.30
61376
0.49 6L1)20 0.53
604
0.28 6170T 0.80
6C6
0.22 6315
0.23
609
1410 6328
0.70
6012
0.28 61270 0.44
6017
1.00 6(47()1) 0955
60136A 0.40 61.270T 0.47
0.75
601)60 0.80 61(7
6008A 0.75 61170 0.60
6C146
0.55 6547 0.35
601,6
0.46 65C7OT .33
6CLSA 0.80 6507 0.39
6CM7
015 65117 0.44
60113
0.75 63)7(11 35
6011'4 0.70 65K7GT 44
61)3
0.60 651270T 38
81)E7 0.75 6U40T 040
61)16A 0.75 6U70 0.75
6E W6 0.75 61/61.1 0.17
6E5
015 6V6GT 0.27
61,1
0.27
0.70 614
SAT6

44418.10.55 61,15

44N,

0.22
0.55
1.00
0.30
0.28
0.33

0.12 EF83

E1191

EF804 1.20 HY1t5A 53 P01,84 0.32
EFP60 0.50 11V3
0.38 P01,803/85
E1190 0.34 11(4/350 38
0.37
EL32 0.50 1W41 300 38 PCL86 0.36
DA 396 0.36 E092
0.25 PCL88 0.75
DC90 0.60 EC035. 1.50 EL34 0918 KT2
694 1.00 ECC33 1.50 EL35 1.00 KT8 1.75 PCL800 75
0333 0430 ECC33 0415 EL37 0.74 KT41 0.98 PCL801 57
9391 0.16 ECC40 0438 EL41 0.53 KT44 1.00 P1)500 1914
1)396 0.36 ECC81 0.20 ELS! 0.50 KT63 0.35 PEN4D9
0.38 1(166 0.80
1.38
1)11.63 0.44 ECC82 0.21 EL83
10176 0.45 E0083 0.22 E1,84 0.23 KT74 03 311(45 0.80
0.40 1(176 0433 PE145D1)
111177 0.30 ECC84 0.30 EL85
0.80
0.38 1(181 2.00
1)1181 0.75 ECC85 0.34 EL86
01(32 0.33 410086 0.40 E1.91 0.38 14151'61 83 PEN46 0.20
11(40 0.55 ECC88 0.35 EL93 0.32 KTW62 83 38145301)
0418
111(91 0.28 E00189 48 EL360 1420 1(15(63 .50
131(92 0.50 ECC804 55 ELL80 0.75 1,7339 0.58 PENA4 0.98
DK96 0.45 EC08071.00 EM8() 0.37 M8162 0433 PEN /DI)/
4020 0938
DL33 0.55 ECF80 0.27 EM51 0.37 M11L4 0.75
DL92 0.28 ECF82 0.25 EM83 0.75 MH1,66 75 PF1,200 50
0.38
DL96 0.38 ECF86 0.64 EM84 0.31 51140 0.50 PL33
0.50
0.59
0.59
0.34

QV04/7 63

1125

R16
R17
R18

033

RI I

0.98
1.75
0.88
0.50
RI9
0.28
1170
0.60
1152
0.33
81(34 0.38
8361
0.75

026
031

0.65
0.60
0.31
1.50

1,35

337
043
1'47

049
050

03
1.75

0.78
0.65
0.60
0.30
0.30
0.24
0.27
0.65
0.31
0.65
0.40
0.40
0.40
0.33
0.38
0.76

TH4B 0.50 1'52
0.59
TH233 0.98 1'76
0.58
TP2620 98 178
1.00
UABC80 30 0191
101,101 70 281)7
1410 302
0.83
UAF42 0.49 1093
10013 0.54 3045
0.75
0435 303
UBC41 0.45 11251
0.83
10P11 2.00 3001
0.28 305
UBC81 0.40 0201
0.65
1.246
1.00 305115 0.58 306
08350 0.33 0292
15 AC6 0.55 30C17 0.76 807
0.59
013E89 0.33 1'301
12.410 0.80 30018 0.55 1851
0.53
0131.21 0.55 ('403
12.4E6 0.60 3035 0411 40331 1.25
11092 0.35 1'404
19AT6 0.28 303L1 0.58 5702
0.80
0.30 DM70 0.30 ECF8042.10 4111185 1.00 1308 0.95 PL36 0.46 UCC84 0.33 0801
12AT7 0.20 301122 0430 6060
12406 0.38 30E1,12 89 7193 0.53 DM71 0.50 4101121 0.63 E5187 0.49 1339 0.44 PLO! 043 UCC63 0.33 04025 0.55
(2AU7 0.21 303L13 50 7475
0.70 1)W4 '300.38 E01135 0.50 E Y5I 0.35 1359 043 PULA 0.48 00380 0.31 V313C 0.35
0.40 P1185 0.31 UCH21 0.60 VP23 0.40
1241'6 0.28 30FL14 88 41834 1410 (11'87/60.22 E011.42 0.59 EY51 0.35 Pfi 1
12,117 0.22 30L1 0.29 42134 0.98 1.151002 0.30 ECHO! 0.28 11183 0.54 PAB080 32 PL83 0.30 0CH42 0.57 VP41 0.38
121346 0.30 30L15 0.55 .43042 0/5 ESOCC 1.65 4101153 0.38 E Y84 0.50 PC86 0914 PI84 0.28 UCH81 0.29 VT61A 0.35
U0L/12 0.30 V)1111 0.44
0.44 PL304/500
EMI.' 1.20 E011134 0.34 EY57/6 27 PC88
12B176 0.30 30LI7 0.65 4C21P EN
0430 UCI83 0.54 V U 120 0.60
0.98 11833 1.20 ECL50 0.28 4.188 0.40 PC93 0.53
1213117 0.27 30345114 95
0.36 31,508 0.90 UF41 0.50 V01204 80
12.130T 33 30312 0.69 AC6PEN .38 E88CC 0430 ECI82 0.28 E Y91 0.58 PC97
12270T 55 30916 0.31 A02. PEN/ E920(1. 0.40 ECL83 0.52 11735 0.28 PC900 0.29 PL509 1.00 U F42 0.60 V0133 0.35
0.38
1210 0.53 30319/
DI) 0.98 E18011 0.90 ECL84 0.54 EZ40 0.40 PCC84 0.29 01,802 0415 131,80 0.35 5(76
17K701 38
3034 0935 AC) PEN(7) E1/12001400 EC1,85 0.54 EMI 0.42 PC(153 0.24 72,184 0.31 11385 0.34 5(107 0.50
1.2(47(11' .45 30PLI 0.57
0.98 E1148 0.53 ECI,86 0.33 41780 0.19 P0088 0.39 3133:2 50 12386 0.63 5(729 0.60
0.50
12547(11.55 38PL12 29 4e1111 .50 EA50 0.27 EE80 0430 EZ81 0.20 30049 0.42 PY80 0.33 0089 0.27 141
0954 103
0914
PC(1189 0916 P Y8I 0.25 UL41
12907 0.50 30PLI3 75 AC;TP 0418 EA76 0.88 11322 0.63 F5V4/500
0.50
0.75 PC0805 0-55 PY82 0.25 0L84 0.28 166
12907 0.38 30P L14 75 41,60 0.78 E XBC80 30 E340 049
5.00
PC0806 0.65 3183 0.26 UM80 0.33 X F.3
155117 0.35 303L12 87 ARP) 0.35 EAC91 0.38 EF41 0.58 FW4/800
015 PCF80 0.26 P188 0.31 URIC 0.50 X H I5 48
179)7 044 33,51 0.63 ATP4 0.40 EAF42 0.48 EF42 0.33
P
Y301
0.65
7329
0431
PC352
0.30
005
0.38
0.40 EA F801 50 EF73 0.75 G Y501 0.75
1231(7 0.55 3543 0.48 AZ I
I23Q70T55 35 45 0.75 4231 046 EB34 0.25 EF80 0.23 0730 0.33 P0384 0.40 P51500 0.80 1'09 0.40 7749 0.65
14117
0.55 351)5 0.70 4741 0.53 All valves are unused, box d, and subjec to the stmida d 90 -day guarantee. Tenor if business: 1497
0.75 331,601 42 B36
0.60 Cash or cheque with order only. 'Despite I charge 96 per order up to hree Items, then each addl.
19AQ5 0.42 35114 0.23 B319 0.29 tional tem 3p extra. Orders over £5 post/packing free. Same day day despatch by first e ass mall. Any
19B060 80 3523 0.50 CI,33 0.90 parcel Insured against damage in transit for only 3p extra per order. Terms of busi less available
0.53 free on request. Business hours Muu.Fri. 9-5.30 p.m. Closed 1-2 p.m.
1906 1.40 357401 24 CV6
19111
2.00 33Z5GT 30 0163 0.53
We do not handle seconds nor rejects, which are often described as "New and Tested" but have a
9061 0.55 3035 0.35 CY IC 0.55 limited and unreliable life. No enquiries answered unless S.A.E. is enclosed for a reply.
2525

0.60 13082

237601 70

301

TV LINE OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS
ALL MAKES SUPPLIED PROMPTLY by our

RETURN Of POST Mall ORDER SERVICE
All Lopts at the one price
£4.40 TRADE £4.95 RETAIL (INCLUDING V.A.T.)
Post and Packing 28p COD 33p

Except
BUSH MODELS TV53 to TV67 TV94 to TV101
EKCO MODELS TC208 to TC335, TV407 to TV417
FERGUSON MODELS 405 to 438, 506 to 546.
FERRANTI MODELS 1084 to 1092.

HMV MODELS 1876 to 1878, 1890 to 1896, FR 20.
MURPHY MODELS 653X to 789 01L -FILLED
REGENTONE MODELS 10-4 to 10-21, 1718, R2, R3, 191, 192.
RGD 519-621, 710, 711.

ALL AT £2.75 1- 28p P&P

EHT TRAYS SUPPLIED

MONO & COL.

All Lopts NEW and GUARANTEED for SIX MONTHS
E. J. PAPWORTH AND SON Ltd.,
80, MERTON HIGH ST., LONDON, S.W.19

01-540 3955
01-540 3513

530

SOUTHEND ELECTRONICS
COLOUR 25 KV TRIPLERS

PADGETTS RADIO STORE
OLD TOWN HALL, LIVERSEDGE,
YORKS. WF15 6PQ.
TEL: HECKMONDWIKE 405285
The T.V. Graveyard of the North, as seen on T.V. Close to the
Motorway. Plenty of Free Parking Space. Est. 1935.
FAMOUS R & A SPEAKERS. 30HM. 50p P & P. 12p.

NEW TOP QUALITY MAINS TRANSFORMERS. 250v -250v at

80ma. 6-3v at 4 Amp. Not to be missed at LI.80. Post paid.
Weight 10 lbs.

REPLACEMENT TRIPLERS
+ 17p VAT
f1.70
PYE CT 72 SERIES
GEC 2028 SERIES
f3.00
+ 30p VAT
200 + 200 + 100 + 32

X 80/150 D

70p

+

'7p VAT

COMPLETE UNTESTED T.V. SETS. With back and all valves.
BBCI & ITV. 17" 90° Tube II. 17" 110° Tube L2.20. 19" L3.30.
Carr. and Ins. on any set il.65.
50 UNTESTED T.V. VALVES 50p. Post PAID.
*CWT. OF EX GOVERNMENT ELECTRONIC SCRAP. Resistors,
Panels, Gears, etc. 30p. Carr. 80p

19" UNTESTED BBC2 SETS. When available L6. Carriage and

Ins. t 1.65.

SPEAKERS. Removed from T.V. sets. all 3 ohm. 7 x 4", 8 x 21".
6 x 4" 27p, post I I p.

TOP QUALITY TAPE. Reel to reel. 5" ST. 44p. 5" LP. 55p.
sr LP. 60p. 7" ST. 66p. 7" LP. 80p. Post on any Tape
Cassette Type. C60 35p. C90 45p. C I20 55p.
lAP EARPIECE. 8 ohm Magnetic 2-5 12p. 3-5 12p.

+ 1p VAT

10p

I p. Tapes

EX EQUIPMENT VALVES. All tested on our Mullard Valve Tester
before despatch. 3 months guarantee on all Valves. Single Valves
Post 3p. Over post paid.

ARPI2

E.H.T. RECTIFIRE STICKS

I

EB91

EF80
EBF89
ECC8 I

ECC82

TRANSISTOR UHF VHF

EF9I
EY86

Tuner Units
£3.00
+ 30p VAT

EF 1 83

EF I 84

6p
Sp
10p
15p
12p
12p
Sp

22p
20p
20p

PCF80
PCC84
PCL82
PCL83
PCL84
PL82
PL83
PL36

6p
6p
4p
5p
5p

PY82
PY33
U191

6BW7
6U4

12p
12p

Op
Op

6F23

20p

2OPl

7p

PY8 1

Op

15p
12p
12p

PY801

7p
7p

20P3
30F5
30FL I

PY800

10p

20p
20p

20p

SIX PUSH BUTTON UHF
Tuner Units
+ 40p VAT

f4.00

SIX PUSH BUTTON

AIDS TO SERVICING

UHF VHF Tuner Units
+ 40p VAT

SWEEP GENERATOR/WOBBULATOR. Our New

100 MIXED W/W RESISTORS

sweep width. Only 3 controls, preset RF level, sweep
width and frequency. Can be used with any general
purpose scope for displaying responses, 10.7, TV IF.

f4.00
£1.00

+ 10p VAT

300 MIXED RESISTORS
£1.00

+ 10p VAT

250 MIXED CONDENSER
f1.00
+ 10p VAT
40 MIXED POTS
f1.00
+ 10p VAT

G6 SINGLE STANDARD
CONVERGENCE CONTROL
PANEL INCL. 16 CONTROLS
SWITCHES ETC & CIRCUITS
£5.00

+ 50p VAT

SOUTHEND ELECTRONICS

Wide range sweep generator 5 MHZ to 150 MHZ
(useful harmonics up to 1.5 GMZ) up to 15 MHZ
alignment, filters. receivers and many others. Full
instructions supplied. Connect 6.3V AC and use within

minutes of receiving. ALL THIS FOR ONLY £6.33

P & P 271-p. Suitable miniature transformer for 240 Volt
operation £1.38.

MAKE YOUR SINGLE BEAM SCOPE INTO A

DOUBLE WITH OUR NEW LOW PRICED SOLID
STATE SWITCH. 2 HZ to 8 MHZ. Hook up a 9 volt
battery and connect to your scope and have two traces
for ONLY £6.05 P & P 274p.
SO L A RTR ON C D 71 I S.2 SOLARTRON CD523 SINGLE

DOUBLE BEAM OSCILLO- BEAM OSCILLOSCOPE 3db at
SCOPE DC -9 me/s; 3 my/CM; 10mhz; ImV Max sensitivity.
trigger delay; crystal calibrator; DC coupled down to
volt.
1

4" flat faced tube. In good work- 4" flat faced PD A tube. TB from
ing condition. Only £46.75.
secs per cm to 0.1 microsecs
Carr. £1.65.
per cm plus times 5 expansion.
£55. Carr. £1.65.
1

240 Rayleigh Road, Eastwood,

OPEN 9 a m. to 6. 0 p.m. ANY DAY

Leigh -on -Sea, Essex.

CHILTMEAD LTD

P.P. Paid U.K. Only

NO PERSONAL CALLERS, PLEASE

7;9 ARTHUR ROAD, READING, BERKS.
(rear Tech. College)

Tel.: Reading 582605/65916
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COLOR T.V.

COLOUR TUBES
STANDARD
TUBES

19" £95

TELEVISION TUBE SHOP

Bush CTV25 - CTV167, PYE CT70,
THORN 2000, DECCA CTV19-25,
PHILIPS G6 etc etc, as available.

ALL with repolished cabinets.

BRAND NEW TUBES AT

MONO 19' Push-button

REDUCED PRICES
A31 -18W
A47 -11W
A47 -13W
A47 -14W
A47 -26W

TWIN PANEL

A50-120WR

TUBES
Rebuilt with new Electron
Guns to British Standard
415/1/1967.

SUFFOLK TUBES
LIMITED

261 CHURCH ROAD
MITCHAM, SURREY CR4 3BH
01-640 3133, 4/ 5

Britain's Largest Independent
TV Tube Rebuilder

CUT PRICE T.V.

AERIALS
U.H.F. outdoor arrays (with clamp)
18 ele. L2.50: J. Beam
M BM46 L5.50. Aerialite Supreme E5.50.
Labgear Set Top suitable for all channels
can also be wallmounted L2.50.
10

ele. L1.50;

STEREO RADIO 2 ele. £2.50, 3 ele.
C4.00. 4 ele. L4.40. 6 ele. £6.80.

COAX. CABLE Low

E12 50
E9 95
E12'50
E8.25
E10 75
E12 50

random

loss

lengths. 2 yds.-12 yds., 5p yd.: cut

lengths 8p yd.. standard cable 5p yd.

AMPLIFIERS: Pye Labgear. Distoutlet
ribution 6 2 outlets L16.20.
L10.50; Mast head, power unit L8.50.
I

Set back b. tt. op. L3.75.

ACCESSORIES: Coax plug 9p, surface
socket 30p. flush socket 50p, line
connector 14p. Diplexers v.h.f. band

1/3 50p, u.h.f. gp. A 'B -CD or A-B'CD
splitters '90p, plastic tape 24

75p,

yds. x I" 25p, cable clips 7mm 30p
100, 5mm 25p 100.

LASHING EQUIPMENT: Universal
45p. lash kit 1"-Ii" masts
wall -mounting bracket 75p,
loft -mounting kit 55p.
Please add 10";, V.A.T. to all items.

clamps
(1.00,

£12'95
E13 50*

A59 -11W
A -59-13W
A59 -15W
A59 -23W

[9'95
£14'75
E16'50

A61-120WR
AW43-80
AW43-88, 43-89
AW47-90, 47-91
AW53-80
AW53-88, 53-89
AW59-90, 59-91

[6.95

E10'50

[12.00
(7.75
E1450
£750
E1250

CME1906
CME1908
CME2013
CME2101, 2104
CME2301, 2302, 2303
CME2305
CME2306
CME2308
CME2413R

£7.75

f12.50
E825

P.:

Aerials 50p, other items 30p.

C.W.O. to:

H. A. ELECTRIC
Dept. P.T.

2 & 4 BARDEN LANE
BURNLEY, LANCS.

NEW appearance, 11' x 51' approx.
Grade B Complete untested
E4.50 + 25p p Et p
Grade C Some physical damage but
complete with DL20
£3.00 + 25p p&p (2 for E6 post paid)

XTALS - 4.43MHz
40p carr. paid

DUO COLOR DELAY LINE
£2.50 carr. paid. (both ex -equip.)

UHF TRANSISTOR Tuners
New, untested £5 + 25p carr.

TV STANDS
TV Stands E3.25 + 50p Carr.
Please state length and depth of set,

since each stand is specially made
to your order. Supplied "in the white"
or stained and polished to your
requirements at no extra charge.

SUMIKS 7 High Street,
Langley, Warley, Worcs.
(Near t/o No. 2, M5 M'way)

[9.00

£1350*
£9.95
L16.50
£6.75
£7'50

£14'00t

13BP4 (Crystal 13)

E14 00t

190AB4
230DB4

£9 25
£11'25

* These types are fully rebuilt.
+ Rebuilt tubes also, at £7.00 plus
carriage and old bulb.
NEW
L

R/5
£

25
45

72
78
-

48
52
52

82

SS

85

-

SHOP-SOILED COLOUR TUBES
19", 22" & 26" NOW AVAILABLE
Brand new, with slight scratches.
Prices from [20. Callers only.
Add Carriage and Insurance: Monochrome 75p, Colour (1.50.
ALL PRICES SUBJECT TO V.A.T.

Please state ch. gp. clearly.
P.

G.E.C. COLOR DECODER
PANELS

[1475

MW43-80
MW53-20, 53-80
TSD217, TSD282

A49-120 X
A56 -120X
A61-15 X
A63 -1I X
A66 -120X
A67-120 X

price.

n2'50

CME1713/A44-120
CME1901, 1903

19" Unprotected

Carr. £2.50 per set. Add VAT to total

E7 50

CME1201
CME1601
CME1602
CME1705

COLOUR TUBES

BBC 2
TV's WORKING - £10
BBC 2 Non -working - £8
VHF Working - £3

1E6 75

£7.50*
E8'25
£9 00

Single -standardised.
£19.90

tuner,

UHF

METAL BAND
TUBES

25" £125

SUMMER SALE PRICES

TELEVISION TUBE SHOP
48 BATTERSEA BRIDGE ROAD
BAT 6859
LONDON, S.W.11.
WE GIVE GREEN SHIELD STAMPS

REBUILT
COLOUR TUBES
19"

25"

22"
26"

£22.50
£27.00

E25.00
L28.00

Exchange prices: Tubes
supplied without exchange
glass at extra cost, subject
to availability.

Colour Tubes demonstrated
to callers.
Carriage extra
all types.

Full range of rebuilt mono
available, Standard,
tubes

Rimband and Twin Panel

* Complete new gun fitted to
every tube.

years'
* 2chrome,

guarantee
I

mono-

year colour.

* 16 years' experience in tube
rebuilding.

* Trade enquiries welcomed.
N.G.T. ELECTRONICS LTD.
(Nu Gun Teletubes)
22-24, Anerley Station Road,
London S.E.20.
Telephone: 01-778 9178.
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Still waiting for spares Tom?
You should have phoned

WHEREVER YOU ARE FOR BY
RETURN DESPATCH. WILLOW
VALE IS AS NEAR AS YOUR
PHONE

WILLOW

VALE

The Wholesaler who knows what SERVICE is really about!

ii

BY RETURN DESPATCH:-

HOT LINES: 01-567 5400/2971

liAL.O.P.T's, TRANSISTORS, RECTIFIER TRAYS, COMPONENTS
MONOCHROME and COLOUR C.R.T's, new and re- built.

HUGE RANGE OF VALVES up to 46% DISCOUNT

A FULL RANGE OF TEST - METERS, SERVICE AIDS, TOOLS, ELECTROLUBE
and Servisol products. Multicore soldert., plugs and sockets, capacitors, bias dnd
smoothing electrolytics, volume controls, pre-sets,
and 2 watt carbon film rca.
1

'NW -4=

We SPECIALISE in supplying the Service Engineer

Test equipment by : Labgear, Philips,.
Meteronic etc. Colour bar & Pattern
generators, osci I loscopes & meters

Hot line willow vale
orders:-

Th. Sr ic Dpartrnent Wholeal
LONDON: 4/5 The Broadway Hanwed London W7 01.567 54001
GLASGOW 74 Maxwelltor Road Paisley 041.887 4949
SOMERSET: 42 West End Street Somerset 04684 2597

68 PAGE CATALOGUE

V FREE ON REQUEST
I would like a -free copy of your a alogue:
N

e

Address
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COLOUR FAULT FINDING

THIS MONTH

Now that colour television is a firmly established part
of the British domestic scene, and the rental firms have

Teletopics
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110° Colour-The New RRI Chassis by T. John

536

by Roger Bunney

540

by Harold Peters

543

Fault Finding Guide -7: Timebases,
Philips 19TG158A Series
by John Law

546

by Roger Bunney

550

trained

their engineers to deal with the servicing

problems, it is possible to stand back and take a look
at the future from the service engineers' point of view.
The main point that strikes one is the question of
servicing methods. It seems that the modern idea of a
replacement printed board type of service operated by
field "panel jockeys", backed by a second -line repair
service at the works, is likely to fade out in favour of
conventional on -site repairwork. There are several
reasons for such a change, including the effect of VAT

and the large investment that would be required to
finance stocks of replacement modules for an ever
increasing number of different chassis. It also seems
that panel replacement can often involve additional
setting -up work in order to get the replacement to
operate satisfactorily with the rest of the receiver.
Followers of the TELEVISION Colour Receiver project
will appreciate this latter point. Component tolerances,
especially in semiconductors, can lead to the situation

where the performance of one receiver differs notably
from that of another of the same type. The problem is
more acute with home -built receivers since the quality
control and standardisation in manufacturing techniques

found in a factory are not of course possible with
"one-off" construction. It has also to be remembered
that even highly automated assembly lines produce
their share of "rogue sets".
It is only to be expected therefore that problems
requiring some experience and knowledge to enable
them to be sorted out can arise in constructors' sets.
In this issue test figures and key waveforms for the
Colour Receiver are given to help in this respect, while
last month a detailed fault-finding guide to the i.f. strip
was published (though you are advised to leave well
alone if you have had your strip aligned by the Alignment Service). It is possible that minor amendments to
individual sets will be needed to bring them into line,
while the effects of different reception conditions have
also of course to be taken into account.
Our centre pages this month feature a special colour

television fault-finding chart which will be useful in
tackling a wide variety of receivers, both commercial
and home -built. This is the first time that a television
magazine has provided such a service and we feel sure

that readers will find the chart particularly useful to
hang on their workshop wall.
M. A. COLWELL-Editor

Varicap Tuning System

Coping with ICs-Part 2

Long -Distance Television

Special Supplement-Basic Colour Faults Guide
Servicing Television ReceiversITT/KB VC200 Chassis
by L. Lawry -Johns

553

by Keith Pitt, B.Sc.

556

Thick -Film Circuits for TV

The TELEVISION Colour Receiver-Part 18558

Service Data

562

Television Goes to Berlin

Receiver Debugging-Part 3- IF and Video
Responses

by E. J. Hoare

564

Your Problems Solved

569

Test Case 130

571

THE NEXT ISSUE DATED NOVEMBER
WILL BE PUBLISHED OCTOBER 22
Hold -over: We regret that due to shortage of space in
this issue we have had to hold the next instalment of
"Renovating the Rentals", covering the decoder circuits
in the Philips G6 colour chassis, until the next issue.

© IPC Magazines Limited 1973. Copyright in all drawings, photographs and articles published in "TELEVISION" is fully protected and reproduction
or imitation in whole or in part is expressly forbidden. All reasonable precautions are taken by "TELEVISION" to ensure that the advice and data

given to readers are reliable. We cannot however guarantee it and we cannot accept legal responsibility for it. Prices are those current as we go to press.
All correspondence intended for the Editor should be addressed to Fleetway House, Farringdon Street, London EC4 4AD. Address correspondence
regarding advertisements to Advertisement Manager, Fleetway House, Farringdon Street, London EC4A 4AD.
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VCR AND MINI -STUDIO FROM PYE

Pye have announced two interesting new Philips
products, the video cassette recorder type N1520
which can be used with a camera, and a group of
items under the name "Mini -Studio" which provide
a complete ready -to -use CCTV system for educational, industrial and amateur entertainment
purposes.

The cassette recorder is fully compatible with all
Philips video recorders and is in line with other continental brands. Attempts are being made to secure
a common standard for operation and compatibility
among most major continental countries under the
I.E.C. classification, and to extend this to include
Japanese equipment. We understand that the DIN
European VCR standard is now established, with
half -inch tape used.

The trend seems to be to omit u.h.f. or v.h.f.
tuning circuits and provide facilities to record direct
from the video signal stage. This enables the recorder
to be connected to one common socket on television
receivers or camera equipment, for use in studios as
well as in the home.
The N1520 is classified as a "professional" recorder
mainly for studio work and costs £750. It will take
a European Standard video cassette that carries the
VCR logo. This particular model does have an r.f.
modulator so that recordings can also be played via
a

domestic

receiver's

aerial

socket.

Two -track

dubbing and editing is provided so that it can be
usefully

employed in

preparing educational or

industrial training programmes in conjunction with
the "Mini -Studio" equipment. It is designed to CCIR
standards and the colour processing is to the PAL
system.

The video socket takes a nominal 1V peak -to -peak
input at 7512 and chroma signals of 300mV peak -to peak. The output is at the same level, but the chroma

is at 270mV. Full details and technical specification
can be obtained from Philips.
The "Mini -Studio" equipment shown in the accom-

panying photograph can be set up for use in 30

minutes by teenage children or adults, providing an
inexpensive CCTV system for less than £1,500 (basic
price excluding tax). It can be used with a videotape
recorder-which costs from £150 extra-or for
"live" performances. The equipment includes two
cameras-one with electronic viewfinder-and various
lenses (including zoom and standard microscopy),
tripods, headsets, telecine, mounting rack with three
10cm monitors and a control unit (see below), microphone and audio mixer. The system can be used for
example with a bench microscope, with class demonstrations carried out using large screen monitors.
The system conforms to CCIR waveforms. The
control unit enables simple effects to be carried out:
faders are provided so that when switching from one
camera to another the picture from the first gradually dissolves into the picture from the second, while
both horizontal and vertical wipes can be achieved
and by combining them the picture from one camera
can be made to appear as a corner insert. The audio
mixer will cater for five channels, three for microphones. The vision mixer is three channel with
mixing of two pictures, the third showing the output
picture. The equipment is being handled by the
Business Communications division of Pye.

FUTURE UK TV SERVICES

The Television Advisory Committee to the Minister
of Posts and Telecommunications has now published
the technical reports on which its recent recommendations were based. The committee recommends
1980 as the target date for the closure of the v.h.f.
405 -line service. The v.h.f. bands could then be
replanned, amongst the possibilities being a "maximum coverage" TV service consisting of either two
programmes reaching 85 per cent of the population or
a single programme using six channels to reach 99

per cent of the population, a "local"

The complete Mini -Studio, together with (centre rear) a
Philips N1520 video cassette recorder.

service to

provide a large number of small population groups
with their own TV programmes, extension of f.m.

broadcasting or the mobile radio allocation or a
combination of these various options.
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On the subject of satellite TV transmissions in

Band VI (1 1.7-12.5GHz) the committee says that four

or five national programme channels would be a
feasible proposition in the early 1980s. Individual
aerial/converter assemblies for such a service would

probably be more expensive than setting up communal reception/distribution systems.
NEW VCR RANGE

The American owned International Video Corporation is introducing in the UK its VCR100 series one inch videotape cartridge recorders which are aimed
at the professional studio market. The VCR101C
offers recording and playback in monochrome and
colour (PAL or SECAM colour systems) while the
VCR111C is a playback only version. The cartridge
contains a single 8in. NAB reel of tape, making the
machines compatible with IVC reel-to-reel recorders.
The tape is automatically threaded and anchored to
the take-up reel in the machine.
There are two audio channels, with the option of
a.g.c. One channel can be recorded after the rest of
the tape has been recorded. Cartridges are available
with 1, i or +-hour tape playing times and cost £25
each. At the end of rewinding the cartridge is automatically ejected clear of the mechanical drive. One
particularly interesting feature is the ability to delay
the display of the recorded picture so that picture
disturbance due to sync searching after switch -on
does not appear on the screen. These machines are
not compatible

with European VCR types. An

editing version will be made available at a later date.

The new IVC VCR100 series of video recorders combines
the user convenience of cartridge loading-insert a

cartridge, close the lid and press a button-with the
quality obtained by using a 1 in. tape format as in conventional IVC studio -type recorders. Marketed in England
and Wales by Bell & Howell A -V Ltd.

guidance on obtaining reception from two or more
u.h.f. transmitters.
A new TV aerial system consisting of a 92 -element
lightweight beam, remote tuned masthead aerial

amplifier plus optional aerial rotator unit is being
introduced by Uni-Com Electronics Ltd. (36 Clarges

Street, London, W1) for use in fringe areas or for

receiving extra channels. Field tests have been carried
out by Alpine Aerials who will be undertaking installations in London and the Home Counties.

SOLID-STATE SENSOR

Fairchild have introduced in the US a 500 -element
charge -coupled device for imaging-we take this to
mean that it is a solid-state sensor giving a video
output signal. Applications include slow -scan TV,
document reading and optical character recognition.
This is understood to be the first charge -coupled
device to be brought to the market-the one-off price
is quoted as 51200.

LARGER TRINITRON

Sony have announced in Tokyo the successful
development of a 27in. version of their Trinitron
colour tube. The new version has a 114° deflection
angle. Sony are at present selling Trinitron colour
sets in the US in three sizes ranging from 5in. to
17in.
TRADE NOTES

TRANSMITTER OPENINGS

The following relay stations are now in operation:
Luton: BBC -1 channel 55, BBC -2 channel 62. Receiv-

ing aerial group C.

Hastings: BBC -1 channel 22, BBC -2 channel 25.
Receiving aerial group A.
Weymouth: BBC -1 channel 40, BBC -2 channel 46.

Receiving aerial group B.
The transmissions from these stations are vertically
polarised.
AERIAL NOTES

We have received from R. Smith Aerials (98 Ash
Road, Luton, LU2 9AX) a copy of the catalogue of
their extraordinarily comprehensive range of TV
and FM aerials and fittings. There are numerous
wideband and fringe u.h.f. designs, the Zodiac range
for example featuring a full -wave dipole, quadruple

directors mounted on twin beams and an angled
reflector. Wideband u.h.f. aerial kits are available
for use with touring caravans, UK maps and charts
being supplied with each kit. The catalogue contains
helpful advice on aerial selection and use, including

The latest trade figures available, for May this year,
show that at a time when there is said to be a build
up of stocks of TV sets in the distribution pipeline

imports continued to rise. Of 252,000 colour sets
delivered to the trade in May (more than twice the
number -of monochrome sets delivered) some 29%

(72,000) were imported. Taking the first five months

of the year imports accounted for almost 25% of

colour set deliveries in the UK. UK setmakers have
now approached the Japanese television industry
through BREMA requesting a cut in imports to half
the current level. It seems however that recent currency realignments have already made the UK
industry more competitive, while it is understood
that output has now increased to a level sufficient to

meet current demand. Thorn are continuing with

their expansion programme, having recently acquired

a new plant in Hull where subassemblies for their
colour receiver plant at Bradford will be made.
ELECTROKIT'S NEW ADDRESS

Electrokit have moved to new premises at 8 Cullen
Way, London, NW10.
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THE NEW MT CHASSIS
chrome chassis (Bush TV309 series), with three i.c.s.

The signal passes first to a BF240 transistor which
acts as i.f. preamplifier then via the response shaping
circuits to the i.f. amplifier i.c. (type SC9504P)
which incorporates a line -gated sync -tip a.g.c. circuit and also provides an a.g.c. output for the tuner
unit. This is followed by a further i.c. (type SC9503P)

which acts as a low-level synchronous detector and

T. JOHN
We were pleased to accept an invitation recently to
attend one of the series of servicing seminars being
held by Rank Radio International to introduce to
the trade and servicing organisations the new Bush/
Murphy 110° colour chassis. It is a welcome thing
indeed to see the trouble to which RRI are going to
familiarise the trade with the technical details and
servicing aspects of this new chassis in good time.
The chassis itself is a masterpiece in respect of
making everything easy to get at. The whole thing
can be dismantled into its component parts within

a matter of minutes through a simple process of
unscrewing, unclipping and unplugging. The aim has
not been to divide the chassis into large numbers of

separate, detachable panels but instead to group
circuits logically and make them accessible for
repair with the absolute minimum of fuss.

The first thing that struck us on examining the
set was the absence of a degaussing shield, the

degaussing coils resting against the rear of the tube
bowl. Perhaps this had been left off in the interests
of making everything readily visible for demonstration purposes? Not so however: the degaussing

shield in the c.r.t. (Mullard) being used is actually
built into the tube.
The tube of course is the key factor in the new
chassis. RRI have decided to use the thick -neck
rather than the thin -neck type of 110° tube, with
Mullard Phase II circuitry. The following reasons
were given for deciding upon the thick -neck tube:
better purity which is more easily obtained; higher
light output which is more even over the screen area;

less subject to magnetic effects; requires less scan
power than a thin -neck tube. To clarify this latter
point, the line scan power required by both types of
tube is much the same: the field scan power required
with a thick -neck tube however is less than that
required with a thin -neck tube using a toroidal
deflection yoke.
RRI emphasise that no completely new techniques

video preamplifier. The 6MHz sound signal also
derived from this i.c. is applied to the third i.c. (type
TBA750) which provides intercarrier sound amplification, limiting, detection and audio preamplification.

The audio output stage consists of a single BD181

transistor in a class A circuit, giving an output of
2W. The quality of the audio obtained from this
stage is excellent and an external loudspeaker socket

is provided. This is arranged so that the plug can
be inserted either to operate the extension speaker

only or both the external and internal speakers. The
audio output transistor is protected against flashovers
by connecting a v.d.r. (type E299DD/P336) between
its collector and chassis.
The a.f.c. circuit along with the luminance, decoder
and RGB output stages are all mounted on the main
signal panel. The decoder follows previous RBM

practice with most of the signal processing and
detection carried out by two i.c.s (which are now
unpluggable) and a passive subcarrier regenerator
employed. A modification here however is the inclusion of a circuit to prevent a spurious subcarrier

developed by noisy low-level signals on monochrome
reaching the chrominance synchronous demodu-

lators in the second i.c.
A new contrast control circuit, now linked to the
colour control so that the two track together from
the signal point of view, is used in the luminance
channel. This is shown in Fig. 1. The arrangement
is

based on the four diodes 3D6 -3D9. 3D7 and

3D6 form a shunt path for the signal to chassis via
3C24 while 3D8 and 3D9 form a series path to the
base of 3VT4. Adjustment of the contrast control
varies the diode biasing and thus the impedances of
the two paths. As the contrast control is moved to
provide a more positive potential 3D8 and 3D9 con -

4.7k

15k

3VT4
8F197

have been adopted and indeed much of the new
chassis will be familiar to those acquainted with

previous RBM chassis. Nevertheless modifications
have been introduced and general updating undertaken while there are of course new field and line
output stages, convergence and pincushion distortion correction circuits.

A varicap tuner operated by a

touch -sensitive

tuning unit (of the type described in our April issue
-pages 250-251-this year) is used. The i.f. panel is
very similar to that used in the RRI A816 mono-

Fig. 1: Contrast control circuit. 3C26 and 3R145 form an
anti -bounce network to prevent picture disturbance with
rapid operation of the contrast control.
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Thyristor

AC

3:
Line
oscillator
(TBA920) starter circuit: the
supply to the TBA920 is
from the h.t. line via 4VT2
Fig.

(HT rectifier)
£R112

82k

Circuit breaker with
push-button reset

until the line output stage

-1-180

regulated

HT

(187V)

4822
5.6k

<7k

4R27
100

BF337

comes into operation and the

<D2

I.t. supply appears.
TBA920

flows into it via 4VT14 base. As 4C74 charges so
4VT14 cuts off and the circuit then reverts to
CEO

Fig. 2: Slow -start system in the power supply circuit.

duct more while 3D7 and 3D6 conduct less and vice

normal operation. On switching off 4C74 discharges
via 4R108.

Another power supply modification is a circuit
breaker with push-button reset. This removes the

The stabilised power supply circuit uses a thyristor

power to the receiver when the e.h.t. exceeds 28.5kV.
More about this later.
A TBA920 i.c. is used as sync separator and line
generator, with an external noise -canceller transistor

added however including the use of a substantial choke in series with the thyristor to limit the

The 1.t. supplies are all derived from the line output

versa.

and is basically the same as the circuit previously
employed. Some detailed improvements have been

peak repetitive current and a "slow -start" circuit to
limit the initial switch -on current surge. The latter
arrangement is shown in Fig. 2. 4C75 charges via
4R112 and 4R113 until the breakover voltage of the
diac which fires the thyristor is reached, the charging
of 4C75 being controlled by the action of the regulating transistor 4VT15. 4VT14 which provides the
slow -start action is connected across the zener diode
4D24. When 4VT14 is conducting (at switch on)
4D24 is shorted and 4VT15 conducts heavily, delay-

ing the charging of 4C75 and thus the triggering
of the diac and thyristor. 4C74 is completely discharged on switching on so that a heavy current

in the input circuit of the sync separator section.

stage in this chassis so the problem arises of how
to start the line generator in the i.c. before the line
output stage comes into operation. This is done by

the line oscillator starter shown in Fig. 3. On switch
on 4VT2 conducts heavily, providing the supply to

the i.c. (pin 1) via 4R22 from the main h.t. line.
Once the line output stage comes into operation the
supply to the i.c. is via 4R27 and 4D4, the positive
voltage at 4VT2 emitter then cutting it off. Zener

diode 4D2 ensures that the reverse base/emitter

voltage of 4VT2 is not exceeded.
The line output stage is shown in simplified form
in Fig.

4. A single line output transistor (type

2SC1172E) is used, with the scan coils driven from

HI27

NAAr
1

I

Line

lonearity

Interlock

4C31

0.56

I.V15
25C11728

Line drive

i.C28
011

820
Shitt
circuit

LT regulator

EW modulator

1.7

diodes

Line output
transformer

409

Modulated
350V pulse to

413

EW modulator

470p

t ransf ormer

'1.;1700r

4D6

Set

cut-out

10

S

<RV3

convergence

(

circuits

47

Input from
EW amplifier
4R34
10k

110

4C41

,77" -

Fig. 4: Simplified circuit of the line output stage, showing the EW pincushion correction arrangements and the overvoltage
protection system. The EW modulator diodes also provide the 25V supply.
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its collector (via the linearity control and S -correction
capacitor). The line output transformer is used

variable (by means of the E/W amplitude and keystone

primarily to tune the flyback pulse. Overvoltage
protection is provided by the circuit consisting of
4RV3, 4D8, 4D6, the thyristor 4THY1 and associated

zontal (line) convergence. Both the red/green and
blue horizontal convergence circuits are shunt fed
from the line output transformer, the convergence
correction voltage waveform being modulated by the
field scan (by 4T3) to give increased deflection
sensitivity at the corners of the display. The operation of these circuits is based on double integration.
The field -modulated line flyback waveform is first
integrated by the primary windings of the red/green
(5T1) and blue (5T2) amplitude transformers. Thus

The only thing the field timebase has in common

a substantially sawtooth waveform flows in these
transformers. The second integration is performed
by the horizontal convergence coils 7L9, 7L10 and
7L11 themselves. Resistors 5R2 and 5R3 provide
tilt in the red/green circuit while 5R6 and 5RV3
provide tilt in the blue circuit. Diodes 5D1 and 5D2
across the red and green coils provide clamping so

with that used in the 90° RBM single -standard

chassis is the use of a silicon -controlled switch as the

field oscillator. In this new circuit the s.c.s. directly
contiols the discharge of the capacitor which
generates the field scan waveform. The waveform
produced by this capacitor is first amplified by a
transistor stage whose gain, and hence the height, is
controlled by variable emitter negative feedback.
This is followed by a three -stage direct -coupled class
A amplifier using a BD183 output transistor, with
choke coupling to the scan coils.

that

This brings us to the circuit features specifically
new to 110° operation, the new pincushion distortion
correction and convergence arrangements. It seems
that a lot of development work has gone into these

is

not disturbed

when

the bottom end of the convergence coils, giving

coarse adjustment to the resistive tilt controls.
The blue lateral coils 7L7 and 7L8 require saw tooth and parabolic currents of either polarity.
These are obtained from +60V pulses derived from
the line output transformer. These pulses are applied
to 5L1 and 5L2. 5L1 integrates the pulses and feeds
sawtooth current to the blue lateral coils, the polarity
of the current being determined by the setting of the
core. Adjustment of 5L1 also alters the amplitude

over the last couple of years as a result of which
they are not nearly as complex as we had at one
time been led to expect. In fact RRI say that conver-

of the current. 5L2 in conjunction with 5C1 and
SRI supply parabolic current to the blue lateral
coils, adjusting 5L2 core altering the polarity and
amplitude of the current.

field

chassis for pincushion distortion correction. In addi-

static convergence

dynamic convergence adjustments are being made.
Clamping is not required in the blue circuit: 5D3
across the blue tilt control provides waveform
shaping, not clamping. The red/green differential
amplitude coil 5L3 with 5R4, 5C3, 5RV1 and 5C6
form a damped resonant circuit to help shape the
waveform. The coarse tilt facility is incorporated as
part of each amplitude transformer to enable
additional pulse voltage to be added if necessary at

Pincushion ft Convergence Circuits

deflection current must be increased at the centre
of each line in the upper and lower portions of the
raster. This is done by superimposing small line frequency currents on the field deflection current.
A transductor is used for this purpose and operates
on the same lines as the transductor used in 90°

field -frequency

tion, being the first for use with 110° tubes that
we have seen used by a UK setmaker. First, hori-

breaker coming into operation in the event of a

the top and bottom of the display the

of

4T3 which is in series (see Fig. 4) with the line scan
coils. The width control sets the bias applied to the
E/W amplifier: in this way the line scan amplitude
is varied linearly across the field scan.
The convergence circuits (Fig. 6) merit full descrip-

c.r.t. flashover.

at

combination

the primary of the E/W modulator transformer

components, switching off the receiver in the event
of the line output transistor collector voltage rising
by more than 25%. The set cut-out voltage control
(4RV3) is adjusted to ensure that 4THY1 fires if the
e.h.t. rises 25%. During normal operation the voltage
produced by the protection rectifier 4D8 is lower
than the zener voltage of 4D6, thus holding off the
voltage from 4THY1 gate. Should the voltage produced by 4D8 exceed 4D6 zener voltage however
4THY1 fires and the contact breaker in the power
supply (Fig. 2) opens interrupting the supply to the
receiver. In addition 4D9 operates the protection
circuit in the event of an excess voltage appearing
on the 1.t. supply. 4D7, 4R34 and 4C24 provide a
transient overvoltage limiter to pre'ent the circuit

gence is easier to adjust than in their 90° chassis,
with less interaction between the controls.
Getting a gooJ linear display is important with a
colour set and we were particularly impressed with
the crosshatch pattern the receivers on show displayed. Separate North/South (top and bottom) and
East/West (picture sides) pincushion correction is
employed. Fig. 5 is included to help clarify what is
involved here. To overcome pincushion distortion

controls)

parabolic and sawtooth waveforms is applied via a
three -stage E/W correction waveform amplifier to

N

1Nnc ushi on

distortion
w

tion a second harmonic component is added to
straighten the lines at the top.
To correct pincushion distortion at the sides the

line scan amplitude must be reduced at the start and
finish of each field scan period. To achieve this the
line amplitude has to be varied parabolically at the
field rate. This is done by injecting a field -rate parabolic waveform in series with the line scan coils. A

Fig.

5: Illustrating the pincushion distortion correction
required.
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+350V modulated line
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470

5016
tk

013

220

680

Fig. 6: The convergence circuits.

For red/green vertical (field) convergence a volt-

age derived from the field output transformer

is

applied to the red/green vertical convergence circuit
in two ways. For the first half of the scan it is fed
via 5C12 direct to the matrixing network (5RV8, etc.).
During the second half of the scan it is fed via 5C10
to the clipper diodes 5D4, 5D5 and then to the base
of 5VT1. The components in the emitter circuit of
this stage provide shaping. 5VT2 inverts the resultant
waveform and drives the symmetrical pair of emitter followers 5VT3 and 5VT4. Diodes 5D12 and 5D15
bypass the field flyback pulses to chassis. The setting

of the R/G bottom balance control 5RV9 in the

base circuit of the emitter -followers interacts with
the R/G top controls in their emitter circuits, though
the opposite does not occur: for this reason vertical
convergence at the bottom of the display is adjusted
first followed by adjustment to the top part of the
display.

The blue vertical convergence coils may require
current of either polarity. This is provided by applying drive to each end of the coils (7L12). Again the
bottom control affects convergence at the top so that

the bottom is adjusted first followed by correction at
the top of the display.
A service switch is provided to assist when making
grey -scale and purity adjustments. In the down position a blank raster is obtained to enable purity

adjustments to be carried out. In the up position a
collapsed raster (horizontal line) is produced which

can then be resolved into its R, G and B components
to enable the tube first anode controls to be accurately adjusted.
This is the first UK produced 110° colour chassis

for which detailed information has been released.
The initial production models we examined gave

good performance and the chassis is likely to be with
us for some years. It will be interesting to compare

this chassis with

the TCE (BRC) 4000 and the

Philips, Pye 110° chassis-due for release shortlywhen details of these other new chassis become

available. One thing the RRI chassis does prove: the
vast complexities that had been forecast with 110°
operation have been overcome, undoubtedly as a
result of the development work that has been steadily
going on during the last couple of years.
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aries which when connected in phase provide an

0-48V winding. This is eminently suitable for giving

the 30V required for the tuning line. A bridge

UARICAP

Tun=

SYSTEM
ROGER BUNNY
As regular readers will know the author has been
active in the field of long-distance television reception for some years. Earlier this year I spent some
time reviewing receiving equipment with a view to
completely changing the system I was using. Quite
by chance supplies of v.h.f. and u.h.f. varicap tuners
became readily available so I decided to adopt these
for the new receiving system. The initial prototype
tried out gave most encouraging results and following this a design was evolved on the basis of which

a further six units were made-four for v.h.f. and
two for u.h.f.
These units have now been in operation for some

time and have proved most reliable. There have
been no problems save for that of accurately locating
channel settings. Several new receivers have also

been brought into use, adapted for being fed from
the varicap units. Details of the modifications made
to these receivers for long-distance reception will be
given in a separate article in a later issue.
The v.h.f. and u.h.f. tuners used were obtained
from Manor Supplies. The u.h.f. one is the Mullard
ELC1043 for which a data sheet can be obtained
from Mullard Ltd. A 12V supply, a tuning voltage
variable over the range 0.3-28V and a variable positive voltage for gain control (a.g.c.) are all that is
needed to operate the unit. Connections are shown
in Fig. 1.

The v.h.f. tuner is a Philips unit and the only
I was able to obtain on it was that

rectifier (D1 -D4) is used with the output taken via
RI to a split feeding the tuning voltage section and
the 12V supply section. The latter is self-explanatory
apart possibly for SW2 and R13: these are fitted
on the v.h.f. units and serve to stabilise the current
through the zener diode D5 on Band I, the current
flow to chassis via R13 preventing the current
through the zener rising alarmingly (the 12V Band
switching supply at approximately 12mA is required
on Band III only).
The maximum output obtained from the tuning

voltage side of the circuit is 30V. The feed here
via the emitter -follower Trl (BFX85) with its
associated components. The zener diode D6 holds
Trl base at a constant voltage, the 6.8kt1 resistor
is

R5 setting the zener current flow to chassis-in this
case approximately 4mA. The use of this emitter follower rather than a straight zener diode reduces
the a.c. ripple to an absolute minimum and allows

dissipation to occur in the regulator itself rather
than in the zener diode-this in turn gives better
overall voltage stability with variations in temperature. The value of C6 could in practice be reduced
to 1,00012F if space in the box used to house the
unit is limited.

Tuning
Tuning is carried out by means of the two carbon
potentiometers VR2 and VR3. Since the graph of
frequency change/tuning voltage (see Fig. 5) is not
linear the use of a logarithmic potentiometer for
coarse tuning is suggested in the interests of obtaining a more linear scale across the face of the meter
when tuning. On the six units I constructed originally

however linear potentiometers were used and al -

IF output
Test point
12V

(Mixer/oscillator)

Aerial

Tuning voltage

input

12V lltF)

information

AGC

available from Manor Supplies. The supply circuit
for it was designed on the assumption that its requirements were very similar to those of the Mullard
type ELC1042. The connections are shown in Fig. 2

-note that these are not quite the same as for the

ELC1042. The only additional requirement for the
v.h.f. unit
switching.

EMI

Metal case common

Fig. 1: ELC1043 u.h.f. tuner pin connections.
Gives extra IF gain for UHF tuner output

is a 12V feed to provide Band I/III

0- aerial
in
VHF

Further information on varicap tuners and their

use is given in the following issues of TELEVISION:
November 1971. October 1972, May 1973.

Circuit Details
The circuit (see Fig. 3) adopted to provide the
power supplies is quite simple. An inexpensive Eagle

mains transformer was available with two second-

12V

Tuning

12V

voltage

IF Horn
UHF tuner

IF
out

AGC

12V

1/Ill

bandswitch

Apply

12V for

Band m

Mixer collector - not used

Fig. 2: Pin connections of the Philips v.h.f. varicap tuner
available from Manor Supplies.
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0
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0.68
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I2V

13FX85

Collector connected to case

itC3

C2
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/.7.077

Fig. 3: The power supply circuitry.
VR1

AGC

Gain

5k

1C4

R4

3.3k

T° '

1713

/7:77

is an attractive 50,0A movement of some 4in. width
and fits extremely well into the Eddystone diecast
box used.

R8

L1

12V

1k

C12

BF180 Z01
C9

Inpu01

120

Resistor R7 in series with the meter consists in

n.

fact of several

250
2

Tr2

.
C13

RIO

3.9k

R11

1k

R12
120
10

KIN

Tuning voltage

Fig. 4 (left): Emitter -follower used at the output.

Fig. 5 (right): Tuning voltage plotted against channel
setting with a vision it of 39.5 MHz-Mullard ELC1043
u.h.f. varicap tuner.

though scale cramping is evident with these the large
meters employed allow great accuracy in tuning
adjustments and ease in locating channels. This meter
R1

R2
R3
R4

1500' 5W W.W.
1-5k 0' 5W W.W.
6.8k 0 PAI
3.3k 0 4-W

R5
R6
R7
R8

resistors, the exact value being

selected so as to give full scale deflection with a
tuning voltage of 30V. In practice different values

40

01 Output
CIO
47p

were used for each unit constructed. As a basis however fit a 470k0 resistor as standard and then insert
extra resistors as necessary to get the correct operating point. F.S.D. should be found with 470k0 plus
another series value between 821cC2 and 130162. In
all cases no more than three resistors were needed.
A small adjustable (skeleton preset) resistor could

of course be used to set the exact value but in the
interests of long term stability and freedom from

any slight tendency for the preset to move the use of
separate fixed resistors is recommended.
The 0.68,0F capacitor C8 fitted actually at the
input connection on the tuner itself is essential since
hum may be noticed without it. In addition a small
0.01/4F ceramic capacitor is fitted across each of the

input supply connections on the tuner body for
absolute stability.

6.8k 0 2W

R9

10k 0 1W

220 0 4-W

R10

See text
1k0 +W

R11

3.9k 0 IW
1k0 fW

C2
C3
C4

1000pF 70V
0.01pF 150V
1000pF 25V
0.01pF 150V

C5
C6
C7

25pF 50V
2500pF 50V
0-01pF 150V

1200,-'W
R13 470 0 5W W.W.
R14 12052+W
R1 500, R2 1k 0,
R12

VR3 50k 0 for v.h.f. tuner.

10% carbon unless otherwise indicated.
C1

C8
C9
C10

0.68p F 150V

C11

0.01pF 150V
47pF 150V

C12
C13

Tr1

Tr2

BFX85
BF180

SW1

DPST toggle (RS)

0.01pF 150V
0.01pF 150V
0.01pF 150V

All small -value capacitors ceramic.

5k0 lin.
VR2 25k 0 log.
VR3 25k 0* lin.
VR1

F1

I

Miniature fuseholder
(RS)

D1 -D4 100V p.i.v., 1A
D5
D6
M
N1

12V 1.5W zener
30V 1.5W zener
50pA f.s.d. 4" meter
(Adastra T41)
Mains neon (RS)

SW2 Miniature SPDT

toggle (RS)

T1

0-240V pri.;
2 \ 0-24V sec.
(Eagle MT100)

Eddystone diecast box (6357P, 74-"x 4+" 3") ; 18 -way miniature tagstrip; two coaxial sockets (Belling -Lee);
1 miniature mains input plug and socket (RS) ; knobs, etc.
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scratches etc. Prewire the tagstrips, with all components fitted, before mounting them in the boxthe flying leads required for connecting to the main
components should also be prefitted.
As brackets or other mechanical adornments are
not supplied with the tuners a method of mounting
them in the diecast box must be devised. The easiest

solution is to cut two strips of tin, drilled to take
a 4BA bolt at one end, the other end being soldered
to the body of the tuner. This operation should be

done carefully since an iron of at least 60W is

It ".

.to+1,4

.

needed to effect good jointing. Once soldered the
strips (solder a similar strip on the other side of the
tuner) can be adjusted to contact the walls of the
box and an appropriate hole drilled in the box side.
It is a wise move to solder a 4BA nut on to the tin
strip to obviate problems later when mounting the
tuner in the unit-one less hand then being required
to bolt the tuner in place. Alternative layouts and
mounting arrangements will undoubtedly suggest
themselves to the constructor but these notes and the

accompanying photograph show how the author

tackled the problem.
For aerial isolation purposes a 470pF 750V working capacitor should be inserted in series at the point
where the aerial input enters the wall of the unit.

Operation
Provided care has been taken over construction

Internal view showing constructional details.

To avoid detuning the i.f. output feed if varying
lengths of coaxial feeder are used a simple emitter follower stage (Fig. 4) using a BF180 is included
between the varicap tuner i.f. output and the actual
i.f. output socket of the tuning unit. This allows the
varicap tuner i.f. output to be peaked exactly.

The values of R1 and R2 vary depending on

whether the unit is for u.h.f. or v.h.f. use. The differ-

ences are because of the extra current required by
the Band switching diodes in the v.h.f. version.

Construction

the unit should work immediately it is switched on!
In my case one didn't, the BFX85 immediately blowing its base open -circuit. The fault was traced to a
bead of solder beneath the slider connection of the
main tuning potentiometer contacting to chassis (this
couldn't be observed visually).
The value of 501(12 for the fine tuning potentiometer is suitable for v.h.f. although even a 100kil
one could be fitted. Whilst tuning over Band I the
coarse tuning potentiometer should prove sufficiently

accurate on its own since a tuning spread of only
30MHz is required. The fine tuning potentiometer

is of greater help when tuning in Band III, the rough

frequency being set with the coarse tuner and the
fine tuner then being used to sweep to the exact
frequency. I found however that even in Band III
the coarse control is sufficiently accurate by itself.
The fine tuning control comes into its own at u.h.f.

No problems should arise with the physical construction of such units, apart possibly from being
able to incorporate the large smoothing electrolytics.

where it is particularly helpful for sweeping to channels adjacent to strong local signals. A weak signal
is often received at a dip in the i.f. response and the
fine tuning control is particularly useful for finding

passing a 6BA bolt through one of the holes in the
strapping. The various components associated with

end it is possible to sweep three channels.

In the units I constructed CI, C3 and C6 were
strapped together using polythene cable strapping
and then bolted against the wall of the box by
the power supplies were mounted on half an 18 -way

miniature tagstrip which is mounted in turn on the
inside of the front cover of the box. The other half
of the tagstrip was used for the emitter -follower
stage and the meter f.s.d. setting resistors. This tag strip section is mounted on the inside of the rear
wall of the box.
Commence construction by fitting the potentiometers and then working outwards. Fit the meter
second to last and finally mount the tuner over this
prior to wiring it into circuit. When working with
the meter fitted it is advisable to tape some form of

protective material over the meter face to avoid

this. The fine tuning potentiometer has a range of
just over one channel at the 1.f. end of the u.h.f.
band-from about channel E23. Its range gradually
extends at increasing 'frequencies until at the h.f.
The stability of the units is good, there being no
detectable drift after the initial warm up. I normally

allow 25 seconds for warming up, this being the
period during which the high -value electrolytics

charge. The circuit then operates normally.

If any problem is experienced in obtaining the

4in. Adastra meters or RS components these can be

obtained from Ian

C.

Beckett, 6 Bridge Street,

Buckingham. An s.a.e. should be included with the
list of requirements.

The author wishes to thank Barry Raynbird of

Chandlers

project.

Ford

for

his

assistance

with

this
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PART 2

I

HARI PETERS

Intercarrier Sound ICs
ALL sound i.c.s are designed to give acceptable

SAA570: Plessey version of the TAA570. Inter-

Most of them work equally well at 10.7MHz too.

Zener ICs

results at 4.5, 5.5 and 6.0MHz intercarrier frequencies.

Alignment is straightforward. Tune the detector coil
-be it a slope detector or quadrature coil-for maximum undistorted f.m. sound. The input circuit,

which usually consists of a bandpass pair, is not
easy to tune for maximum f.m. due to the limiting
action of the i.c. It is best adjusted for minimum

a.m. on a reduced signal.
TAA350: This is the original sound i.c. It is a simple
limiter -amplifier using an external diode for slope
detection. Some gave sibilants on sound, curable by
biasing the detector diode on with a little d.c. or by
reducing the Q of the detector coil. The latter course

reduces output somewhat which is sparse enough
at 200mV peak -to -peak. The TAA350 is no longer

available: it has been replaced by the TAA350A

which has its pins round thus:

TAA350A pin

TAA350 pin

changeable.

Zener i.c.s are two -legged devices designed to
stabilise the 30V line used for channel selection with

varicap tuners. Most brands come in three voltage
selections: 31-32V, 32-34V and 34-35V. This need
not concern you unless you live in an area where the
u.h.f. channels are 60 or higher: some tuners need
the higher voltage selection to give adequate tuning
at this end of the u.h.f. band.
TAA550: This is metal cased with the case at 30V.
So if you feel like fitting a heatsink ensure that it is
isolated from chassis. The voltage ranges are denoted

by a coloured dot: red low, yellow medium, green

high. These seldom go short-circuit, but can be

blown open -circuit by 30V line surges. The symptoms

are peculiar, being akin to a.g.c. lockout. On closer
observation the tuning is seen to vary with picture
content.
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SN76550: Texas version of above with similar
colour dot coding. Pin 2 may need removing on some
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ZTK33: A similar device from ITT, with the voltage
selection alphabetically coded-A low, B medium, C
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TAA570: This is "almost" a TAA350 but has a

built-in detector and audio amplifier. Its "works"
were described and illustrated last month. Pin 4 can
be used as remote volume control but usually isn't.
Early TAA570s gave maximum volume with pin 4
shorted to chassis. Later ones reversed this, giving
maximum volume with pin 4 open -circuit. These
had an identifying white spot on the case. Later still
the white spot was omitted. Moral: do not cut pin 4
off until you are sure which sort your set was wired
for. Get some sound first. This i.c. can produce
distortion when warm. Try retuning the quadrature
coil, or reduce the pin 3 external load (nominally

ICs for the IF Strip
TCA270: An i.f. demodulator using synchronous

detection and supplying positive- and negative -going
outputs. The negative -going output usually goes to

the sync separator whilst the positive -going one is
used for luminance and chrominance outputs. Two
a.g.c. voltages are available, with their crossover
level adjustable, and a.f.c. control is provided for
varicap tuners.
Alignment is by adjusting the "tank" circuit (the
same as a quadrature coil in a sound i.c. circuit).
It is set for best response with a squarewave modulated on to an i.f. carrier. Experience indicates that
a broadcast test card may be good enough for the
purpose, but since the tank coil and its neighbouring

TBA480: This is a 16 -pin QUIL replacement for the

a.f.c. coil are interdependent no risks should be taken
this early by inveterate twiddlers. E.H.T. flashovers
can kill these i.c.s off (raster but no snow, faint hiss
in loudspeaker). Replacement doesn't involve
realignment.
MC1330P: I.F. demodulator (synchronous) plus

TBA750: The current sound i.c. Capable of driving a

RBM, Decca. In 8 -pin DIL pack. Provides negative and positive -going video outputs, also a.f.c. output.

4.7kn). Output about 1.5V p -p for 50kHz deviation.
TBA120: A 14 -pin QUIL package widely used in
Europe. Available in many brand names. A reliable
i.c.

TAA570. A nice reliable i.c. with about 1.2V p -p
output for 50kHz deviation.

pair of output transistors directly to get over 2W
output. Reliable.

video preamplifier from Motorola. Used by BRC,
MC1352P: I.F. amplifier i.c. from Motorola incorporating its own gated a.g.c. system. For use in vision

544
Flyback pulses for
brightness control

crossover if the two a.g.c. outlets short internally,
giving more "snow" than usual. If pulses from the
line timebase are missing the i.c. reverts to direct

I

1

114

Luminance IY) input

sync and ungated a.g.c.
TBA550: This is the zig-zag QUIL replacement for
the TAA700. The pin numbering is identical and as
some printed circuit boards are pierced to take either
there is qualified interchangeability. The TBA550 is
more liable to chassis current feedback, to the extent
that the Pye group 169 chassis at the changeover to
using this i.c. had to split the metalwork at the
chassis to remove an earth loop.
SBA550: Plessey interchangeable version of the
above. Pinning identical.
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ICs for Colour Decoding

Fig. 1: Block diagram of the SL901 chrominance demodulator and matrixing i.c. used in Bush' Murphy models.

SL901: This Plessey i.c., widely used in RBM colour
sets, has 20 pins and a heatsink that bolts to chassis

for maximum dissipation. U (B-Y) and V (R-Y)
signals from the decoder delay line circuit are

i.f. strips. In 14 -pin DIL pack. Used in some chassis
to partner the MC1330P.

synchronously demodulated in this i.c., matrixed to
produce the G-Y signal and then further matrixed
with the Y signal to give R, G and B drive outputs.

Jungle ICs
Jungle i.c.s are so called because of their circuit
complexity. They fulfil the functions of video pre-

See Fig. 1.

amplifier,

black -level

* With 3.9k resistor to
chassis from pin 3 of

Half line frequency
squarewave from

lk

with

clamp and beam limiter control.
TBA510: Chrominance amplifier with burst blanking
and separate burst output.
The above pair of i.c.s is found in imported sets.
The TBA560 supersedes them, saving an i.c. at the
expense of extra peripheral circuitry.
TBA520 and TBA990: These are colour demodulators
of successive generations. They incorporate the PAL
switch and synchronously demodulate the U and V

amplifier, noise limiter, sync separator, i.f. and tuner
a.g.c. generator, line flywheel sync detector, field
interlace detector and video blanking. It is possible
for one section of these i.c.s to fail without stopping
the rest.
TAA700: The first QUIL 16 -pin package and the only
one you cannot easily fit the wrong way round. Can
be the cause of your field trouble; or can upset a.g.c.
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Fig. 2: Block diagram together with peripheral circuitry for the TBA540 decoder reference oscillator i.c.
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Fig. 3: Block diagram together with peripheral circuitry for the TBA560 series of chrominance

chrominance signals, at the same time matrixing

G-Y from the resultant R-Y and B-Y outputs.
The TBA520 works reliably in the Philips G8 chassis.
The TBA990 is too young to have developed its
character yet but has a very keen bistable which
switches back at the least provocation, giving an
asymmetric bistable output and shutting down the
chrominance channel of the four i.c. decoder of

which it usually forms part (more anon!).
TBA530: A simple matrixing i.c. It accepts R -Y,
B-Y and G-Y outputs from a TBA990 or TBA520,
adds Y and derives R, B and G outputs. The high

gain per channel enables

its

performance to be

linearised by feedback from the external output

transistors. D.C. coupling is maintained throughout
so that black -level clamping on each colour may be
set right back at the demodulators.
TBA540: The reference combination for a decoder.

It generates the 4.43MHz reference subcarrier and
locks it

to the burst of the incoming signal. The

burst ripple produced in the i.c. is compared with a
half line frequency squarewave from a TBA520 or
TBA990 in a synchronous detector to produce a
colour killer switch voltage and an excellent a.c.c.
(automatic chrominance control) potential capable
of holding the colour level over a 26dB range. This
a.c.c. is fast acting and is capable of rapidly rising
to a sufficiently high voltage when the detector is
"out of step" to hold the bistable in the TBA520 or
TBA990 for one line until it is in step again-this
feature replaces the entire conventional ident circuit.
Bad habits? Sometimes the odd i.c. will hang up at
the end of a monochrome programme so that colour
is not restored until 4 or 5 seconds late. Not as reliable as some other i.c.s. See Fig. 2.
TBA560: A single i.c. to replace the TBA500 and
TBA510. Extremely sensitive, needing only a few
millivolts input for full output. Becoming obsolescent.
See Fig. 3.
TBA560A, TBA560B and TBA560C: These improved

14

SN76013N

Fig. 4: Typical peripheral circuitry for the
Texas SN76013N audio output i.c.

versions of the TBA560 have the same pinning and
general characteristics but need bias changes on some
pins (see Fig. 3) to give the correct outputs. An
improved a.c.c. range apparently alters the ratio of
chrominance and luminance, but there is still adequate chrominance output to drive fully the following
circuits. The TBA560A is an interim type while the
TBA560B is customised for a European user: we
shall probably encounter the TBA560C as the final
development in use here. Although only just available the TBA560C appears to interchange with the
A version without having to change circuit values.
-continued on page 555
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and e.h.t. rectifier. Each panel has a system switch
mounted vertically on it. The right-hand panel contains the i.f. and video valves and components while
the left-hand panel is the timebase section. The tuner
units are fitted to the left of the chassis frame with
the knobs protruding through the front of the cabinet. Below the knobs are the system change buttons.
This article is concerned with fault finding in the

field and line timebases. The circuit of these is
shown in Fig. 1 while Fig. 2 shows the layout of
the timebase panel. There are four valves on the

FAULT

mom

panel, an ECC82 at the top, another ECC82 below
it, an ECL80 below that and at the bottom a PCL85.
The pentode section (V401b) of the ECL80 is the
sync separator. From the anode of this valve line
sync pulses are fed to the grid of the line sync pulse
amplifier/inverter triode V403a through R401/C401

GUIDE

and R403. The field sync pulses are integrated
through R446 and C433 and applied to V401a grid.
V401a in conjuction with the triode section of the
PCL85 forms the field multivibrator, the cross -

coupling capacitors being C430 on one side and
C432/C431 on the other. The field charging capa-

John Law

citor C429 charges via R438 and the height control
R439 to give the forward scanning stroke and is discharged via V402a when this valve conducts briefly
once each multivibrator cycle to give the flyback

stroke. The field signal thus produced drives the
field output pentode V402b which in turn feeds the

TIMEBASES:PHILIPS

field scan coils via the field output transformer

L106/7.

Returning to the line timebase, positive going
sync pulses are fed from the anode of V403a via

19TG158A SERIES

C402 to the anode of V403b the flywheel sync phase

The sets in this series, sold mainly under the Philips,

Stella and Cossor brand names, frequently appear
in the workshop. Not, I hasten to say, because it is
a bad chassis but because of the large number of
sets sold. Far from being of poor design in fact the
chassis has several unusual safety features. Apart
from the usual fuse in the mains input circuit there
is a 150mA fuse in the i.f., tuner and field timebase
h.t. circuit and a 250mA fuse in the line timebase
and sound h.t. circuit. In addition to these three
fuses there are eight 1W drop-off resistors which are
soldered to the underside of stand-off tags: should a

fault cause excessive current through any of these
resistors the solder will melt so that the resistor(s)
concerned will drop from the tags thus breaking
the circuit. This can prevent a serious printed panel
burn-up. It also gives an immediate indication of
the area of the fault.
The models in the series were fitted with 19 and
23in. tubes and originally the u.h.f. tuner was an
optional

extra.

The

common

Philips

Models

19TG158A, 19TG164A and 23TG164A, the Stella
ST2029A and Cossor CT1974A have transistor u.h.f.
tuners while the earlier Philips 19TG154A and
19TG156A together with the Stella ST2123A,
ST2I13A, ST1093A, ST1099A and ST2149A have
valve u.h.f. tuners.
When the cabinet back is removed right- and lefthand printed panels mounted vertically in a metal
frame are revealed. The space between the panels
is occupied by the mains dropper sections at the top,
the c.r.t. base below and a box below that secured

-

to the bottom of the metal frame and containing
the line output valve and transformer, boost diode

comparator valve. Reference pulses from the line
output transformer are fed via C404 and the integrating network R410/C403 to V403b grid. The resultant d.c. potential at V403b anode is filtered and
used to control the line oscillator. This consists of
another double -triode multivibrator, V404 (the other
ECC82). The cross -coupling capacitors here are C407

and C408. The control voltage from the flywheel

sync circuit controls the time -constant of V404a grid

circuit-this is basically set by the hold controls.

Note that the drive voltage applied via C410 to the
control grid of the line output valve is taken from
the anode of the a section of V404. The line output
stage itself is conventional, with V500 (PL36) the
line output valve, V501 (PY800) the boost diode
and V502 (DY87) the e.h.t. rectifier. The boost capacitance consists of the two capacitors C415 and C416
connected in parallel. It will be seen that there are
no flywheel line sync discriminator diodes, their
function being performed by V403b: this valve has
proved more reliable than the usual diodes but can
nevertheless cause weak or complete loss of line
sync.

Fault tracing and component replacement on this
chassis is not difficult: the removal of two bolts

at the top of the metal frame gives access to the
rear of the panels while clips above the panels
release them to the extent of the leads. The box
containing the line output transformer and associated valves can be taken out complete after two

bolts at the bottom of the frame have been removed.
The only problem is to ensure that the print behind
the upright panels is clean and free from dust so that
it will solder well: a toothbrush with some Thawpit
together with a dentists's mirror are useful for cleaning and inspecting completed joints.
The drop-off resistors are a great help in locating
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Fig. 1: Timebase circuits used in the Philips 19TG158A series. Switches in 405 -line position. Voltages measured with lookniv meter
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a faulty circuit. Their functions are as follows:
R200 (470n) is in the h.t. feed to the u.h.f. tuner.
R201 and R201 a (both 3.3kg) in parallel are in the
feed to the v.h.f. tuner.
R223 (390n) forms part of the sound output pentode
cathode resistance.
R254 and R255 (both 3.9k 2) in parallel feed h.t. to
the video output pentode (PL83).
R436 and R437 (both 680n) in parallel comprise the
field output pentode cathode resistance.
If there is excessive current in the PCL85 pentode

After checking the valves check the cross -coupling

example, R436/7 will be over -run melting the solder

coils.

capacitors. A break in the track of the field hold
control potentiometer R441 will also cause this
fault.

Spasmodic height variation can be difficult to
trace. Valves and potentiometer tracks should be
checked first and if cleared individual componerits
on the printed panel measured for value changes and

prodded for dry -joints or internal breaks until the
offending item shows up. Don't forget C421 (0.1µF)
across the secondary of the field output transformer

section, as a result of an interelectrode short for

and R108/R109 which are in series with the field

so that they fall to the floor of the cabinet. Their
presence there immediately indicates a fault in the
field timebase therefore. Before resoldering any of
the drop-off resistors it is essential to find and clear
the fault. If the resistors are discoloured or have
changed value fit new ones.
From the above it will be obvious that the first
step in fault location on this chassis should be inspection of all the drop-off resistors. If all are in

Loss of width is a common complaint and is
usually cured by replacing the PL36 line output

position check the three fuses. The 1.5A mains

fuse FS100 is beside the voltage adjustment panel
and protects the heaters, the h.t. rectifier and
main smoothing electrolytics. Failure of the 250mA
fuse FS202 located at the top right-hand corner of
the i.f. panel will leave the heaters alight but no
sound or vision since it controls the h.t. supply to
the line timebase and the audio amplifier (V203
triode section). Any momentary arcing in the boost
diode or line output valve will blow it. The 150mA
fuse FS201 is located on the left of the i.f. panel
and controls the power supply to the field timebase,
the i.f. stages and the tuner units.
In dealing with field timebase troubles the valves
should always be the first suspects. Remember that
in this chassis there are two valves involved, the

triode section of an ECL80 as well as the usual
PCL85.

The field output transformer can cause a number

of faults in this chassis. One is slight foldover at
the top of the picture with the BBC -1 test pulse in
the field blanking interval visible on the screen: in
some cases the foldover is steady, in other cases

intermittent. Low field amplitude with good linearity
has also been traced to the field output transformer,

as has creeping at the top of the raster with a 3in.
gap at the bottom. The defective transformer cannot
be repaired, replacement is the only answer.
In cases of low height however, first replace the
PCL85 then check the value of the 1.2Ma resistor
R438 in series with the height control. This increases
in value over a period of time to give lack of height.

Bottom cramping may be due to loss of capaci-

tance in the pentode cathode decoupling electrolytic
C428 (100/AF).

Similar symptoms are caused by

failure of C422 (0.0082µF) in the linearity feedback
network or C426 (0.082µF) in the coupling circuit.
Loss of height with low brightness has been traced
to C417 (0.056/iF) and R424 (220ka) which smooth
the boost feed to the height control.
Poor linearity should lead to a check of the components in the linearity circuits (anode to grid and
grid to chassis of the PCL85), particularly the miniature preset potentiometers (R431 and R432)-dead
spots and breaks in the tracks of these components
account for many linearity faults.
Complete field collapse (horizontal white line)
may be caused by failure of the field multivibrator.

valve. It can also be caused by loss of emission in
the PY800 boost diode.
If the line cannot be locked and the hold control
is at one end of its track change over the two ECC82
valves at the top of the printed panel. This will often

effect a cure as the line oscillator ECC82 (V404)
operates under more stringent conditions than the
line sync ECC82 (V403): replacement of the V404
ECC82 is of course the long term solution in this
case. If the fault is confined to 405 -line pperation
check the value of R420 (330k11) in series with the
405 line hold control. Another cause of lack of line
locking is change of value of R402 (27k[1). A case
of ragged verticals developing some time after
switching on wasp traced to the v.d.r. R416 being

faulty-as a check it can be replaced by a 100kil

resistor.

Loss of line drive to the PL36 can be caused by
R420 going open -circuit. An open -circuit R417
(330kn) will also kill the drive voltage. This is the

grid return resistor of V404b and is taken to the
h.t. line instead of to chassis. A 'decrease in its value

will give weak line hold with the control at one
end of its track: the clue to this fault is a drop in

V404b anode voltage of about 10V.
If the line oscillator goes out of lock when changing channels inspect and clean the system switchpoor contacts can give this symptom.
If there is no raster but the drive voltage is present

at the PL36 grid the cause may be failure of the
screen grid resistor R458 (2.2kn). If this component

is OK however remove the top cap of the PY800
boost diode: if this results in an increase in the
timebase whistle first suspect the boost capacitors
C415 and C416. Then suspect the line output transformer which unfortunately often proves to be the
faulty component in this chassis.
Should a picture of low brightness level balloon and

disappear when the brightness control is turned up
the cause is probably the e.h.t. rectifier V502
(DY87). There is however a resistor (R504) in series
with its heater. This can increase in value, lowering
the heater voltage and giving the same symptoms.
Its value is 0.025f1 and a replacement must come
from the manufacturers. The layout of the line output section box is shown in Fig. 3.
One case where repair of the line output transformer was possible occurred with the complaint of
normal picture on 625 -line operation but no results
on 405 lines. The customer had forgotten to mention
that there was no sound either. A voltage check soon
revealed that there was no h.t. voltage at the anode
of the PY800 boost diode. The supply on this system
is via the width resistors R423 and R422, contacts
-continued on page 557
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Fig. 2: Layout of the timebase printed panel, viewed from the component side.
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ROGER BUNNEY
SPORADIC F. picked up towards the end of July follow-

ing what had become a rather depressing lull. Indeed
there were several really sustained and intense open-

ings with long -skip signals and what was a most
welcome visitor here-Danmarks Radio early on
the 26th on channels E3 and E4. A fire destroyed the
Copenhagen ch. E4 transmitters recently but within
a fortnight Marconis had installed replacement units
with normal service resumed. A number of mysteries
have arisen and will be dealt with later. First however the log:

1 /7/73-CST (Czechoslovakia) ch. R1 MS (Meteor

Scatter); BRT (Belgium) E8, E10-both
trops (tropospherics).

28/7/73-DFF E4-MS; CST R1-SpE, R2-MS;
WG E2-MS.

More aerial activities at this end! On the 22nd
the total aerial structure was removed and an extra
10ft of lattice fitted, lifting the mast itself to 40ft.
Unfortunately, due to the late arrival of a new type
of u.h.f. aerial the "normal" aerials are at the time
of writing out of service. A two -element Tru-match
type wideband Band I array is in use facing East at
44ft. I shall be reporting on the performance of the
new u.h.f. structure in due course.

Mystery Corner!

3/7/73-WG (West Germany) E2-MS; NOS
(Holland) E4-trops.
5/7/73-TSS (USSR) R1, R2-SpE; NOS E4-

We would appreciate any suggestions and comments on the following points which have given rise
to considerable speculation. A Dutch report indicates
that a version of the checkerboard pattern with much
smaller squares is in use on ch. E3, source unknown.

6/7/73-TSS R1-SpE; CST R1-MS.

chessboard as well since Garry Smith (Derby) reports

-all SpE.
8/7/73-TSS R1; MT RI; CST RI; RAI IA; JRT

various TSS programmes and test cards.
Older enthusiasts will recall the crosshatch/grid
pattern once used by TVE. Both Graham Deaves
and Ryn Muntjewerff (Holland) noted this pattern-

2/7/73-DFF (East Germany) E4; TVP (Poland)

R1-both MS; also improved trops (u.h.f.).

trops.

7/7/73-TSS 121; MT (Hungary) R2; RAI (Italy)
IA twice, IB; JRT (Yugoslavia) E3, E4;
TVE (Spain) E2; plus unidentified signals
E3 twice, E4 twice; Albania IC-all SpE.

9/7/73-DFF E4-MS; TSS R1-SpE; also im-

proved tropospherics into ORTF (France
u.h.f.).

10/7/73-DFF E4-MS.

11/7/73-DFF E4-MS; TSS RI, R2; RAI IA-

both SpE; also SpE mystery pattern on

ch. E2-see later!
13/7/73-TSS R1; TVP R1, 2, 3-all SpE.
14/7/73-TVP 121; CST R1; SR (Sweden) E2, 4;
NRK (Norway) E2-all SpE.

15/7/73-CST R1; RAI IB-all MS; NOS E4trops.

16/7/73-CST RI-MS.
17/7/73-DFF E4; CST R1-both MS.
18/7/73-TSS R1, 2; TVP RI, 2; DFF E3, 4; JRT
E4-all SpE.
19/7/73-TSS R1, 2; DFF E4; SR E2 twice, E3

twice, E4; ORF (Austria) E2a; TVE E2,
3, 4; RTP (Portugal) E2-all SpE.
21/7/73-DFF E4; CST R1; WG E2-all MS; JRT
E3, 4; TVE E2, 3, 4-all SpE.

22/7/73-CST RI; RAI IB-both MS.
23/7/73-CST R1; SR E2-both MS.
24/7/73-DFF E4-MS.
25/7/73-TSS R1, R2 twice; TVP RI, 2; CST R1;
MT RI; SR E2, 3, 4; NRK E3; WG E2;
ORTF (France) F2-all SpE; DFF E4

-MS.

26/7/73-TSS 121 twice; R2; CST R1; TVP R2;

DFF E3, 4; ORF E2a; DR (Denmark)
E3, 4- all SpE; NOS E4-trops.
27/7/73-DFF E4-MS.

It appears that Albania is using a form of small

reception of this pattern on ch. IC. Garry also comments on variations of the Czechoslovakian CS U 01
pattern, with circles omitted and floating with

consisting of 5 x 5 squares-from the East on ch.
E2 at 0700 GMT on July 11th. For my part this
signal appeared to be a long -skip one-resembling

a tropospheric signal, noisy with slow fading. It came
from a roughly Easterly direction and faded at 0730
with no indication of its origin. To confuse matters
further George Sharpies (Malta) has also seen this
pattern on ch. E3.
The Finnish Fubk pattern has been noted-in fact

we have an excellent photograph taken by Dieter
Scheiba-carrying the identification "CNCT YLE".

We are waiting news from Finland as to the purpose
of this extra identification.

Finally from David Griffin via Graham Deaves
(both from the Norwich area) comes a photograph

showing the normal T05 Telefunken card but with an
identification consisting of three very small symbols/
letters immediately above the circle while below the

circle are six equally small letters which resemble
"CANALT"-I suspect this is "CANAL?". Channel
E4 on May 26th last was the important date for this
mystery-at 1520 GMT. My log indicates that the
JRT/MT direction was active at the time.
PM5544 Round -up
The PM5544 test card is so widely used at present
-according to the Europese Testbeeldjagers Rumania is also now using it-that to clarify the situation
we are including the following list of users. At the
time of writing it is reasonably accurate but the
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Test card used by Israel.

New Tele Monte Carlo test card.

r
111

ERR

SPE
U
New USSR test pattern.

New Tele Luxembourg test card.

Photographs this month courtesy Michele Dolci, Dieter Scheibe and Ryn Muntjewerff

situation seems to change daily!

RTE (Eire), carries the identification "RTE".
BRT/RTB (Belgium), carries the identification either
"BRT" or "RTB".
DR (Denmark). Identification "DR Danmarks
Radio".

NRK (Norway). Identification "Norge Televerket".
SR (Sweden). Identification "SRI" or "SR2", plus
"Sverige".

ORF (Austria). Identification " ORF" and either
"FSI" or "FS2".
JRT (Yugoslavia). Identification "JRT Zagreb" or
"JRT LJNA".
TVR (Rumania). Identification "TVR".
MT (Hungary). No identification.
NOS (Holland)-experimental transmissions only
from the Lopik transmitter.
This list is provided by courtesy of the Europese
Testbeeldjagers (Oudelandseweg 56, Ouddorp 3348
(ZH NL), Holland). The club incidentally is becoming

quite large and with this so are the news items
increasing-all too important in active SpE condi-

tions.

Enquiries to the club for sample bulletins

should be accompanied by two international reply
coupons.

News
West Germany: As from July 1st AFN Frankfurt

(American Forces Network) has taken over responsibility

for the forces TV from the US Army at

Wiesbaden. We understand that Siemens have
received an order for the supply of 56 transmitters
for the AFRTS Network in West Germany. AFN
has been in operation some 30 years.
Nigeria: New transmitters under construction:
Kaduna ch.E10, Kano ch.E2, Enugu chs.E3/4 (this

station was received in the UK on its old ch.E2
shortly before the Biafran War), and finally Port

Harcourt ch.E5.
Iraq: Pye TVT are to supply six transmitters to the
Ministry of Information for the expansion of tele-

vision in the South of the country. These will be
located at Sammawa, Amarah and Basrah and use
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gain of this rises from 10.5dB at ch.E21 to 16dB at
ch.E60. Within the last few days a most comprehensive list of u.h.f. arrays has arrived from R.
Smith Aerials of Luton. Of particular note are the
ranges of wideband u.h.f. aerials. The ZE range
comprises four arrays with varying gains, the highest
being that of the ZE30 which has a quoted gain of

14.5dB at E2I rising to 16.8dB at E68. A much

more impressive array (visually) is used in the main
Z range. This consists of a twin -boom arrangement
with a twin director chain. The Zodiac 30 array has
118 directors (these are not the X -type director
assemblies but separate units) and quoted gains of

15.9dB at E21 rising to a peak of 21.0dB at E68.
The arrays in this range (four in fact) have a maximum gain at around E54.

From Our Correspondents.. .
Wideband log -periodic aerial (Bands I and I/I) used by
Robert Fitzjohn at Yaba, Nigeria.

pairs of 10kW transmitters with 1,000ft. masts.
Poland: The first network (TVP-1) is to be expanded
to cover 95% of the population by 1978, using
mainly v.h.f. transmitters with local relays where

necessary. The second network (TVP-2) will be
expanded through main u.h.f. transmitters with low -

power v.h.f. relays where necessary-all towns will
have their own low -power relays by 1974 (40%
coverage). Between 1976-1980 the high -power trans-

mitter network will expand to give 95% coverage.
In 1974 Poland will take into service a terrestrial
station to operate with the Orbita satellite network,
giving the ability to participate in long-distance television programme exchanges with other Intervision
countries. There is

also mention of "The third

television programme," an international version of
the first programme but assumed to be for external
use and not to be transmitted in Poland.

Wideband UHF Aerials
Until quite recently the wideband u.h.f. aerial
tended to be a low -gain log -periodic array (wideband

in this context is coverage of the whole u.h.f. TV
spectrum, Bands IV and V). Examples of such aerials
are the J Beam Log -beam and the Antiference
Troubleshooter. The situation is changing however.

Wolsey now market an array which consists basically of four stacked bowtie dipoles. This gives cover-

age over the whole band with a gain/bandwidth
characteristic as shown in Fig. 1. A number of

enthusiasts have reported highly on this array which
has a reasonable gain for its size, averaging 3dB
up over the best log-periodics. A higher performance
array is the Fuba XC391D a photograph of which
was featured in the February 1973 column. The
16
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1: Gain and VSWR characteristics of the Wolsey
"Colour King" wideband u.h.f. aerial.

Michele Dolci (Italy) confirms that Libya is
operating on ch. E4. Trop signals have been received

in Southern Italy by an enthusiast at Catania. The
station appears to be a low -power one. There is no
further news about the Tele Monte Carlo u.h.f.
transmitter but a new test card is in use on v.h.f.
and is included in our Data Panel this month.
Jordan "went colour" on April 27th. George
Sharpies tells us he has noted this country using the
PM5540 test card on ch.E3. The card preceded
educational programmes-during which commercials
are apparently screened! Whilst on the subject of
Jordan Derek Waller of Consett has received written
confirmation from Jordan Television confirming his
reception earlier this season-our congratulations on
this.

Ryn Muntjewerff (Holland) has sent us details of

a new wideband array now available in Holland
and intended for TV-DXing! It is a log -periodic
array covering 47-88MHz (ch.E2-IC), with eight
active dipoles and one director. The length is approxi-

mately 12ft. and the aerial is for use with 3008
balanced feeder. Ryn reports excellent results with
this aerial, including strong Albanian signals on

various occasions. Further information on this array
can be obtained from: Benelux DX Club, Margon
B.V., Eindhoven, Holland.
Robert Fitzjohn who is at present on leave in the
UK from Nigeria has sent a long letter describing

the exotic DX in that part of the world. There are
many channels available but "it's a gamble most
nights"! Apart from various locals up to about 250
miles he can view Accra ch.E4 when Ibadan leaves
the air at 2200 (Accra is -1 hour GMT) and farther
afield Lome, Togo on ch.K8 with 819 lines can be
received (this is not listed in the 1973 WRTVHB).
Signals in the area generally vary according to local

weather conditions (at the time of writing it's the

"rainy season"). The Fernando Poo transmitter (pro-

grammes in Spanish) can-weather permitting-be

received on occasions on either ch.E11/12.
Neil Breward of Stoke-on-Trent comments that
things have been really buzzing using our wideband
dipole and a modified Bush receiver. A very comprehensive log shows that he received as many stations
during 20 days in May as he did throughout 1972!
Finally L. Allsopp (Cardiff) has forwarded a detailed
log including unusually short -skip signals: he has
noted the BBC -1 Scottish service with local newsthe signal was typical Sporadic E with ghosting and
rapid fading.
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COLOUR FAULTS
GUIDE

SPECIAL SUPPLEMENT TO`TELEVISION'°C;

IN this special colour supplement we show some of the
faults peculiar to colour sets, using off -screen photographs

for easy recognition. These were taken from a standard
British -made PAL receiver fitted with a shadowmask

tube. Picture faults which are common to colour and
monochrome sets, such as those affecting height, width,
linearity, focus, brightness or resolution are not shown.
PURITY
The neck of a shadowmask tube contains three inde-

pendent electron guns whose beams must each pass
through the shadowmask to reach only the red, blue or
green phosphor dots respectively, so that each gun scans
a

raster of one primary colour with no impurity or

tainting with another colour. If a purity error is present,
objects will change colour as they move across the screen
and a monochrome picture will contain tinted areas.
Purity errors are most visible on the red raster and therefore purity, is checked by switching off the green and blue
guns so that only a red raster is seen. Most sets are equipped

with gun cutoff switches for this purpose; on a few (e.g.
Decca CTV25) the guns can only be cut off by backing
off the Al (background colour) presets. Photo 1 shows a
red raster with typical purity errors showing.
CURE: Loosen the wingnuts on the scan coil assembly

which provide radial shift of the red, blue and green
rasters respectively, plus a fourth blue, lateral control for
sideways movement of the blue raster. Set these static
controls for correct registration at the centre of the screen.
The cross at the centre of Test Card F is a useful aid for this.
Recheck purity after static convergence adjustments.

Even with good static convergence, fringes may be
visible in parts of the picture away from the centre as in
Photo 4. This is cured by careful setting up of the dynamic

convergence controls. A crosshatch pattern generator
should be used for these critical adjustments. Failing this
it is just possible to use a test card but it is humanly
impossible to set up dynamic convergence on an ordinary
picture. The skill of achieving a good result is only learnt by
practice-a useful hint is to turn each control slightly less
than appears to be called for at any stage of the process.

MISSING COLOURS
Complete absence of one of the three rasters leaves a
picture of the complementary colour, e.g. no red raster
leaves a cyan picture, Photo 5, no green raster leaves a
magenta picture, Photo 6, and no blue raster leaves a
yellow picture (not shown). The cause of the fault might
be :-

A beam cutoff switch at 'off', or
Extreme mis-setting of the grey scale controls, or
Incorrect Al voltage
Incorrect cathode voltage
at the faulty gun, or
Incorrect grid voltage
Internal failure of the tube.

and slide the coils towards the tube flare. Adjust the
purity rings (these are two ring magnets on the tube
neck, rearward of the convergence assembly. They can be

adjusted to aid or oppose each other and produce a
magnetic field across the tube neck at any angle) for pure
red at the centre of the screen. A magnifying glass can be

used to check that no green or blue phosphor dots are
illuminated here. Now bring the scan coils rearward until
the screen is uniformly red as in Photo 2. If necessary
retrim the purity rings to remove any remaining purity
errors in the corners. Now switch on the blue and green
guns singly to check that there are no purity errors in
these colours either. If pure rasters cannot be obtained the
shadowmask has probably become magnetised and
requires degaussing; check whether the set's automatic
degaussing circuit has failed.

With all three guns switched on, a colour set should
provide a good quality picture on a monochrome transmission. The grey tones in the picture should have
neutral colour. If there is any overall colour tint the grey
scale adjustment procedure recommended by the manufacturer should be carried out.

CONVERGENCE
There should be virtually no coloured fringes visible on
the edges of objects. Presence of these means the three
primary -colour rasters are not exactly converged (registered) together. There are two sets of convergence controls,
tor static and dynamic convergence.
Coloured fringes over the entire picture as shown in
Photo 3 are cured by adjusting the static convergence
controls on the tube neck. These are three circular magnets

On a receiver with primary -colour drive to the tube
cathodes the fault is very likely to lie in the relevant colour
output stage.

COLOUR DECODER
A block diagram of the decoder used in PAL receivers is
shown. A crystal -controlled reference oscillator (4.43
MHz approx.) feeds two synchronous demodulators which
detect the two colour -difference signals R -Y and B -Y
present in the composite colour signal. Subsequently G -Y
is

obtained by electrical summing of these two. The

reference oscillator must run in phase with the modulating
oscillator at the colour transmitter. To ensure this a 'burst'
of about 10 cycles of 4.43 MHz is included for reference

immediately after the line sync pulse on colour transmissions.

However, the special feature of the bursts in the PAL
system is that on successive lines they are alternately 45°
phase -advanced and 45° phase -retarded. Since the
oscillator control voltage is smoothed the phase -lock loop

does not attempt to follow these alternations and the
oscillator runs at the average phase of the bursts. The
burst phase alternations do cause the phase discriminator

output to contain an a.c. component of half line frequency i.e. 7.8 kHz. This is amplified by a 7.8 kHz tuned
amplifier and is a vital signal known as the 'ident'; it
serves two purposes :-

2. Pure Red Raster

1. Impure Red Raster

5. No Red Raster

4. Poor Dynamic Convergence

1
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multivibrator which is clocked

(reversed) by line pulses to run at half line frequency and
operates a phase reversing switch in the reference oscillation supply to the R -Y demodulator. This arrangement is

necessary because the R -Y phase is reversed at the
transmitter on successive lines; without 'ident' the PAL
bistable cannot 'know' in which of its two phases to start.
(b). It disables the 'colour killer'. Since ident is
derived from burst, absence of ident normally means the
transmission is monochrome whereupon the colour
killer removes forward bias from a transistor in the chroma
amplifier so that no unpleasant coloured 'noise' reaches
the tube.

DECODER FAULTS
Many decoder faults upset the ident so that the colour
killer operates. Therefore if a set shows a monochrome
picture when the programme is known to be in colour (and
the set is correctly tuned) the first step should be to

artificially disable the colour killer so that the state of
the decoder can be diagnosed from the screen. Ways of
disabling the colour killer vary; usually a 10 kn resistor

fitted with crocodile clips can be connected from the
transistor supply rail to the base of the killer -controlled
transistor to provide operating bias.

Failure of the reference oscillator to lock to the burst
frequency appears as horizontal bands of colour across the
screen, Photo 7. The more bands there are, the further off
frequency is the oscillator.

CURE: Carefully adjust the oscillator frequency to see
if it can be brought into lock to give correct colours. If the
oscillator can be brought close to the correct frequency
but does not lock, suspect a fault in the burst amplifier or
phase discriminator. If the burst is completely lost the colour

is likely to 'run through' the picture so fast it can hardly be
seen. An oscilloscope is needed to check such points as
the burst gate pulse timing and the burst amplifier tuning.

Clamp pulses from

Block diagram of PAL decoder.
In some decoders the chroma fed
to the R -Y demodulator is phase
switched instead of the 4.43MHz
reference supply.

oscillator

(a). It establishes the correct operating phase for the

PAL bistable. This is

11.43MHz

PAL

HANOVER BLINDS
The purpose of alternating the R -Y signal phase on
alternate lines is to cancel out phase errors in the signal
path. In all British -made PAL sets a one -line (64 microsecond) delay is used to separate the R -Y and B -Y (not
alternated) signals before demodulation. The delayed and
undelayed chroma signals are summed to obtain B -Y and

differenced to obtain R -Y. Accurate separation is only
possible if both the amplitude -balance and the phase trim
presets associated with the delay are set correctly; if

is any error there will be a difference in colour
between adjacent lines-the so-called 'Hanover blind'
effect, see Photo 10. In coloured areas of the picture,
there

crawl upward.
CURE is to trim the chroma delay presets for minimum
blinds, preferably viewing a colour bar pattern, to obtain
the satisfactory result in Photo 11.

A fault which can be mistaken for very severe Hanover
blinds occurs if the PAL bistable sticks in one state; then
there is virtually no colour on alternate lines. Often the
trouble lies in the line pulse feed to the bistable.

LUMINANCE DELAY
This is a much briefer (some 0.6 microseconds) delay
which is fitted in the luminance channel to compensate for
the time taken by chroma to pass through the narrow -band-

width chroma circuits and thereby ensure exact horizontal registration of colour and luminance. There is no
adjustment on the luminance delay and any chroma/
luminance registration error is most likely to be caused by
mistuning of the chroma amplifier. Luminance delay lines
often, suffer from dry joints causing a characteristic

double -edging effect on the luminance signal (monochrome picture), the colour being unaffected, Photo 9.

SOUND CHROMA BEATS
The sound carrier is spaced 6 MHz from the vision
carrier while the chroma subcarrier is spaced 4.43 MHz

If the PAL bistable runs in the wrong phase, R -Y is
incorrectly demodulated and the colours are wrong-in

from it. Therefore there is a possible beat frequency inside

particular, faces are bright green ! See Photo 8.

the video range (1.5 MHz approx.) which could be

CURE: Interrupt the signal several times to see if the
bistable phasing is sometimes correct or permanently
wrong. If sometimes correct, the bistable is not receiving

generated by interference between sound and chroma. The
i.f. strip response is carefully shaped to minimise this
possibility. However severe misalignment or simple
mistuning of the receiver can cause 1.5 MHz patterning on
the coloured parts of the picture-see Photo 12.

ident phasing and therefore has a 50/50 chance of
starting correctly. Check the discriminator balance, ident
amplifier and bistable phasing diode. If the bistable phase
is permanently incorrect the ident amplifier is likely to be
off tune.

The off -air colour photographs and material for this
Supplement were provided by Caleb Bradley B.Sc.
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IN

SERVICING

/89 television

receivers

MODELS fitted with this chassis include the KB
SV042, SV043, SV048, SV049, SV054, SV142, SV143,

SV148, SV149 and SV154 and the RGD SV237 and
SV337. It is a single -standard chassis designed to
receive u.h.f. signals in Bands IV and V.

Servicing Facilities
Servicing facilities include a swing -down main

board. This is held in the up position by two nylon

catches which are moved outward to allow the chassis
to pivot on its lower hinges. Similar nylon clips hold
the tuner unit in position, so access to all parts likely

to require attention is simple.

Tuner Units

types of tuner unit may be found
fitted-a UTA106 or a UTA108. In both the r.f.
amplifier is a BF180 and the mixer/oscillator a
BF181. The BF180 is the more likely one to fail,
causing very poor reception marked by excessive
grain. The BF181 tends to stop oscillating resulting
in complete loss of signals; sometimes this initially

affects one part of the band more than another

(BBC -2 OK but no ITV for example). Transistor replacement is quite straightforward but requires a

delicate touch to avoid moving other componentsthis would disturb the tuning.
Always check the transistor supply voltages before

dismantling the tuner. The voltage at the 50µF de coupler should be 12V. If this is absent check back
to

the 20V line-R158, R160, D9 etc. The 20V

supply is derived from the line output transformer
so it isn't much good looking for voltages if there
is a fault which affects the line output stage.

Mechanical Troubles
There are a couple of mechanical faults that can

occur with these tuners. The UTA106 (Philips) tuner

can develop poor reset accuracy due to the gear

wheel at the end of the tuning capacitor shaft being
loose-while the grub screw appears to be tight the
screw does not mate with the shaft due to the fixing

screw not bottoming on the shaft as a result of
insufficient clearance in the grub screw hole. Remove

the gear wheel and clear the hole so that the screw
can move freely. Frequency drift and low gain with

the UTA108 (Hopt) tuner can be caused by the

brass collars fixing the lecher lines to the ceramic

pillars developing a hairline crack-the ceramic

pillars also support the tuning gang stators. Care -

L. LAWRY-JOHNS

ITT/KB VC200 CHASSIS
fully inspect all the tuner sections and solder where
necessary. This trouble could unfortunately make it
necessary to have the tuner unit realigned.

Power Supplies
The forest of wire -wound resistors on the left side
need sorting out in order to appreciate what doesn't
work when one of them becomes open -circuit or
overheats to denote trouble in a particular part of
the receiver.

The mains supply is taken direct to the on/off

switch, then neutral goes to chassis while live passes
to a 1 A delay fuse. When the fuse really shatters

("we heard a pop and everything went off"), disconnect C93, check for shorts and fit a new fuse.
If the fuse holds fit a new capacitor in the C93
position,
the a.c. voltage rating which is
300V-or 1 kV d.c. From the fuse the supply is taken

to R108. This leads a hard life and it is hardly

surprising that it frequently fails and the set stops
functioning. It is the surge limiter for both the h.t
and the heater diodes and gets a little hot under
the collar therefore. R108 has a value of 20n and is
rated at 17W (minimum).
The supply then splits up to feed the h.t. rectifier

D3 and the heater circuit rectifier D4. The output
from D4 is negative and feeds the ballast resistors
R105 and R109 (each 1080) and the valve and tube
heaters. The output of the h.t. rectifier feeds the
various h.t. supply lines via a number of resistors
each with its own smoothing capacitor. For example
R102 feeds the audio output stage, smoothed by
C83, whilst R103 feeds the field output stage,
smoothed by C85. Hence either of these two circuits
can cease to function while the rest of the set continues to work happily. The rest of the h.t. current
has to pass through R106 however so that nothing
can work if this becomes open -circuit despite the
fact that h.t. is maintained to the field and sound
output stages. Failure of one or more sections of
the receiver is often due to one of these smoothing
resistors being open -circuit, the precise one to check
depending upon the symptoms.

R102 can overheat and damage the board if the
PCL86 audio valve is faulty and passes excessive
current: in later models R102 is mounted 15mm.
off the board to prevent this.

Grid CRT Modulation
Probably the most interesting thing about this
chassis is the fact that the c.r.t. is grid modulated.
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c.r.t. cathode is adopted to take advantage of the

fact that the act of reducing the cathode voltage has
the same effect as increasing the grid voltage and
the first anode voltage together by the same amount,

T -A

thereby gaining a little bonus when compared to
swinging the grid voltage which of course leaves
the voltage difference between the cathode and first

anode steady. Thus when grid modulation is em-

ployed (as in colour -difference circuits) extra drive
is required to produce the same contrast. There is a
compensation with grid modulation however since
peak white is obtained when the video amplifier is
passing least current, and this you might think would
result in a long and energetic life for the video out-

put transistor. The BF119 has a habit however of

becoming open -circuit, leaving a well lit screen but

with no picture on it. This normally occurs when
the receiver has been on for some time and the

temperature in the cabinet has had time to rise.
If the complaint then is that the set performs well
for a time and then loses the picture, leaving the
screen well lit and the sound normal, it is quite
reasonable to check the c.r.t. gid (pin 2) voltage : if

this is about 200V suspect the BF119 and check it
in the usual way. Suitable replacements are the
BF179 or BF257. If the BF119's base voltage is
below its correct working figure of 3-4V however
the transistor is in order and the reason for this low
voltage should be investigated.
The video output transistor is driven by an emitter
follower (BC172B), the signals developed across the

emitter resistor R67 of this stage being applied to the
contrast control, to R66 (a.g.c. generator input) and
to R131 (sync separator inpul). This transistor (TX6)
appears to be quite reliable.
The positive -going signals from the detector diode
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D1 are fed to the base of TX6 and via C95 to the

cfa

sound channel.

Effect of IF Instability
At this point

let

us consider something which

could well occur and which could be confusing. The

fact that the writer has not encountered it so far
doesn't mean that no one else has or will. The well
known effect of oscillation in the i.f. stages, due
say to an open -circuit decoupling capacitor, usually
causes loss of sound and a brilliantly lit screen as
the video stage is then overloaded: it is this latter
condition which normally provides the clue and

leads us hot foot on the trail of instability. Now

spare a thought for what happens when an overlarge

signal arrives at the video stage of a receiver in

0
I
g
12

g=

C$D

which the c.r.t. is grid modulated. The heavy signal
drives the video amplifier into maximum current
causing a large voltage drop across its load resistor
(R75 here). The c.r.t. is therefore cut off as its grid
voltage is low, and we are left with a blank screen
instead of a bright white one to call attention to the
instability. The v.d.r. R173 will prevent too much
overloading of the video stage but the tube will still

be cut off if the contrast and brilliance are left at
their normal working settings.

Other Video Effects
Fig. 1: Main printed board (component side).

The almost universal practice of modulating the

The BF119 can cause a black "curtaining" effect
which depends on the picture content and the contrast control setting, extending from the left-hand

side of the screen to the centre. A replacement BF119
may cure the fault: alternatively its bias resistor R79

650

Fig. 2: Layout of the vision i.f. board-viewed from the print side.

can be increased from 100n to 12051. Do not make

this value change unless this particular fault is
present.

If the video drive

is

insufficient R63 may be

reduced from 51051 to 390.0 (5%). Change R161 to
1MS1 and R165 to 100k11.

IF Stages
As far as the vision i.f. transistors TX4 and TX5
are concerned there are unfortunately no emitter
resistors across which to make convenient voltage
measurements : voltage checks must be made in the

collector circuits therefore where a higher voltage
than specified indicates that the transistor concerned

not passing enough current either because its
base voltage is too low or because the transistor is
is

faulty.

In the case of TX5 the resistor across which a

voltage check can be made is R57 (about 5V drop).

In the case of TX4 the voltage check should be
made across R47 (about 10V allowing for signal

COPING WITH ICs
-continued from page 545

fluctuations). Now the voltage across R47 has a
profound effect on the gain of the i.f. strip since it

controls the base bias applied to the first vision i.f.
transistor TX3 and hence its gain. The a.g.c. potential is derived from TX7 which operates in a fairly
conventional way : it is switched on once each line
by a differentiated flyback pulse from the line output
transformer applied to its collector via C65 and D2,
the extent to which it conducts each time depending
on the amplitude of the video waveform applied to
its base. As a result a negative charge proportional
to the signal black level is established on C65 and
filtered by R68/C63. This a.g.c. potential is applied
to the base of TX4 which in addition to providing
i.f. amplification acts as a d.c. amplifier/inverter
producing a forward gain control potential across
R47 to set the i.f. gain as we have seen. It is also
applied to the a.g.c. inverter stage TX2 which produces the forward a.g.c. applied to the tuner unit.
The level of the a.g.c. to the tuner is preset by R38.
CONTINUED WITH FULL CIRCUIT NEXT MONTH

Texas, offering similar facilities to the TBA920.
SN76013N: This 4W Texas i.c. is an audio output
device with integral fan -shaped heatsink. Known

colloquially as the "Flying Fin". Its gain and tonal

Other ICs for TV
TBA570: Line oscillator used in continental sets, with
d.c. control of sync and frequency.

TBA920: As the TBA570 but improved and with

integral sync separator. A novel feature is its flywheel

sync circuit with two -speed locking. A fast -acting
frequency discriminator pulls the oscillator in from
a wide range of mistuning. Once within frequency
the fast -acting detector is replaced by a slow -acting
phase discriminator which gives very clean verticals
and a good steady sync. Provision is made so that
by shorting down one pin the slow -acting circuit can
be inhibited for VTR working.
SN76533N: Line oscillator plus sync separator from

range are adjustable by the addition of external components to the bias and feedback network on pin 2.
Although the pins are conventionally numbered 1-16,
pins 4, 5, 12 and 13 are missing. Peculiarities are a
characteristic "plop" on switch -on, a hiss or crackle

at zero volume and a variable quiescent current of

typically 15-30mA. See Fig. 4.

These then are the main i.c.s in current TV use

today. Our next instalment-"Four in a Box"-

describes the latest four i.c. decoder using devices
we have mentioned above. This decoder can be fairly

described as a small printed circuit board with an
i.c. in every corner, each pointing to its companion
and saying "it's him!"
TO BE CONTINUED
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IN addition to silicon monolithic integrated circuits
another technology new to television is beginning
to take its place in our receivers, that of thick films.
Although we will only meet this development in the
form of modules of unfamiliar shapes it is of interest
to know a little about it and what it can do.
Thick films got their name by contrast with thin
films which are evaporated metal and metal alloy
conductors and resistors. While these evaporated

can be adjusted quickly and cheaply to within one
or two per cent of the target value. Two techniques
are used : first, abrading away parts of the resistor
track by firing a jet of fine abrasive particles at it;
secondly, cutting away part of the area by means
of a laser beam. Both methods raise the resistance

from the as -fired value. Lasers involve a large capital
outlay but have been brought into operation recently

mainly for the benefit of the television industry.

films are about 10 nanometres thick (0.4 microinches)
thick films are between 10 and 35 micrometres
(0.0005-0.0015in.) thick. They are made by first screen

The unit cost of a resistor adjusted in value this way

under controlled conditions in a moving belt furnace
at between 750 and 1000 deg C. Resistive, conducting and insulating glazes may be made in this way.
(Dielectric films for capacitors are also possible but

optical tests it is ready for the final stages. Normally
for the television industry any components or leads
connected directly to a thick -film network will be
soldered in place. Although there are special miniature transistors and capacitors available for use with
thick -film assemblies it has been found that in practice their use makes thick films economically uncompetitive. As a result a compromise is made between

printing a paste on to a ceramic base or substrate
and then converting the print into a glaze by firing

it is usually cheaper and easier to use miniature

discrete components). Transistors and other components can be added either in a packaged form or as
a chip.

Thick -film Technology
The printed glaze technology used for thick films
has been borrowed partly from the artist and partly
from china and porcelain manufacturers. The circuit

required is first converted into a suitable layoutpartitioned into layers of conductors, resistors and,
if necessary, dielectrics for crossovers. Each layer is
accurately dimensioned at ten times full size and
then reduced photographically. A stainless steel
stencil screen is used for all the stages.
A print of the pattern in the correct ink (or paste)
is then transferred to an alumina substrate by means
of a rubber squeegee. This is next dried in an infrared oven to remove the solvents. At this stage the
substrate may be fired immediately or alternatively
taken back to the printing stage to print a second
or even a third layer before firing. Generally the
complete pattern of conductors and possibly crossovers is fired prior to printing the resistors. The conductors-usually a solderable mixture of silver and
palladium-are fired in a cycle lasting about ten to

twenty minutes with a peak at about 850 deg C.

The resistive material is a mixture of precious metal

oxides fired over a carefully controlled schedule
taking about an hour with its peak close to 780

is very low due to the fantastic speed of the computer controlled operation.
Once the resistor values have been adjusted and
the thick -film network has passed electrical and

space and cost saving, specially cheap versions of
standard components being used instead. For one
particular application a new minimum price ceramic

capacitor was developed in order to remain competitive; each of the new components provided a
price reduction of about five times compared with
the standard types without significant loss of performance.

After device and lead attachment the completed

thick -film module is resin

dipped. Many of the

modules in use in television sets are similar in format

in which all the leads
project from one side- of the body and the package

to those shown in Fig.

1

is mounted vertically and soldered into a printed
circuit board-this is sometimes known as the single in -line package.

Applications
For about four years several setmakers have been
using multimillion quantities of discrete power resistors in thick -film form. These have values ranging

from 0.1f/ to 56kf1. dissipate up to 3W and have
the pluggable tag harness which is the preferred
terminal arrangement for the consumer industry.

deg C.

Subsequently the use of individual thick -film resistors
was supplemented by networks of six resistors

a broad tolerance band. Fortunately however they

The heading photograph at the top of the page shows
thick -film resistor patterns emerging from a belt furnace
after processing. These resistors are for providing bias on
computer logic lines. Courtesy Middlesex Polytechnic.

The value of resistors produced from a particular
paste depends on its chemical composition; by varying this a whole range of resistance from a few ohms
to many megohms can be made. The process does
not produce resistors right on target-they lie within

mounted on heatsinks for use as the red, blue and
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Fig. 1: Thick -film hybrid circuits for use in colour TV
receivers. Courtesy Erie Electronics Ltd.

green output stage video loads (see cover photograph
last month), the complete assembly dissipating 7.5W.

Fig. 2: High -voltage thick -film focus modules for use in
colour TV sets. The circuit provides automatics focus
voltage correction for wide variations in mains voltage.

works gives improved grey -scale tracking and consequently better colour reproduction.
From these the applications spread to high -value /
high -voltage resistors including focus potentiometers.
A thick -film glaze forms an ideal potentiometer track

Courtesy Welwyn Electric Ltd.

The better thermal tracking of these resistor net-

and a number of standard products have evolved
in this field. Fig. 2 shows one commercially avail-

will have observed-see recently reported news
items. Even more recently AB Microelectronics have
produced a thick -film varicap television tuner unit.
SION

This is typical of the new applications which are

able range of thick -film focus assemblies for use in
colour receivers. This has now become a standard
line marketed by several thick -film manufacturers
and has gained wide acceptance. Other applications
in the potentiometer field are for field shift, line
hold and shift and convergence circuitry.

on their way to the market.
These examples show how the conventional component manufacturers have adapted themselves to
take advantage of a newly developed technology in
order to keep up with the demands of the electronics
industry. Not only have thick films become widespread in television and radio, they are also beginning

hybrid circuit consists of a thick -film substrate with
additional surface -mounted components. These assemblies are only acceptable of course if economically compatible with standard techniques. Improved
reliability compared to conventional methods is another prime requirement, especially since over 60%

Electronics, Welwyn Electric and others have taken
the initiative in developing thick films and applying
them over a wide range of product fields. The number
of television applications should continue to increase
in the future. The only aspect which is not favourable

More ambitiously a number of hybrid circuits
A
have been developed for the

of colour receivers are rented rather than bought.

These requirements have been met and several hybrid

modules are incorporated in the latest sets.

One of the first modules to appear was a field

oscillator circuit; this was closely followed by a

convergence system and circuitry designed for 110*
tubes. Thorn Consumer Electronics (previously BRC)
have been in the forefront of the application of thick
films to consumer equipment as readers of TELEVI-

FAULT FINDING GUIDE
-continued from pages 548/9

15 and 14 on the system switch and winding L501

on the line output transformer. Close inspection
eventually showed that the lead -out wire from L501
had broken away from its tag. The broken lead was
soldered to the tag and this restored normal working.

The loss of sound was due to no h.t. voltage being

available from the boost line to feed the triode
section of the PCL83 audio valve-the feed is via
R460, R425 and the triode anode load resistor R257
(2.7Mn).

If the brightness control will not blank out the
raster completely check the brightness control resistance chain-R120 (68k11), the brightness control

itself (R105 500kn), the v.d.r. R106 and R107

Traditional resistor manufacturers such as Erie

is that faulty modules cannot be repaired-even in
the factory-and represent a relatively high throwaway value compared with discrete components.
They are easy to remove and replace however and
do not therefore present any major servicing snags.
Current development work suggests that thick films
will have wide applications in the r.f. field, including

u.h.f., and it is possible that wired TV distribution
systems will become one of the next big users.
(56kg) to chassis. Any change in resistance values
here will upset the balance. Replace any resistor
whose value has changed-check the v.d.r. by substitution.

The design of this chassis with its drop-off resis-

tors and three fuses encourages a systematic approach to servicing. Remember that five minutes'
close physical inspection of the printed panel for

hair -cracks, dry -joints, discoloured resistors, leaking
electrolytic capacitors, corroded valve bases and

even the tell -tale white top of a cracked valve can
save hours of plodding work with a meter.
When you make a soldered joint on the dark, rear

side of the panel check it twice-and then again,

preferably with a good light and a dentist's mirrorto ensure that it is a good, clean firm joint.
NEXT: BRC 1400 CHASSIS
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SERVICE DATA
THE voltage data given this month for the main

modules in the colour receiver should with the key
waveforms shown in Figs. 1 and 2 go a long way
towards sorting out any servicing problems. Data for
the i.f. module was given in R. Fisher's article last
month. The use of the information given dependsas with all servicing data-on the set-up conditions
and the instruments employed. This should be clearly
understood when you come to interpret the results
you obtain from checks on your receiver.

a particular point this is the voltage under normal

operating conditions, with the receiver correctly

set up and a 95% colour bar input. Where two

voltages are given the second is the normal signal
voltage and the first the no -signal voltage obtained
with no r.f. input to the receiver and the saturation,
contrast and brightness controls reduced to zero.

Waveforms
The waveforms shown (Fig. 1 and 2) are practical

ones-not idealised-and were also obtained with
a 95% colour bar input and with the receiver ad-

Test Conditions
The voltage readings given are the averages of
those obtained from three receivers-the prototype
and two constructors' models: they are the closest
that we can give at this moment as being "norms".

The meter used for all the measurements was a
Philips 50kn/V "Multitester". Meters providing a
greater loading (e.g. 20k1 /V) and those with a different meter protection system will inevitably give differ-

ent readings at particular points-notably at the

justed for a normal display. The possibilities of video

signal level variations are geater than with simple
voltage measurements because the former depend
much more on the quality of the signal, the way in
which the receiver has been set up and the drive
levels required for the particular colour tube being
used. The instrument used for monitoring the waveforms is riot too important-the waveforms shown
were taken using a Tektronix 7704A with 7A19,

transistor base and emitter connections. All this is to
be expected : remember that in any fault-finding
procedure using voltage checks one is looking for

7B92 and P6006' x 10 probe.

normally the degree of conduction is more important
than the precise voltage.
All voltage measurements were taken with a mains
input of 240V. Where only one voltage is given for

little value in fault-finding and indeed may be down-

a similar-or dissimilar-conduction state and that

Waveforms have not been given for the convergence circuitry. The waveforms and d.c. potentials

here have in our experience been found to be of
right confusing. If readers prove to have any real
difficulty in this area we will examine it more closely
however.

VOLTAGE MEASUREMENTS
Decoder
Tr 1

Tr 4
base

emitter

collector

1.53V
1.31V
0.85V
0.63V
14.2V
13.4V

base

3 45V
3 35V

emitter

315V

collector

147V
Tr 5

base

base

OV

emitter
collector

002V

Tr 3

base

emitter
collector

collector

16 8V
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5 15V

51V
emitter

Tr 2

3 05V
14 8V
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018V
012V
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4 9V
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Spare tag

Fig. 3 (left): Tag con-

Power supplies

nections to the line
output
transformer
supplied by E. J. Pap -

Some readers have expressed concern about the
operating temperature of the mains transformer and
have experienced difficulty in achieving the correct

worth and Son Ltd.

Interconnecting
link

Spare tag

-8V

winding
must be added-or see
suggestion in column
on right.
The

voltage and current ratings on load at the power
supply output terminals. The manufacturers of the
transformer supplied in Pack 18 have stated that
"due to the excellence of the insulation these transformers are able to run safely up to 100°C". They

state that even at 120°C they should still operate
satisfactorily.

Spare tag

We have conducted further tests on samples and

are of the opinion that as with most transformers
running at high temperatures magnetic saturation
can occur. There is also the possibility of poor
Tr 208

Tr 209

base

2 6V

emitter
collector

21V

base

2.8V
2 3V
109V

emitter
collector

118V

D 303

cathode

005V

SCS 301

cathode
cathode gate
anode
anode gate

005V*
OV*

41V*
62V*

*All voltage measurements on SCS 301 should be
undertaken with great care. Meters of less than
201(51/V should not be used at all on the anode or
anode gate whilst other meters should be connected
before the receiver is powered. Do not jab the meter

leads on to any pin of SCS 301 while the stage is
powered.

Tr 302

Tr 303

Tr 304

emitter
collector

0 9V
0.4V
63V

base

0 05V

emitter
collector

OV

base

1 .1V

emitter
collector

1.3V

base

1 25V
0 7V

base

emitter
collector
Tr 305

base

emitter
collector
V301

pint-triode anode
pin 2-pentode grid
pin 3-pentode screen
pin 6-pentode anode
pin 7-pentode cathode
pin 8-triode cathode

V 302

pins 1, 8-grid
pins 3, 6-screen
pin 9-cathode

(2) To replace the transformer with one having a
higher power rating-and inevitably of much greater
cost.

Timebase Module

Tr 301

regulation when used under heavy loading conditions.
There are two possible solutions to such problems in
this project:
(1) To remove some or all of the low -voltage loads
and operate them from a separate additional transformer.

1.1V

OV

The first suggestion can be carried out by using an

additional transformer to supply the c.r.t. heaters
with 6.3V at 0-9A.

A thermistor such as the VA1033 will provide

some protection against a surge on switch on. The
transformer can be a common 1 A type or the special
c.r.t. type (RS Components). A rectifier diode is not
necessary of course in this case. In addition a 40V
d.c. supply should be made available separately for
the field timebase, requiring a 33V to 40V 1.5A to

2A transformer operating with R508, C507 and

another 100V 2A bridge rectifier. Change FS503 to a
1 A type after removing the field timebase feed from

the original circuit. The 24V winding together with
R516 and D505 could be used to supply -8V for
the decoder panel in conjunction with an 8V zener
diode connected across 6Q and 6C (cathode to
chassis) plus C604. The VA1033 thermistor R517 is
not necessary in this circuit.

If the h.t. voltage from the power supply is
insufficient for correct operation of the boards on
load the following suggestions can be tried: (1) In
the case of the line timebase feed from 6G reduce
R505 to 25C2. (2) In the case of the feeds from 6H
and 61 reduce R506 to

Full details will be given next month in our new
series TELEVISION Colour Receiver Forum. Con-

structors

who

have

successfully

completed

the

196V

published receiver are invited to contribute brief
details that could be helpful to other constructors.
These will be carefully studied and we reserve the

209V
202V

provide a service to assist constructors who may be
having difficulties.

40V

225V

-55V

222V
173V
OV

4.5V

-76V
215V
2.2V

right to delete or amend any parts. Our aim is to

"TELEVISION" COLOUR
RECEIVER FAULT FINDING
ADVISORY SERVICE
Adopt the following procedure:
(1) Complete the coupon, supplying complete fault symptoms and details of test measurements and/or oscilloscope
traces that you have made and the results.

(2) Send your coupon and letter and two stamped self addressed envelopes to : Fault Finding Advisory Service,
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"Television", Fleetway House, Farringdon Street, London

not enter your telephone number. It would be helpful if
you have access at the time to details of your receiver.
WE CANNOT ANSWER QUERIES BY TELEPHONE IN

EC4A 4AD.

Letters will be dealt with in rotation and you should be
prepared if there is a delay. If you have followed the instructions here you should receive an acknowledgement bearing
a reference number which must be quoted in all further
correspondence.
There may be occasions when an answer is best given
by telephone, but please do not ring us, we will ring you.

ANY OTHER WAY.

Note: The service is being made available in this form
until November 30th 1973 only, at which time the situation
will be reviewed in theJight of experience.

It you think that communication can be done better by
telephone please write your evening/weekend telephone

Matters Arising

number in full on the coupon where stated. Warning: If we
choose to telephone to help you or to ask for further information we may make a "transferred charges" call, i.e. at your
expense. If you are not prepared to accept such a call do

shift potentiometer R354 a wire -wound type should be

In the event of it being necessary to replace the horizontal
used.

Electrokit have moved to new premises at 8 Cullen
Way, London NW10.

"TELEVISION" COLOUR RECEIVER PROJECT: FAULT FINDING
ADVISORY SERVICE
Please complete the whole form in ink in capital letters, attach to your letter describing fault symptoms and send with

TWO stamped self-addressed envelopes to: Fault Finding Advisory Service, "TELEVISION", Fleetway House,
Farringdon Street, London EC4A 4AD.
NAME

FOR OFFICE USE ONLY
1st Ref.

ADDRESS
2nd Ref.
3rd Ref.

1st Ref. number

(if known).

BRIEF FAULT SYMPTOMS (use additional paper if necessary) :

TEST PROCEDURES CARRIED OUT:

PLEASE TELEPHONE ME BY TRANSFERRED CHARGE CALL DURING THE EVENING OR WEEKEND BETWEEN
(times)
ON TELEPHONE NUMBER
I UNDERSTAND THAT THE PHONE CALL MAY BE CHARGED FROM CORNWALL OR LONDON. I HAVE READ
AND UNDERSTOOD THE CONDITIONS OF THE ADVISORY SERVICE AS GIVEN IN THE AUGUST 1973 ISSUE OF
"TELEVISION". I ALSO UNDERSTAND THAT THE MAGAZINE PUBLISHERS CANNOT BE HELD RESPONSIBLE
FOR ANY LOSS OR DAMAGE TO THE COLOUR RECEIVER.

SIGNATURE
DATE

For Office use only.

DATE

NAME

REF

Dear Sir,

We acknowledge receipt of your form for the Fault Finding Advisory Service. This is being dealt with. Please
quote the above reference number in all communications on the Colour Receiver Project.

Yours faithfully,
FOR TELEVISION MAGAZINE
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colour tubes. In Germany the vast majority of sets
are sold individually and the emphasis has been much

more on the luxury end of the market-the standard
tube size is 26in. and touch -sensitive tuning, remote
control and so on are common features. The result
is that production has been lower in volume than in
the UK though the introduction of new techniques,
especially 110° designs, has been much more rapid.
There are two basic approaches to 110° scanning
-the use of thick- or narrow -neck tubes. German
production seems to be about 80% thick neck to

TELEVISION'

20% narrow neck. The thick -neck designs use valve,
transistor or thyristor (see TELEVISION March 1972)
line output stages; with thin -necked designs the thyristor line output stage is generally adopted.

Remote Control
Varicap tuners with touch -sensitive tuning
arrangements are commonly used. The use of sensor

systems makes it easy to introduce digital control
techniques. For example ultrasonic remote control,

a very popular feature in Germany, enables the

brightness, colour intensity, volume and programme
selection to be adjusted through switching in stages

up or down under the control of the contact electrodes.

Audiovisual Switch
Many German colour sets are being sold as suit-

rink

able for use with videotape machines. The main
problem here is that of line synchronisation. For

good off -air performance the line oscillator in a TV

WELL over half a million visitors were expected to

pass through the doors of the Palace at the Funkturm, Berlin between August 31st and September 9th.

The International Radio and Television Exhibition
organised by AMK Berlin was in fact much more
than just another exhibition: it was part of a large
operation designed to show the world what Berlin
has to offer. And of particular significance is that it
celebrated the 50th anniversary of the commencement of broadcasting in Germany.
TELEVISION was privileged to visit many of the
industry's Berlin based organisations recently, includ-

ing the Sender Freies Berlin (SFB) broadcasting
studios where automatic computer controlled tele-

vision cameras and lighting equipment were demon-

strated. SFB sends out television programmes on

Channel 7 (v.h.f.) and Channel 39 (u.h.f.) in addition

to three v.h.f. and two a.m. radio programmes.

Colour Sets
The colour television sets at the exhibition were

overwhelmingly 110° types. It is interesting to contrast the German and UK television set markets. In
the UK the custom of renting sets has assisted the
rapid advance in the number of colour set installa-

tions. This has meant that in order to try to keep

up with the escalating demand UK setmakers have
concentrated to date on increasing production of
their first single -standard chassis designed around 90°

The photograph used in our heading at the top of the
column shows the SFB transmitting tower, Berlin.

The control console in the new SFB studios-the complex
programmer is in the centre.
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set should have a small pull -in range so that the noise
immunity is good. With a narrow pull -in range

however sets will not readily synchronise with the
signal from a videotape machine. The answer is to

widen the pull -in range by reducing the flywheel sync
time -constant when operating with a videotape signal.
Such sets are sold with an "AV" (audiovisual) switch

on the user control panel to enable this to be done
or with provision to add a switch for this purpose
later on.

Video Recording
Videocassette and disc equipment has aroused a
great deal of interest in the German market and

recorder/playback machines
are already in production and on sale.
Seven German companies have introduced videocassette machines and some 40,000 machines are said
to have been produced so far. Machines of this type
were first shown as laboratory prototypes only two
years ago at Berlin. Many of the machines shown had
several videocassette

One of the videocassette tape recorders now in production
in West Germany.

built-in tuners and timing switches. The system is
capable of providing stereo sound but this has not so
far been introduced.

TED Demonstration
Telefunken demonstrated the production version
of the Teldec (Telefunken-Decca) videodisc system
which is to be made available under the more affectionate name TED. An earlier version of this system
was described in detail in the December 1971 issue
of TELEVISION: at that time the 21cm. flexible disc
with a groove concentration of 130 grooves per millimeter gave approximately five minutes' playing time

The Telefunken TP1005 "TED" videodisc player. The
21cm. disc in its sleeve is inserted in the slot at the front
of the player. The only controls required for operation are
the start, stop and repeat buttons.

of monochrome programme material. Since then

colour has been added and the latest development is

to increase the groove density to 280 grooves per
millimeter to provide ten minutes' playing time per
disc. The flexible disc is held against a pressure sensitive transducer, which is held at a fixed height,

by a cushion of air beneath the disc. The system

uses frequency modulation for the recorded signal.
Although the system is confined to playback only, its
low cost is expected to make it an attractive commercial proposition. The colour picture quality that we
could

see was excellent and the demonstration

showed how multiple -shape picture insets could be
employed. Superimposition capabilities were also
shown and a useful feature is the ability to provide
short excerpt repeats and stills selected by the user.

CCS System

This exclusive "Television" photograph shows a close-up

A video recording system based on a Super -8 film

scanner is being developed by NordMende and a

small version was demonstrated. The intention is to
go into production with this system early next year.
NordMende call it the CCS (Colourvision Control
Speed) system-since unlike cinema projection the
film transport mechanism used in this system
operates at a constant speed.

Organisation
The organisation behind the exhibition was of a

very high standard-let's hope British exhibition

organisers took some note of it. A new computerised information retrieval

system based on the

view of the TED player with the pick-up cartridge in its
box on top.

Siemens 4004//135F computer which is installed

remotely at the Berlin Datel centre was used to help
visitors find their way around the 23 halls and four
pavilions. Two data terminals, screen viewers and
printers were in operation at each of the three main
entrances.

Full credit must go to AMK Berlin headed by

Horst -Ludwig Stein the Managing Director and

Wolfgang Nebe the Chairman of the Exhibition

Committee. TELEVISION was represented in the Tech-

nical Press Section where visitors could see samples
of recent work.
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receiver debuggibiRE
IF AND VIDEO RESPONSES

PART3

A TELEVISION receiver's picture quality depends
to a very large extent upon the response of its vision
i.f. and video circuits. Any deficiencies in the design

or alignment of the circuits will inevitably cause
corresponding defects on the picture and these will

show up as blurred outlines or multiple imagesusually a combination of both.
There are other possible complications of course
such as patterning caused by the presence of too

much colour subcarrier at 4.43MHz or colour/sound

beats at 1.57MHz. These can be dealt with fairly
easily however as we shall see later. The main prob-

lem is to avoid the rings, smears, overshoots and

preshoots that we listed in our programme of picture
quality testing in an earlier series (see March 1973
issue).

If you look at even the best TV receivers you are
likely to see traces of these defects. On bad receivers
they are so obtrusive that however well designed the

rest of the circuitry may be the picture is spoilt.
There are obviously some fundamental problems
involved in i.f. circuit design and in point of fact

Now this may sound a bit complicated but reference to Fig. 1 should dispel any mystery. It shows
how a half cycle of sinewave can rapidly approach
a squarewave shape by the addition of small amounts
of only its third and fifth harmonics. To get a proper
squarewave in television terms we need high -order

harmonics in order to get the steep sides. And of
course the frequency of the fundamental sinewave
is that corresponding to a small part of one scanning
line, i.e. a large multiple of 15,625Hz. The high order harmonics will therefore extend out to about
5.25MHz. Thus the vision i.f. carrier at 39.5MHz
has to be modulated with other sinewaves of many
different amplitudes, frequencies and phases in order

to convey accurately the picture information we
require. This is a simplified explanation of "side bands". In this case they extend from 39.5MHz5.5MHz to 39.5MHz+ 1.25MHz, i.e. 34.0MHz to
40.75MHz, because the television signal is single
sidebanded (SSB)-there is only a vestigial sideband
on the upper side.

it is exceedingly difficult even to specify in proper

Referring to Fourier and his famous analysis
again, the most important single point to emerge

engineering terms exactly what shape of response
curves we want let alone how in practice to achieve

from our discussion so far and the waveforms shown

them.

in Fig.1 is this: we are interested in the amplitude
and phase of each component of the i.f. signal in
the i.f. passband; any distortion of the various signal

Since there is no short cut-no way of telling
you just what i.f. and video responses to use in
order to be sure of getting clean, sharp, picture
detail-we shall have to try a different approach.
Let us consider what sort of signal is present in the
i.f. channel and what sort of distortion it is likely

to suffer in its passage through several tuned circuits
including a number of highly selective traps. Then
perhaps we shall understand the nature of the prob-

components will alter the shape of the waveform
produced at the vision detector.

Single-Sideband Operation
To make optimum use of the frequency spectrum

available for television broadcasting a form of single -

lem a bit more clearly and see how to go about

White bar on a black background

overcoming specific picture defects.

IF Sidebands
Sinewave at fundamental frequency

Suppose we take an item of picture detail consisting of a white line on a black blackground. The
video information (drive to the c.r.t.) consists of a
voltage that

goes black -to -white -to -black,

i.e.

we- Adding a small amount of third harmonic

a

squarewave in sympathy with the brightness of the
image. See Fig. 1. The transition from black to
white and back again is as nearly instantaneous as
is possible in a television system and the edges of the

gives this

squarewave are vertical. What sort of i.f. signal
does this give rise to? For an answer we turn to
the well known Fourier Analysis. We do not need
to go into the details of this: put simply it says that
any waveform can be made up by adding together
a series of different sinewaves. These consist of a
fundamental sinewave of a certain amplitude and
frequency together with harmonics of this sinewave
each having specific (clearly defined) amplitudes and
phases.

Adding a small amount of fifth harmonic

gives almost a squarewave
720 I

Fig.

1: A reasonable approximation to a squarewave

(corresponding to a white bar on a black background) can

be obtained by adding small amounts of third and fifth
harmonic components to the fundamental sinewave.
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sideband transmission is used. This is not true single-

sideband operation because a vestigial sideband is
present on the lower side (r.f.) or higher side (i.f.).
Fig. 2 shows the i.f. response of an "ideal" receiver:
the theory is that the response matches precisely
the characteristics of the vestigial-sideband transmitted signal. Notice that the area of the ideal i.f.
response above the vision carrier (the upper side band) is equal to the area missing from the lower
sideband : thus the overall response is equal to one
complete full -amplitude sideband.
It is very difficult in practice to achieve this waveform shape exactly and it is rather doubtful whether
it would give good picture quality anyway. In normal
designs the i.f. response is nicely rounded, with the
level at the vision carrier about 5 to 8dB below the
peak of the response. It is a fairly good approximation to the ideal and avoids all sorts of circuit com-

plexities and poor phase response which would be
involved in any attempt to approach the ideal more
closely.

This business of vestigial-sideband operation is
rather unfortunate. You can see at once that the
shape of the i.f. response is going to be critical in
any quest for good picture quality. The part near
the vision carrier must be shaped very carefully if a
complete and undistorted sideband is to be obtained.
If the slope and/or the level near the vision carrier

are badly chosen there will be a bump or a dip in

that part of the sideband corresponding to low video
frequencies and the video response at the detector
will be correspondingly distorted. A small dip is not

too troublesome but a bump means that the circuits have too much response at low video frequencies and this will show up on the picture as a smear

at the right-hand side of large black areas. (See
Part 2 of the previous series, March 1973.)

This is the first clue in the process of hunting

down the causes of poor picture responses. If you
have a smear, check the slope of the i.f. response

near the vision carrier. Try trimming the appropriate
i.f. circuits in order to obtain a bit more attenuation
at the carrier frequency. If 8dB of attenuation does

not cure the trouble then either the slope of the
response is wrong or else the video output circuit
-1.0
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Fig. 3: The asymmetrical chrominance sidebands, shown
at i.f.

later. Meanwhile let us see what other factors govern
the shape of the overall i.f. response before considering the distortions this tends to introduce.

Colour Subcarrier

GI

Vision carrier

Fig. 2: The i.f. response of an "ideal" receiver matched to
the vestigial sideband transmission. (Note that an ampli-

33

has a poor amplitude response-more about that

The colour subcarrier has a centre frequency of
4.43MHz modulated on to the vision carrier, so the
corresponding i.f. is 39.5-4.43=35.07MHz. The

sidebands are fully maintained out to 5.5 and 3.13
MHz, i.e. 34.0 and 36.37MHz at i.f.-see Fig. 3.
Now the sound carrier is at 6.0MHz, i.e. 33.5MHz
i.f., so clearly we have a selectivity problem. There
are two ways of extracting the colour subcarrier for
feeding to the decoder. The best way and (as always)
the more expensive is to use a separate chrominance
detector with its own i.f. selectivity having a band-

width of about 2.0MHz centred on 35.07MHz. It

must have a high attenuation at the sound

i.f.

(33.5MHz) and preferably about -20dB at 37.3MHz

to avoid luminance crosstalk. The response at the
vision carrier must be maintained however in order
to make detection possible. This approach involves

some fairly clever filter circuits and is a rather complicated one.

A simple technique which is quite widely used

employs a common detector for the sound, chrominance and luminance carriers. The response has to

be attenuated in the region of the sound carrier,
and in practice it is not very easy to avoid some

attenuation at the colour subcarrier frequency also

if a smooth response curve is to be achieved. Making
a virtue of necessity it is usual to aim at an attenuation of 6dB. This produces quite a smooth chromi-

nance response which can be compensated by an

appropriate inverse slope at the input to the decoder
to give an overall flat response.
The 6dB attenuation at the colour subcarrier frequency reduces the amount of 4.43MHz patterning
which occurs in areas of the picture of high satura-

tion. Most designers add a 4.43MHz filter in the
luminance channel to reduce this patterning still
further. A small loss of picture resolution is inevitable and a compromise has to be chosen according
to individual preferences.

Sound Attenuation
It is essential to attenuate the amplitude of the

sound carrier before the i.f. detector. The minimum
amount of attenuation is determined by the need to

ensure that the sound carrier is smaller than the
space left by the minimum excursion (corresponding

to peak white) of the vision carrier-see Fig.

1,

page 444, August issue. If this is not the case the

sound carrier will be severely amplitude modulated
by the picture information. This produces a buzz on

sound dependent upon picture content. Although
f.m. sound limiters have a very good performance
there is no point in asking them to achieve the impossible in removing large amounts of unnecessary
amplitude modulation.
This consideration makes it desirable to attenuate
the sound carrier by about 26dB relative to the peak

of the response. This is adequate for monochrome
receivers but for colour ones there is an additional
requirement. The vision detector output will include
a component produced by intermodulation between
the sound and colour carriers, i.e. 6.0-4.43=1.57
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MHz, and this produces very coarse patterning on
the picture. On monochrome receivers it is not too
obtrusive and a sound attenuation level of 26dB is
acceptable from this point of view also. On colour
pictures the pattern is particularly annoying and in
order to reduce it to an acceptable level the sound

--a. MHz
35

33

3,1

39

37

43
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attenuation should lie in the range 30-40dB.

-- -10

Adjacent Channel Rejection
It is necessary to be able to operate receivers
in areas where a programme is transmitted on an
adjacent channel, i.e. one of the two channels next
door to the one you want to receive. This situation
is avoided in most areas by careful transmitter planning and location but it does exist in a few places.

It is particularly likely to occur in areas of high
ground or where a long sea path is present between

an unwanted transmitter and the receiver-the sea
allows good signal propagation, hence the trouble.
In order to prevent a sound or vision carrier from

-40

an adjacent channel breaking through into the

41.5

wanted i.f. passband a high attenuation is necessary
at intermediate frequencies corresponding to these
carriers. To protect against the adjacent f.m. sound
carrier an attenuation of about 40dB is desirable at

41.5MHz while to protect against the amplitude

Overall Response Shape
There are a few other refinements which can be
built into the specification of an overall i.f. response
but apart from commenting upon the need to avoid

"returns" of the response outside the band let us
summarise the requirements discussed so far. Fig.

4 shows a typical overall i.f. response curve with the

appropriate attenuation at each carrier frequency
and a smooth shape.
The importance of a smooth shape is this: any
sudden discontinuity in an i.f. response is associated
with a phase change at the frequency concerned and
this may cause a displacement of the Fourier com-

ponents of the signal, and hence distortion, as we

END

31.S

modulated adjacent vision carrier an attenuation of
about 50dB at 31.5MHz is needed.

Fig. 4: A good if. response curve.

the detector spread out over a small period of time.
The sharp transition thus becomes blurred. Sometimes the different

frequencies are delayed in

bunches and you then get overshoots.
A good i.f. strip is designed not to have constant
phase angle characteristics but constant time delay
instead, so that all frequencies are delayed by the
same amount. They then all arrive at the detector

at the correct instant in time. In practice

it is

almost impossible to achieve this over the whole i.f.

passband but the best i.f. designs get near to it.
They are said to have good "group delay" performance.

Fig. 5 shows a typical group delay curve for a

shape the question is-will this give a good picture?

complete i.f. strip. You will notice that at high
video frequencies (34MHz) the time delay is 200nsec
(0.2µsec) different from that at the carrier (which
corresponds to 0Hz video). How important is this?

"group delay" performance.

about 400mm. corresponding to a line scanning time

discussed earlier.
Having chosen a suitable overall i.f. response curve

The answer depends to a large extent upon the

Well a medium sized c.r.t. has a picture width of

of about 52psec (flyback time

Group Delay Response
Any sinewave passing through a tuned circuit
suffers a delay, the amount by which it is delayed
depending upon the bandwidth of the circuit. A
narrowband circuit causes more delay than a wide band one. Hence in colour receivers a delay line is
provided in the wideband luminance channel so that
the total luminance signal delay time is equal to that
of the narrowband chrominance channel. This ensures that both the luminance and the chrominance
information arrive at the c.r.t. screen at the same
time and therefore register correctly.

is usually 12µsec

giving 64psec per line). So the picture displacement
caused by 0.2psec delay is 0.2/52 x 400=approximately 1.6mm. This can clearly not be ignored, but
300 -

Now if you feed an i.f. signal with all its sidebands

at their various frequencies to an ill -designed i.f.
strip you will be in trouble: different frequencies
will suffer different delays. Thus information corresponding to a sharp black -to -white transition or

step response entering such an i.f. strip would reach

1
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Fig. 5: A group delay curve fora complete if, strip.
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since it occurs only at high video frequencies which
cannot be properly displayed the effect on the picture
will not be too serious.

Reducing IF Distortion
It is clear now that there are two fundamental

requirements of any i.f. strip, bearing in mind the
Fourier make-up of the signal. First each sideband
component of the signal must reach .the detector
at the correct amplitude in relation to all the other
signal components; secondly it must reach the detector at the right time. Any failure to meet these two
requirements will result in distortion of the detected
video signal, causing rings, smears, overshoots or
preshoots. Preshoots of course are caused by a time

advance instead of a time delay relative to the

carrier.

you are asking for trouble. The amplitudes may

add up nicely but the time errors will probably not.
The curve of each individual stage in the i.f. strip
should be as smooth as possible.

Ideal Design
The ideal design has quite a large number of

separate i.f. stages, each one having a smooth response and contributing only a moderate amount of
selectivity. The large amount of selectivity required
overall is achieved by adding together the modest
attenuations provided by each stage individually.
Unfortunately this approach is too costly for commercial designs and really good picture quality is
left in the hands of the amateur experimenter!

Now comes the important question-how do we
avoid these amplitude and time distortions? There
is unfortunately no way of giving a complete answer
but we can at least explore a few useful do's and

Retrimming

Fig. 4 showed a good basic overall i.f. response
curve. Note the attenuation of 6dB at the vision
carrier frequency and the smooth slope above and
below this frequency. Attenuations of less than 6dB
at this frequency usually give a smeary picture because there is too much 1.f. response relative to the
h.f. response at about 35MHz when the vestigial
sideband is added to the main sideband. So here is
our first point: if there are smears on the picture
pay special attention to the i.f. alignment or circuit
design where it affects the response in the region of
the vision carrier. If adjacent channels are not present at your particular location the adjacent sound
trap at 41.5MHz can be detuned upwards to give
a smoother i.f. response curve.

improvement you can make. Then if you feel adventurous try retrimming individual circuits one at
a time bearing in mind the principles we have discussed. Even small changes of trimming can have
quite a significant effect on the picture. Go about
things in a careful, systematic way and avoid the
temptation to rush about with a screwdriver twid-

upper end of the video passband in the region of
the colour subcarrier, i.e. video frequencies of 45MHz. The curve here (34.5-35.5MHz) must be
smooth as shown in Fig. 6. It is better to sacrifice
a little bandwidth and have a smooth curve than to
have a wide bandwidth and a steep flank to the

leave well alone: i.f. alignment is a tricky business.

don'ts.

Our next point concerns the response at the

So if you have a receiver with bad i.f. distortion

and the appropriate test gear try retrimming the

i.f.s strictly to the maker's service data and see what

dling every core in sight.

A good technique is to note the adjustment of a
circuit and then try the effect of a particular change
of trimming. See what happens to the picture reso-

lution and then retrim the circuit to its original
condition. This process can be repeated on each

tuned circuit in turn without any danger of getting
the whole i.f. strip in a mess. The obvious warning

of course is that if you are not equipped for the
job or are not sure what you ought to be doing

Video Circuits

A steep response near a trap frequency nearly

Not all picture resolution defects can be blamed
on the i.f. strip. The video output stage can play an
important part too. In fact an ill -designed circuit

By the same token we come to our third point.
Any sudden discontinuity in the response curve

value changes in the video circuits cause most trouble

response.

always involves a sharp change of phase and hence
a group delay (or time) error. This causes overshoots
or rings.

can cause most of the effects that we have been
discussing in connection with the i.f. channel, but
generally on a much reduced scale. (In general servicing work on old receivers however, ageing and

means a phase change and hence a time error. Now

and should receive attention first.)

achieved by adding together the responses of two or
three stages with one filling in the gaps in another

there will be loss of resolution and you will not be
able to see clearly the 4.5MHz frequency gratings

the overall curve may look very nice, but if it is

If the video channel bandwidth is too narrow

of the standard test card. There is no excuse for
transistor video output stages lacking in bandwidth

125

but it is a fairly common occurrence with valve

video output stages where the problems are rather
more difficult. If you cannot get good resolution
even when slightly overtuned check the video stage.
Make sure that the lead to the c.r.t. is hanging loose
and is not in a cable harness. The extra stray capacitance may be enough to lose some valuable band(a) The dotted response will
give more bandwidth
and more rings too!

(b

Avoid building up response
curves by ill -matched
stages.

Fig. 6: All response curves should be as smooth as possible.

width.

A drooping response as shown in Fig. 7(b) will
cause moderate smearing unless it is compensated

by too much h.f. response in the i.f. channel. A
rising response-Fig. 7(c)-will tend to cause or

accentuate overshoots and rings. This is partly be-
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Fig. 7: The effects of different video responses.

lines transmitted during the field flyback period.
These sometimes include experimental Ceefax
(BBC) or Oracle (IBA) data transmissions. The
lines carrying these test or data signals should
not normally be seen since they should appear

ollector load (Do not alter)

Choke

Damping resistor

above the top of the picture. They can be
observed however by reducing the setting of the
height control. An oscilloscope can be used to
display such signals if it has facilities for strobing
out particular lines. The test signals themselves
are not particularly helpful for general servicing

but the ability to strobe out lines can be invaluable for colour servicing since this makes the
standard colour bar pattern present at the top of

Test Card F available for signal tracing in PAL
decoders. The unit featured next month can be
used as an economical add-on unit for scopes
without strobing facilities and in addition
provides good, clean line and field sync pulse
outputs.

TACKLING STICKY FAULTS
Most fault-finding is reasonably straightforward,
a matter of clear symptoms and obvious causes.
Every engineer has his ration of faults that seem
to defy analysis however. There are nevertheless

some common mechanisms by which these
arise and a number of ways in which a goodly
proportion of them can be cleared up without the
need to spend hours delving into the "unknown".
Next month Vivian Capel describes various

steps which can provide a short-cut to solving
the more obscure types of fault.

PLUS ALL THE REGULAR FEATURES

ORDER YOUR COPY ON THE FORM BELOW
TO

Please
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Fig. 8: The response of a video output stage can be
modified by altering the damping of the peaking coil or the
emitter decoupling.

cause the h.f. components of the signal are too large

and partly because there will probably be a sharp
The resultant abrupt
fall -off
phase changes will distort the time of arrival of the
h.f. signal components which are responsible for the
clean transitions from black to white and back again.

Adjusting the Video Response
Both these effects can be improved by altering
the h.f. feedback of the output .stage-see Fig. 8.

Most designs have partial decoupling of the emitter
or cathode by a capacitor of a few hundred picofarads. A larger capacitor, say increased in value by
50%, will give more h.f. gain by reducing the
negative feedback at h.f. and will thus lift the response. A smaller value decoupling capacitor will
result in the h.f. response falling. Similarly a choke
of about 100/tH with some parallel resistive damping
will raise the h.f. response. Too much damping will
reduct its effect: not enough damping may cause
rings on the picture.
Remember also that too much capacitance or any
high -impedance networks between the vision detec-

tor and the grid or base of the video output stage

the NOVEMBER
on sale
TELEVISION (20p),

your circuit design and the physical layout. Keep
leads short unless the circuit impedance is low.
As a final comment on i.f. and video problems
we repeat the point made earlier. It is nearly always
better to have a smooth and correct response with
a small loss of bandwidth than to distort the signal

OCTOBER 22, and continue every month
until further notice.
NAME

Emitter resistor
(Do not alter)

(Name of Newsagent)

reserve/deliver

of

Emitter decoupling (Alter C, or C and R)

will cause loss of bandwidth, so keep an eye on both

in an attempt to achieve that last 0.5MHz. The
improvement in picture resolution will be spoilt by
the defects it introduces. Try retrimming for a good

picture!
CONTINUED NEXT MONTH
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PROBLEMS

SOLVED

* Requests for advice in dealing with servicing
problems must be accompanied by an 11p
postal order (made out to IPC Magazines Ltd.),

BUSH TV56
I have modified this set for 625 -line operation, using
the surplus conversion unit featured in your November 1970 issue. The only modification 01 had to make
in the line timebase was to fit a resistor in parallel

with the line hold control-the timebase unit

is

otherwise as originally manufactured. Hum has since
appeared on the raster, however, putting an S shape
on the picture.-G. Hadfield (Baldock).
The h.t. supply to the line oscillator is decoupled

by a 2µF electrolytic (C22). This and the main
smoothing electrolytic (C33) in the supply to the
timebases should be checked. The ECC83 line

oscillator valve could well be at fault however.

KB SV148
When the picture first comes on it rolls downwards
very fast. Then after two or three seconds it stops
rolling leaving a third of the screen at the bottom
blank. The picture then expands (after about three

seconds) to normal. After operation for about an
hour the picture is compressed at the bottom by

about an inch. On examining a test card display the
picture is seen to be compressed at the right-hand
side by about an inch.-T. Conway (Cheam).
The rolling, etc., indicate that the PCL805 field
timebase valve is in need of replacement. The righthand side compression is a line timebase fault: the

PL504 line output valve may be low emission or
alternatively the line linearity and width controls

may require careful setting up.
FERGUSON 3626
The main trouble with this set is field bounce. When

the set is switched on the picture jumps up and
down. If the hold control is adjusted the picture can

be steadied somewhat so that it rolls up or down.

After about an hour the jumping slows down and the
picture then floats up and down. The second problem
is about lfin. of foldover at the bottom of the raster.

The PCL85 field timebase valve and the

100ELF

output section cathode decoupler have been replaced
without improving matters. Replacement main electrolytics and a new PFL200 video/sync valve have
also been tried.-T. Jackson (Dulwich).
The trouble is in the field timebase circuit and the

two faults may or may not be due to a common
cause. The most likely cause of the trouble is that

the query coupon from page 571 and a stamped,
addressed envelope. We can deal with only one
query at a time. We regret that we cannot supply
service sheets or answer queries over the telephone.
We cannot provide modifications to circuits
published nor comment on alternative ways of
using them.

the operation of the timebase is being upset as a
result of one of the linearity feedback capacitors

being faulty. Check C90 (0.03µF) and C88 (0.01µF)
therefore. The value of the cathode bias resistor R112
(36011) should also be checked. This should cure the
foldover: if the jitter persists check the cross -coupling
capacitor C79 (0.003µF) back to the triode, the sync
pulse coupler C85 (0.001i1F) and the output pentode
grid leak resistor R106 (2.2Mn). (BRC 900 chassis.)

GEC BT302
I have been reading your articles on servicing the

GEC BT302 series in the January and February issues
1972. The value of the resistor (R105) in series with
the field hold control is given as 330kn. Should this

be 390kM-T. Parkins (Liverpool).
We regret this slip: the value of R105 should be
390ki2, not 330kn. The copy we had of this rather
old circuit was not too clear. Fitting 330kn should
however keep the field hold control within its range.
The only other mistake we know of on this circuit
is that the c.r.t. heater pins are shown in the heater
circuit as 7 and 8 (as on the manufacturer's original):

they should of course be 1 and 8 as shown at the
c.r.t. base.

ULTRA 6627
The fault on this set appears only when it has warmed

up. The picture then starts shaking horizontally. If
the aerial is removed for about 15 minutes (with the
set still working) then put back the picture is all right
for a few minutes. Increasing the brightness speeds

up the shaking. The e.h.t. tray and all valves in the
line timebase have been replaced and all voltages are
correct.-S. Greene (Filey).

It seems to us that your model is fitted with the
version of the BRC 900 chassis that incorporates a

flywheel sync circuit mounted on a small panel to the
left of the line output section. The preset control on
this panel often gives trouble as do the sync diodes.
Check this area, if necessary using a cooling solution

such as Freezit to locate the component at fault-or
alternatively change this small panel.
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GEC 2040
COLOUR, UHF AND TELEVISION SPARES

More often than not when the set

"TELEVISION" CONSTRUCTOR'S COLOUR SET. DEMON-

is switched on

the picture comes on in monochrome. The colour
appears gradually two or three minutes later, first

STRATION MODEL, WORKING AND ON VIEW AT 172 WEST

END LANE, N.W.6. ALREADY SEEN BY HUNDREDS OF
CONSTRUCTORS. COMPLETE YOUR SET WITH MANOR
SUPPLIES COMPONENTS. CALL, PHONE OR WRITE FOR

in

horizontal bands which move up and down the

screen, subsequently stabilising as the correct colours.

UP-TO-DATE INFORMATION COLOUR LISTS.
SCAN PACK No. 21. Mullard or Plessey Scan Coils, Convergence
Yoke, Blue Lateral, complete set for £10.00 p.p. 40p.
PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARDS. Convergence, 3 for £2.50 p.p. 30p.
Decoder, I.F. amp, Time Base £1.25, Power £1.50 p.p. 25p, R.G.B.
70p p.p. 17p, Varicap, C.R.T. Base 66p p.p. 1 I p. Complete Set £8.25
p.p. 35p. Audio Panel & P.A.263 £1.95 p.p. 15p.
PACKS (incl. p.p.). No. 2 £4.90, No. 5 £1.05, No. 9 45p, No. 12 31p.
No. 13 35p, No. 14 £9.90 No. 15 £2.28, No. 16 £10.95, No. 17 £2.72,
No. 19 £2.30, No. 21 £10.40, No. 22 £2.20, C.R.T. Base 30p. C.R.T.
Shields £2.05 p.p. 55p, Varicap ELC1043 £4.50, TAA550 62p, AE
Isolpanel 30p, Pack No. 23 £2.95, Pack No. 24 £1.25.
CABLE 7 x 0.2 mm. Screened 10 m for 50p. Colours 10 m for 25p

The condition seems to be sensitive to ambient temperature. It is so erratic unfortunately that it is not
possible to make voltage checks.-C. Pearson (London W4).

We suspect that the reference oscillator transistor
TR328 or the emitter -follower TR329 is faulty or
that there is a dry -joint in the reference oscillator
subassembly (PC314). It is also possible that the
zener diode D325 connected across the oscillator

p.Ip. 10p.

- MAINS TRANSFORMER for Colour Receiver, guaranteed to give
correct outputs under actual load conditions, plus additional 6.3V
C.R.T. heater tapping £10.00 p.p. 70p.
C.R.T. HEATER TRANSFORMERS 6.3V 1 amp £1.10 p.p. 25p.
SPECIAL OFFER I.F. Panel, leading British maker, similar design
to "Television" panel. Now in use as alternative, incl. circuit, £8.90

frequency control P302 is intermittent.

BUSH TV125

P.P. 35P.

G.E.C. Colour decoder panels (for parts) incl. DL20, crystal and

We are experiencing difficulty in obtaining even spacing of the raster lines, the top half of the raster being
more expanded than the bottom. Adjusting the height
and field linearity controls does not help matters.
The field timebase valves have been replaced. Some
foldover is produced at the top of the raster when the

approx. 50 % of resistors. Conds., diodes, transist., etc. for
"Television" decoder £3.50 p.p. 30.

MULLARD at 1023/05 convergence yoe, New £2.50 p.p. 25p.
PHILIPS G6 single standard convergence panel, incl. 16 controls,
switches etc., and circuits £3.75 p.p. 30p, or incl. Yoke £5.00.
PHILIPS G8 decoder panel part complete incl. I/C £2.50. I.F.
Panel part/compl incl. modules £2.50 p.p. 30p.

BUSH CTV25 timebase units, line frame, E.H.T. surplus £4.50
p.p. 80p. Mk. III Quadrupler Trays/E.H.T. £8.25 p.p. 25p.
KB CVCI convergence control panels, New, complete £3.75 p.p. 25p.

overall field linearity control is adjusted. Another
fault is that when white lettering (captions etc.) come

VARICAP/VARACTOR ELC 1043 UHF tuner (for "Television"
colour receiver) £4.50, PHILIPS VHF Varicap tuners for band 1 & 3

on the screen there is a loud buzzing noise.-P.

£2.85. Varicap tuners salvaged £1.50 p.p. 25p.

Mutford (Bicester).

UHF 625 kits and tuners. Lists available at reduced prices. UHF
tuners, transistd, £3.10, incl. s/m drive, indicator £3.85; 6 position
or 4 position pushbutton £4.95. UHF/VHF transistd. tuner, latest
type, incl. circuit £3.25. Cyldon valve type £1.50 p.p. 30p.
MURPHY 600/700 series UHF conversion kits in cabinet plinth
assembly, can be used as separate UHF receiver £7.50 p.p. 50p.
SOBELL/GEC Dual 405/625 I.F. amp and o/p chassis incl. circuit
£1.50 p.p. 30p. PHILIPS 625 I.F. panel incl. cct £1 p.p. 30p.
HMV, Marconi. New £1.90 p.p. 25p.
FIREBALL TUNERS
TURRET TUNERS. KB "Featherlight" VC11, Philips 170 series,

The field troubles suggest a fault in the' linearity
feedback network and the first suspects are 3C32

(0.1µF) and 3C26 (0.022/AF). If replacing these does
not help check the other capacitor in the loop, 3C27
buzz should be minimised by adjusting
the a.g.c. delay control 2RV1. If not change the final
i.f. amplifier valve 2V3 (EF80).

GEC 2010 £2.50. AB Dual Stand, suitable Ferguson, Baird, KB etc.
75p, Cyldon C 75p, Pye 110/510 -Pam, Invicta, Miniature, increm.
£1.95, Peto Scott 960, Decca 95/606 £1.50 p.p 30p.

LINE OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS. Popular types available, brand

new replacements, fully guar. A selection which can be supplied

HMV 2643

SPECIAL OFFERS
.. £1.75
MURPHY 849, 939, 153 2417S £4.90 BUSH TV53/86
£2.50
PHILIPS 1768/2168, 1796/2196 £4.90 BUSH TV95/99
EKCO 380 to 390 .. £2.50
PHILIPS 17TG/100 Range
.. £2.50
£4.30 EKCO 407/417
STELLA 1011/1029
£4.40 FERR 1057 to 1068 £2.50
PHILIPS 19TGI11/12
PHILIPS19TG121 to 156 .. £4.90 FERR 1084/1092 .. £2.50
PHILIPS 19TG170, 210 series £4.90 FERG. 506 to 546 .. £1.50
BUSH TV92, 93, 105 to 186SS £4.90 HMV 1890 to 1896.. £1.50
P/SCOTT 1419 to
EKCO 221 to 394, FERRANTI

The original complaint was no picture due to absence

p.p. 30p. C.O.D. 28p.

1001 to 1065

£4.30

£4.30
EKCO, FERR. 418, 1093 etc.
DECCA DR95, 101/606, DRI,
.. £4.70
2, 3, 121/123, 20/24, 2000
£4.30
FERG, 305 to 436, 606 to 727
FERG. HMV, MARCONI
ULTRA, PHILCO 3600, 2600,
4600, 6600, 1100 series, Jell pot £4.70
£4.40
KB VC1 to VCI I
£4.90
GEC 302 to 456, 2000 series
HMV 1865/9, 1870/6, 1910/192.4 £4.30
PETO SCOTT 960, COSSOR
.
£4.70
CT 1964
PYE 17/21, 17/S., 110 to 510,
700, 830, I, 2, 3, 11U to 64 .. £4.30
£5.25
PYE 169, 569, 769 series
PAM, INVICTA equiv. LOPTS
£4.30
to above PYE
£4.90
SOBELL 195/282/1000 series
Transistorised I.F. panel (salvaged)

..
1725, 733 to 738
REG 10-6, 10-17 ..
REG 191/2, 17-18 ..
RGD 519, 606, 610,
612, 619, 620, 711 ..
PHILCO 1010/21 ..

19/25

LOPT Inserts p- .p.

£2.50
£2.25

.. £6.25
.. £7.45
£7.45

..

17p

KB/RGD VCH, VC11
£2.75
Featherlight
KIII/RGD VCI-9 .. £1.95
£1.95
PHILIPS 17T0100
£2.50 p.p. 25p
£1.80
p.p.
20p
850 field output transformer ..
£4.40 p.p. 30p
850 scan coils ..
THORN 850 Time Base Panel. Dual Standard £1 p.p. 30p.

THORN 850 Mains Droppers 30p p.p. 15p (state approx values)
CALLERS WELCOME AT SHOP PREMISES

MANOR SUPPLIES
172 WEST END LANE, LONDON, N.W.6

(Near W. Hampstead tube stn; 28, 59, 159 Bus Routes) 01-7948751

Mail Order: 64 GOLDERS MANOR DRIVE,'

LONDON, N.W.II

sync separator and video valves have been replaced,
also the line hold control and its series resistors and
the anode resistors in the line multivibrator circuit
but with no improvement. I would welcome any
comments you can make before I get involved in the
flywheel sync circuit.-E. Leatherhead (Ipswich).

£1.75
£2.50
£2.50

COLOUR - LOPTS
BUSH CTV 182 Series
£6.60
CTV
DECCA (Windings)
GEC 2028, 2040.
SOBELL 1028, 1040

of e.h.t. A brand new 6/30L2 line oscillator valve
cured that. Unfortunately however the line hold
control has to reset about every ten minutes. The

There is a bias stabilising resistor in the video
amplifier circuit-R26 (39kn) from the screen grid
1

to cathode. This nearly always changes value, making
accurate line locking difficult. If changing this does

not do the trick replace the flywheel sync diodes.
These are encapsulated as a common block (type

BA126) but a pair of BA144 or similar diodes can be
used instead. (BRC 981 chassis.)

EKCO T526
This set has developed white bars down the left-hand
side of the screen, gradually disappearing towards
the centre-R. Gracehorn (Petersham).
The trouble is due to the line linearity coil ringing
as a result of its damping resistor R159 changing
value (correct value 1.51A. Note that R159 is not
mounted on the printed panel with the. linearity coil
L32, being on the line output transformer assembly
instead. (Pye group 368 chassis.)
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PHILIPS 19TG156A
The picture detail is good but lacking crispness, in
other words generally grey, in spite of fitting a new
c.r.t. The contrast control seems to be working correctly since it has a distinct effect on the picture. The
if. and video output valves have been replaced, also
the tuner valves. The sound and raster are correct.

A new h.t. rectifier has been fitted.-T. Greyson

(Wolverhampton).

The 0A70 vision detector diode could be faulty

and we suggest you check its front -to -back resistance.

BUSH TV108
The picture is perfect at times but then goes negative
and dull. The e.h.t. is good and all valves have been
checked.-O. Rowton (Hull).

We suspect that the c.r.t. has an intermittently

faulty heater which is partially shorting at times. The
normal voltage across the heater pins 1 and 8 should
be about 6V but will drop to well below this when
the short occurs. Sharply tapping the tube neck may
clear the fault for a limited period.

This can be done by switching to 405 lines and con-

necting an ohmmeter from chassis to pin 2 (grid)
of the PL83 video ouput valve. With the leads one
way round the reading should show virtually a dead
short-circuit. Reverse the leads and the reading should
be over 4kn. If these readings are obtained the diode
is OK: if a reading of 4kit is obtained in both direc-

QUERIES COUPON
This coupon is available until October 22
1973 and must accompany all Queries sent
in accordance with the notice on page 569.

Don't forget the

diode should be changed. Check the 250µF cathode
decoupler in the video output stage as well.

[ma

11 p

(inc. VAT) postal

order !

tions or a short is indicated in both directions the

TELEVISION OCTOBER 1973
What was the most likely cause of the trouble,
bearing in mind that valve replacements failed to
effect a cure? See next month's TELEVISION for the
solution and for a further item in the Test Case
series.

SOLUTION TO TEST CASE 129
(Page 523 last month)

130

Each month we provide an interesting case of
television servicing to exerc,se your ingenuity.
These are not trick questions but are based on
actual practical faults.

0 A Ferguson Model 3646 (BRC 1400 chassis) had

the annoying symptom of line drift on both v.h.f.
and u.h.f. The chassis employs a blocking oscillator
type line generator controlled by a dual -diode flywheel sync discriminator via a d.c. amplifier. The
latter stage consists of the triode section of a

30FL14 while the oscillator itself uses the triode
section of a 30FLI.

The diodes and both valves were checked by substi-

tution but the symptom remained and the line drift
was significant after protracted periods of use. The
anode voltage of the d.c. amplifier triode controls
the oscillator frequency by adjusting the d.c. voltage
at the grid of this stage. There are two series resistors in the feed, one of 2.2101 and the other 330kn.
Both resistors were replaced to no avail.
Subsequent voltage tests at the anode and cathode
of the d.c. amplifier gave readouts slightly greater
than specified,

the margin increasing with the

operating time of the receiver. The conduction of

the d.c. amplifier is varied by the discriminator output which is fed to its grid while its d.c. stability is

established by a potential -divider network at its
cathode.

It will be recalled that the c.r.t. cathode voltage was
abnormally low. As the c.r.t. cathode is d.c. coupled
to the anode of the PFL200 video amplifier in this
model the voltage there was low as well of course.
This indicated excessive valve current which was
subsequently confirmed when it was observed that
the PFL200 screen grid resistors were overheating.
Insufficient grid bias is the usual cause of heavy

current and as the PFL200 itself checked OK this
possibility was next investigated. A voltage test at
the cathode indicated something less than 1V, the
correct figure being 6V. The cathode bias resistor is
decoupled by an electrolytic capacitor and tests on
this after disconnecting one end revealed that it was
of low insulation, thus reducing the effective cathode
circuit resistance.
Replacing the electrolytic completely cleared the
trouble and eliminated the overheating in the screen
grid circuit resistors. This is a typical case where in-

correct video amplifier biasing results in incorrect
c.r.t. operation, making it impossible to blank out
the raster completely with the brightness control.
Once the video amplifier valve in this type of circuit
(d.c. coupled) has been checked-preferably by substitution-the next move should be a check of the
valve biasing; and when an electrolytic capacitor is
used for decoupling in the cathode circuit this should
figure high on the testing list.
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TELEVISION CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS
The pre -paid rate for classified advertisements is 6p a word (minimum 12 words), box number 20p extra.
Semi -display setting £3.50 per single column inch. All cheques, postal orders, etc., to be made payable to
TELEVISION and crossed "Lloyds Bank Ltd." Treasury notes should always be sent registered post.
Advertisements, together with remittance, should be sent to the Classified Advertisement Manager, TELEVISION IPC Magazines Ltd., Fleetway House, Farringdon Street, London, EC4A 4AD, for insertion in
the next available issue.
AERIALS

SERVICE SHEETS MANUALS BOOKS ;
SERVICE SHEETS 40p plus S.A.E.

GENUINE FULL SIZE
18 element TV aerial
as used by leading
TV companies

ITV,
BOO
6,21VW

a coo.,

/ this genuine U.H.F.

/

ar

aerial for only12.20. can
he fitted outside or inside.
Quality made technically
advanced design. Precision

--4- - grid reflector eliminates ghosting.
Complete with clamp. instructions
advice. Money Back Refund.

dr4iii470i, Wall/Catavan Bracket 25p. Low loss

1 -7
e/j""1

Cable 10p per yard. Plug Bp 8 FREE
Irla order maps & channel reference
el all Radio
& TV Transmitters.
SEND DIRECT tO DEPITPT10

° j 219 Mansfield Rd. Nottingham.

IMPERIAL TRAIMNGisiantstitk

0

BRC 2000 £3.75, 3000 3500 8000 8500 £2.10, BUSH CTV174D CTV182S CTV184S CT187CS C
TV192 CTV194 CTV196 CT197C CTV199 CTV1026 CTV1120 CTV1122 CTV1126 CT1226C £3.25..
DECCA CTV19 CTV19G CTV22C CTV22G CTV25 CTV25C CTV2200 CTV2203 CTV2207 CTV2225
CTV2500 CTV2503 CTV2505 CTV2506 CTV2509 CTV2520 £3.75, C51730 C51733 CS1910 0520 S
,,. 30 CS2213 CS2230 CS2520 C52611 CS2630 30 -Series CS2631 £2.60,DER 5705 5706 5707 574

2 2 £2.10, EKCO All Models £4.50 FERGUSON 3700 3701 3702 £3.75, Colour -Star 3703 3704 2:
7. 3705 3706 3707 3710 3711 3712 3713 3714 £2.10, FERRANTI CT1166 CT1167 £4.50, GEC 2028 X
V 2028A 20288 2029 2029A 20298 2030 2030A C2040 C2040B 02041 C204113 020738 C2100 0210 X
3 C2107 C2110 C2115 £2.10, HMV 2700 2701 2702 £3.75, 2703 2704 2705 2711 £2.10, ITT/KB MP
* CVC5 CK500 CK550 CK600 CK701 CK750 Studio -100 £2.60, INVICTA All Models £4.50 each Sr
di
X MARCONIPHONE 4700 4701 4702 £3.75, 4703 4704 4705 4711 4714 £2.10 MURPHY CV1916S ,....
W CV1917 CV2011 CV2210D CV2211 CV2212 CV2213 CV2214 CV2215 CV2516C CV2610C CV2611
IF
CV2614 £3.25, PHILIPS 06-0/Std 025K500 G25K501 G25K502 £1.60, 06-S/Std 022/C511...
G25K512 £2.60, G26K521 02614522 32214523 (322K524 012614525 0221(532 G22K533/534 £4.00,

the ,tti.tht y Aerial Spee loltsts

Baines for High Frequency Aerials
UHF Multibeams by J Beam

MBM 18 £3.24, MBM 30 £4.40, MBM46
£6.90, MBM 70 £12.10, 2MBM 70 £28.40,

4MBM 70 £56.80, LBM 2 £6.00, LBM
2/CK £10.50, Aerial Rotator £22.00.
VHF Stereobeams

SBM 1 £2.20, SBM 2 £2.95, SBM 3 £4.40,
SBM 4 £4.80, SBM 6 £7.25, PM3 stacking
kit £2.20, JB 75/300 Balun £1.50.
Masthead Amplifiers
UHF and VHF £5.75 and £7.75, Wideband
£7.75, Setback £3.75.
Accessories: Large SAE will bring details.
Co -ax 5p and 9p
11 Dale Crescent, Tupton,
Chesterfield S42 6DR. Tel. 863755

SERVICE SHEET CATALOGUE 25p

* COLOUR TELEVISION SERVICING MANUALS. Prices include postes*
ALBA TC1525 TC1626 £1.60, TC1717 TC2222 £2.10, TC2022 £2.60, TC2122 TC2126 £4.00....

Guaranteed
Perfect Pictures.

Save its. We supply

*

OVER 12,000 SERVICE SHEETS & MANUALS IN STOCK ON COLOUR/MONO TELEVISIONS
RADIOS, RADIOGRAMS, T/RECORDERS, R/PLAYERS, ETC. S.A.E. WITH ENQUIRIES

_

PYE All Models £4.50 each SOBELL 1028 1029 1040 1060 C1100 £2.10, 1028A 10288 1029A
10298 C1040 C10408 C10608 £2.10, ULTRA 6700 6701 6702 £3.75, 6703 6706 6713/14 £2.10.
Special Offer. 1972 Edition of WORLD RADIO -TV HANDBOOK E1.50 post free, usually £2.80.
NEWNES RADIOS TELEVISION SERVICING books bought B. sold (all years) Good price paid.
Send large S.A.E. for FREE booklists and book pamphlets on Radio, Television it Electronics

BELL'S
TELEVISION SERVICES
ALBERT PLACE, HARROGATE. YORKSHIRE.

Telephone 0423-86844

018.41.1106100.0411.001110.046......11100110

.1'

A.L.S Service Sheet Service
10 Dryden Chambers,119 Oxford Street
tp24)
IPA)111
LONDON W1 R 1 PA

SERVICE SHEETS

LARGE SUPPLIER
OF

SERVICE SHEETS
All at 40p each
(T.V., RADIO, TAPE RECORDERS,
RECORD PLAYERS, TRANSISTORS,
STEREOGRAMS, RADIOGRAMS,
CAR RADIOS)

"PLEASE ENCLOSE LARGE S.A.E.
WITH ALL ENQUIRIES & ORDERS"
Otherwise cannot be attended to
(Uncrossed P.O.'s please, original
returned if service sheets not available.)
PLEASE NOTE

We operate a "by return of post" service. Any
claims for non -delivery should be made within
7 -days of posting your order.

se -it-SERVICE SHEET
rPlea
always
SERVICE

P
ONLY
Plus large s.a.e

state

Make &
Model

Manuals, Newsletter etc Only Sp Plus

Number,

and
whether
TV, AM
RADIO
.,

TAPE.

etc;

C. CARANNA
71 BEAUFORT PARK
LONDON, N.W.11
We have the largest supplies of Service

Sheets (strictly by return of post). Please
state make and model number alternative.
Free T.V. fault tracing chart or T.V. list on
request with order.
Mail order or phone 01-458 4882

Please Note

Mail

Order .

Only

covering Mono&Colour TVs,
RadioTape Record Players, Books,

1111Lists

COMPREHENSIVE
COLOUR TELEVISION
MANUAL. BY Mc COURT
Contains Faults&Causes on most
British sets. NOW ONLY £2 post pal

lIs GUIDE TO TELEVISION
ALIGNMENT USING ONLY

i'.:,

o

TRANSMITTED TEST SIGNAL S'
By B.R.Epton. price 30p plus S.A.E.
One title recommended from our now

extensive book list.

"SERVICING WITH
THE OSCILLOSCOPE

(KING) (1969) 176 pages illustrated
PRICE ______....L2 POST PAID

return serviceA. A S.A.E. FOR FULL

LIST

We can

supply1

Manuals for most
makes of TV
both Mono and
Colour including

Bush, Murphy,
B.R.C. , Ee rguson,

H.M.V.,Decca,
Sony, Sanyo,
Hitachi, etc;+..
Most Colour TV
require a Manual

to cover the

large amount of
information that
is necessary.
S.A.E. for quote,
price and delii
OUR STOCKS
NOW EXCEED
2 opoo ITEMS
covering too 0.
of makes and
models of
TV, Radio, Amps,

Recorders,etc4
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SERVICE SHEETS
(1 925-1 973) for Radios, Televisions,
Transistors. Radiograms, Car Radios,
Tape Recorders, Record Players, etc.

TOP PRICES PAID for NEW
VALVES and TRANSISTORS
popular T.V. and Radio types
KENSINGTON SUPPLIES (A)
367 Kensington Street, Bradford 8,
Yorkshire.

with

FREE FAULT FINDING GUIDE

PRICES FROM 5p
Over 10,000 models available.
Catalogue 1 5p + SAE
Please send stamped addressed envelope
with all orders and enquiries.

Bohemia

Road,

St.

23" & 19" 3 Channel with U.H.F. Tuner
£3.50

19" & 25" Colour
from £50.00
19" & 23" tubes guaranteed
from £2
All sets complete.

NEWNES RADIO and T.V. Servicing

1964-1965 urgently required. Good price
paid. Tel. Harrogate 86844.

EDWARDS & SONS
103

SETS & COMPONENTS

Hamilton Radio
47

EX RENTAL
TV's BARGAIN

Leonards,

8,000

models. Catalogue 15p. S.A.E. enquiries.
Telray, 11 Maudland Bank, Preston.

PCL84
PCL82
PFL200
ECC82
EH90

180

15p
15p
15p
15p

PL508

"TELEVISION" Colour Receiver. Cabinet Framework, similar to design in Oct.
1972 issue, and including later modifications. Supplied as kit, with all joints

10p
10p
10p

30FLI/2
30PL I 3
Colour V vas Fully Tested
PL509
PY500/A

FOR SALE

machined, ready to assemble, and complete

with tube mounting brackets and bolts.
£15.36 incl. VAT & p.p.
A. H. Green

30

21 Buchanan Drive, Luton, Beds.

PL802

p

Many others available including
Mazda Types.
P. & P. 4p per valve, over 12 2Ip per valve,
orders over £3 post free.
Prompt service.

PYE 691/693, I.F. £11.50. C.D.A. £3.50,

F.T.B. £3.50, Tube Base £2.50, Scan Coils
22"/26" £4.50. "Television" 10/71-7/73.

P.W. 6/71-3/73, P.E. 4/71-10/72 £7.50.
S.A.E. W. Neilson, Union, Teviot Row,

COLOUR TV's
19" Decca £133
25" Decca £115
25" RBM/Phillips £120
25" Thorn £125
Fully Serviced, one months'

S.A.E. for free list
L. & D. COMPONENTS LTD.,

Edinburgh.

71 Westbury Ave., London N22 6SA.

FOR SALE. Philips type 1700A/I5 Cabinet
Television. Good example of early receivers

Tel. 01-888 2701.

guarantee. Delivery & Terms

where the image is projected via a mirror

can be arranged. Non -Workers
available.
S.A.E. details please.
T.E.S.T. P.O. Box 1,
Kirkham, Preston PR4 2RS.

on to the screen. Complete. Offers: Hodson

(Tel. 043-04 5311, Briar Cottage, Gilber-

dyke HU'S 2TJ.
Belling

TVs TVs TVs !

"Concord" T.V. Pre -amplifier.

Bush,

Brand New. £7. Dodd, 6 Masefield Road,
Stratford-upon-Avon, Warks.

! !

19" TVs

All in Working Order
Murphy, Ferguson, Pye,
Marconi, Thorn, etc.

All Working
19" Various Makes ..
22" Various Makes ..
25" Various Makes ..
II" Colour Portables
Delivery Arranged
S.A.E. LISTS

vision" colour television project :Only built
Pack 7 (works great) rest untouched.
Total cost of these modules -£85.23. Best
offer over £60.00. 123 Sale Road, Wythensha we, Manchester M23 OLA. 061-998 2487.

BOOKS AND PUBLICATIONS

£90.00
£125.00
£140.00
£75.00

"RADIO AND TV SERVICING" all vol-

CHEAPER TV SETS

LINAVALE RADIO LTD.,

405 from 50p. D/S 625 from £2.50.
Colour also available.
Mon./Sat.-9.00 a.m. to 5.30 p.m.

01.520 7546

PREMIER TV WAREHOUSE,
Bridge Works, East Farleigh,
Maidstone. Tel: Maidstone 26007

SLIMLINE TELEVISION

Ladder Centre, (PTT2) Haldane (North),

Halesfield (I) Telford, Shropshire. Tel.
0952 586644.

Ex -Rental Television
Dual -Standard with UHF Tuners
complete, untested
19" Thorn 850 £4
19" Cossor 1964 £5

WANTED

cmponents Galore. Pack f 500 mixed
omponents, manufactUrers' surplus plus
once used. Pack includes resistors, carbon
and W.W., capacitors various, transistors,
diodes, trimmers, potentiometers etc. Send

19" KB VV £7

19" Bush 125 £7

NEW BVA valves of popular types, PCL805,
PY800/I, PL504, etc. Cash waiting. Bearman,

No scrap sets all as withdrawn from rental

nards, Sussex.

1

14-26-97-160 0
50p.
14-26-97-173 0
50p.
15-19-20-70-63-28-63 CI 50p.
,,Post free. C.W.O.

Durham Supplies, 367 Kensington Street,
Bradford, 8, Yorkshire.

VALVE LIST

Tel: Bedford 51948

ALL VALVES
FULLY TESTED

For quality Hi-Fi Equipment, records and

One valve postage 3p. Over 5 valves

"Back issues of Television" Wanted. April

37-31-97-26-168 0 50p.
25-35-97-59-30 0 50p.

ife.

162 Kettering Road,
Northampton
90 Tavistock St., Bedford

SERVICE SHEETS purchased. HAMILTON RADIO, 47 Bohemia Road, St. Leo-

MAINS DROPPERS.

£1 + 10p P. & P. C.W.O. To: Caledonian
Components, Strathore Road, Thornton,

Collect or send £2.00 p.p.

6 Potters Road, New Barnet. 449/1934-5.

Barr,

Electrolytic. Mica, Ceramic. Carbon. Oxide
etc. £1 Post Free. Whitsam Electrical, 33

Drayton Green Road, London, W.13.

48 Hoe St., London EI7 4PG.

LADDERS 24V £12.39. Carri. £1.10.
Leaflet. Callers welcome. Home Sales,

Abbotsford Avenue, Great
Birmingham. 021-357 6258.

150 NEW Capacitors/Resistors/Silicon Diodes.

ENG. 919031

umes available. S.A.E. for price list. Markonics, 327 Tildesley Road, London S.W.15.

30

Telephone 077-48 2796.

£11.50 plus £2.00 Carriage

COLOUR - COLOUR - COLOUR

FOR SALE. Packs 1-17 for the "Tele-

'72 -March '73 inclusive. M. Ballantyne,

W.12

Top 20 bested TV Valves
PL504
PC86
30L15
PL36
PCL805/85

Sussex. Telephone Hastings 29066.
SERVICE SHEETS, Radio, TV etc.

Goldhawk Road, London
Telephone 743-6996

Colour Television, Visit

HANSPAL'S AUDIONICS
488 Lady Margaret, Southall, 01-578 2258;
54 St. Anns Road, Harrow, 01-863 3400.
24

hours

Autophone

Service.

Marantz,

Pioneer, Sansui, Akai, Rotel, Nikko, Lux,

Telefunken, Sony, Sanyo, Tandberg, Hitachi,
Grundig, Scan-Dyna, KEF, TEAC, National,
Quad, Telefunken, Hitachi, Sony and Grundig
Colour T.V. Always in stock.
Up to 5 years Colour Tube guaranteed and
I
year Free Servicing and Labour. Late
evening: Friday until 7.00 p.m.

EXCELLENT CREDIT FACILITIES

postage paid.
1/1'xii.s7
I:0911

txx;..2
EC(7x5
1:C1,e0
1.:1,4o

Eris3
IlEls4
ER90

rev;
1.17.

EC900
PCC84

Peeled
PCCO05

12./,

peno

15p
10p
20p

PCI,n6

71p
7Ip
10p

PCI.m3

10p
15p
20p

20p
10p

by
7lp
15p

PCPs(;
reLm2

by
15p
250

PeLm4
PCI,M3

12Ip
1210
121p
20p

EC1.B0

17Ip

PFL200
PL36
FLAW
Pima()
P1'501
IT191
1:26

25p
20p
20p

12I0
25p
I7Ip
100

61,d3

6'30L3

tars

30PLI
,OPIA

30PLI3

15P
1Sp
10p
SOP

20p

MP

MANY 1101t11

AVAILABLE
S. & W.

ELECTRONICS
114 BurnleY
Road
Rawtenatall
Roaseadale
Lanes.

574

EX -RENTALS

ALL SETS complete with UHF Tuners,
many working: -

Sets at £3
19" BBC2
Sets at £7
23" BBC2
Working Sets to Order.
Calls Only.
All Sets Re -polished

TV DISPOSALS

PHILIP H. BEARMAN
(VALVE SPECIALISTS) s,.;!,,71=,-.7.

NEW valves by Mullard, Mazda, Telefunken etc.,

Tel: Bristol 626374

IMMEDIATE POSTAL DESPATCH,

PRACTICAL TV 625 Receiver one only set
of major parts plus chassis, instructions and
diagrams. £28 plus postage. Enquiries to:
Hawley Road, Falkirk, Scotland
27

FKI/ISJ.

PRICES FROM 1.4.1973 (INCL. V.A.T.)
DY86/7
DY802
ECC8I
EF80
EF183

49p
49p
46p
60p
33p
63p
61p

EFI84
EH90
EY51

EY86/7

Build the Mullard C.C.T.V. Camera

Kits are now available with comprehensive
construction manual

PC86

30LI5

84P

PCL86

53p

43p
53p

PL36
PL84

70p

68W7

53p

PCF802
PCF805
PCF808
PCL82
PCL83
PCL84
PCL85

55p
73p
70p
41p
53p
49p
53p

PL500/4
PY8I
PY800
U25
U26
U191

70p
40p
40p
40p
80p
80p
80p

6F23
6F28

U193

40p

30PI2

U251

83p

30PLI

PY801

PCL805 f
PCL805 (non

BVA) 44p

30L17

30PL 13

95p
95p

3OPL 15

NOTE:
PRICES ARE

TO NEAREST
NEW PENNY
QUANTITY

PRICES ARE
LOWER.
EnquIrieswelcomed
BY100-127 with
84p
16p
IOW res.
66p

POST FREE OVER £3, BELOW THIS add 3p per valve

(also available separately at 761p)
Send 5" x 7" S.A.E. for detail, to

Large PCF80 30p. Sorry, no X78, X79 but EQUIVS, 12AH8 & IOCI
See separate Component, CRT and Transistor Lists. Many obsolete types available

CROFTON ELECTRONICS
Road,
Cambridge
I5/17
Thames, Surrey KT I 3NG

GZ34

20LI
20P4
30C15
30FLI12

80p
66p
85p
60p
88p
88p
84p
60p

30L2

61p

PC F801

PC88
PCF80

33p
37p
40p
37p
43p
37p

ECC82
ECL80

MISCELLANEOUS

DISCOUNT PRICE

LISTS S.A.E.,

K i ngston-on-

SCRATCHED FACE!
Expert service for removing and repolishing

your scratched tubes, colour and mono
chrome. Standard charge £3.85 carriage

(Adjacent to Post Office) 6 POTTERS RD., NEW

BARNET

HERTS. Tel: 449/1934-5 any time.
Local Agents: MANOR SUPPLIES, 172 WEST END LANE, LONDON NW6
Tel: 794'8751. (Near West Hampstead Tube Station)

paid. Cash with order, satisfaction guaranteed. Completed in one week and returned
B.R.S.

RETUBE LTD.

North Somercotes, Louth, Lincs.
North Somercotes 300

SOUTHERN VALVE CO

ENGINEERS

All new and boxed, Mazda & Mullard wherever possible. Lists sae. Mail order only

Are you fed -up with that troublesome,

inefficient desoldering gun and damaged
panels? Then use our IMPREGNATED

DESOLDERING BRAID.

Soaks

up

molten solder like magic and clears small
and large joints in seconds ready for
component extraction. Very kind to printed
panels. 6 feet for 45p post free. S.A.E. for
free sample, leaflet and quantity terms.
ASHLEYS
91 Vale Road, Ash Vale, Aldershot, Hants.

AZ31

62p

EZ40/1

34p

E Z80

DY802

40p

EZ8I

EB9 I
ECC8 1

15p

GY501

D786/7

ECCB2
ECC83
ECC85
ECC88
ECH42
EC H8 I

ECH84
EC L80

NYLON Screws and Nuts for Television
colour receiver modules. 75p per pack
including postage. Venour, 32 Milton
Road, Bentley Heath, Solihull, Warks.

ECL82
ECL83
EC L86
EF80
EF85
EF86
EF89

sizes

EFI83

or in standard packs. 3p stamp for details.

EH90

ALUMINIUM SHEET to individual

Ramar Constructor Services, 29 Shelbourne
Road, Stratford -on -Avon. Warks.

EF I 84

EL34
EL4 I

EL42
EL84
EL86
EL90/1
EL95
EM80/1
EM84

EDUCATIONAL

EY51

EY86/7

COLOUR
T.V.
SERVICING
Be ready for the coming Colour TV boom.
Learn the techniques of servicing colour
TV sets through new home -study courses

specially prepared for the practical TV
technician,

approved
manufacturer.

and

by

leading

Full details from ICS, (D.750U)
lntertext House, London SW8.

P.O. BETo,x 14R4TS.
HE
BA N

34p
25p
25p
36p
45p
70p
34p
50p
40p
45p
57p
40p
24p
36p

50p
30p
32p
32p
45p
54p
50p
47p
30p
38p
40p
40p
40p
40p
45p
35p

GZ30

PC86
PC88
PC97
PC900
PCC84

40p
35p
25p
75p
40p
46p
46p

38p
45p
33p
35p
PCC85
PCC88
60p
45p
PCC89
48p
PCC189
PCF80(L) 28p
PC F80(8r) 38p

PL8 IA
PL82
PL83
PL84
PL500 I
PL504 ,
PL508
PL509
PL802
PL805

PY32/3
PY81
PYB8

L1.40
85p
78p
47p
31p
33p

alp

PY80 I
PY 500

31p
80p
35p
40p
50p
40p
40p

UBF89
UCC85
UC H42

5Op

PCF86
PCF200
PCF801
PCF802
PCF805
PCF806
PCF808
PC H200

48p
45p
48p
45p
55p
55p
50p
55p

PCL82
PCL83
PCL84
PCL85 t
PCL805 i
PCL86
PFL200

32p
45p
32p

U L4 I

40p
32p
55p
52p
45p

U25
U26

PI -81

58p
70p

PY800

PC F82

PL36

48p
37p
45p
45p

UCH8 1
UC L82

UCL83

S5p

UF41

U191

50p
35p
35p
55p
42p
35p
30p
62p
60p
60p

U193
U404

40p

UF85
UF89

UL84
UY41

U785

alp

U801
5Y3

5Z4
6/30L2
6AT6
6BW7
6C D6G
6F24 5
6F28

6K7 8
6V6
6X4
6X5
9D7
10C2
10F1

10P13

12BA6
20L1
20P3
20P4
20P5
30C1

30CI5

30C I8
30F5
30 FL I

30FL2
30L1
30L15
30L17
30P12
30P19
30P L I

90p
35p
35p
60p
30p
60p
80p
60p
60p
35p
35p
30p
35p
40p
75p
45p
70p
40p
80p

80p
80p
95p
38p
70p
S5p

75p
50p
50p
33p
75p
70p
70p
70p
60p

75p
80p
80p
88p

30PL13
30PL I4
30PL I 5

30P4MR

35W4

35p

50CD6G
L I .25

ETC., ETC.

Service & Civility.
The above types,
and many others,
are

in

stock at

time of going to

press.
These

lower
at

new

are

including

prices,

V.A.T.

10°%,.

Transistor

lists

All

new

valves

boxed but
we cannot always
and

guarantee
any
specific make.
Postage: 3p per
valve I post free
over 03.00.

Tel. (Office):
440 8641

Closed Thursday
& Saturday
afternoons.

COLOUR TELEVISION TRAINING
11 WEEKS' practical and theoretical Colour training course
commences Sept. 24th for men with Mono experience. Hours

2 to 5 p.m. Mon. to Friday.
13 WEEKS' (full-time) combined Mono and Colour training

EC

course commences Sept. 10th for men with a good electronics
background.
(The above courses are supplementary to the 16 months' fulltime course for beginners.)
Prospectus from: London Electronics College, Dept. T.10, 20
Penywern Road, London SW5 9SU. Tel. 01-373 8721.
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11111... all you want to

LAWSON

know in a 16 -page supplement

TELEVISION
TUBES

`EASY GUIDE TO HI-FI'

NEW TUBE SPECIFICATION

Why radiograms are obsolete

All about stereo sound
What you need to buy
How much it will cost
Choice of equipment and where to buy
Setting up the equipment
Adding to the system
Hints and tips on operation
Fitting equipment into your furnishing

THE LAWSON RANGE OF NEW TUBES ARE DESIGNED TO GIVE
THE ULTIMATE IN PERFORMANCE AND LIFE. MANUFACTURED

BY BRITAIN'S LARGEST CRT PRODUCER. THEY ARE EXACT
REPLACEMENTS AND INCORPORATE THE VERY LATEST DESIGN
IMPROVEMENTS.

REBUILT TUBES

New

Red

Tubes

Label

LAWSON

£

"RED LABEL"
CRTs ARE REBUILT
FROM SELECTED

GLASS AND ARE

scheme

DIRECT

Suggested 'test' records

REPLACEMENTS

FOR ALL TYPES

in the October issue out September 21

Audio

THE HI-FI MAGAZINE FOR LEISURE LISTENING

LAWSON TUBES

14"

3.85

17"

6.87

5.47

19"

7.97

5.77

21"

9.35

7.65

23"

10.70

7.97

19" twin panel
23" twin panel

11.28

9.07

17.05

10.72

16" panorama
19" panorama
20" panorama
23" panorama

Colour Tubes
old glass not
required
19" £43.45

22" £47.85
25" £52.25

9.35
10.32

26" £54.45
7.65

11.55
13.15

Carr. £1.65

9.63

18 Churchdown Rd.
MALVERN
WORCS.

2 year guarantee

MaIvera 2100

PRICES INCLUDE VAT

Carr./ins.
14%19" 68p

20%23" 82p

20p

DISCOUNT COLOUR !
Perfect working order. Repolished
cabinets. 30 DAY GUARANTEE!

REBUILT

T.V.

TUBES

FOR MEN OF VISION
Current types
£4.00
£4.00

17"
19"

21"
23"

£5.00
£5.00

Panorama & Rimguard types
19"

£6.00

23"

£8.00

Twin panel
19"
Cash or

£7.50

with order, no C.O.D.
Carriage 75p in England, Scotland, Wales.
P.O.

Add £1.25 for carriage Northern Ireland.

For all enquiries please send S.A.E.
Each tube fitted with new electron gun
assembly. Fully guaranteed for two years
against any fault except breakage.

k.s.t. ltd.
Providence Mills, Viaduct St., Stanningly,
Nr. Leeds, Yorks.

Tel. Pudsey 78177

19" DECCA £77
19" GEC £88
22" PHILLIPS/DECCA £132
25" DECCA/BUSH/GEC
BRC 2000/PYE £110

AERIAL BOOSTERS -13.25
We make three types of Aerial Boosters:
B45 -UHF 625, 812 -VHF 405, 811 -VHF

CASH and COLLECT PRICES,
VAT included.
3 or over less 10% discount.

ECC82, ECL80,
EB9I,
EF85,
EFI83, EFI84,

Brand New 26" Colour TV Cabinets
Slight seconds without backs. All with
doors in Dark Teak. Delivered for £10 cwo

Mono UHF TV's
Sold complete but unserviced with
tube tested. Good cabinets, Valve tuner

type inc.:-

BUSH 128, SOBELL 1000, GEC 2000,
THORN 900. Singles £5 each (add E2
delivery. 6 for £25). Delivery extra.
Transistorised tuner type makes inc.:THORN 950, BUSH 141, GEC 2010 to
2038. Philips style 70. Singles £10
each (add £2 delivery. 6 for E50).
Delivery extra.

Transistors for BRC 3000
R2008 (Line) R2010 (Chopper)
Singles £1 each. Any twelve £10
inclusive. Send c.w.o.
Send SAE for list of UHF tuners, valves,
tubes, washing machines etc.
Open 6 days every week.

TRADE DISPOSALS

1043 Leeds Road, Bradford 3.
Tel Bradford (0274) 665670
and

Peacock Cross Industrial Estate,
Burnbank Road, Hamiton,
Tel Hamilton (06982) 29511

RADIO
VALVE BARGAINS

Any S-S0p, 10-75p, 50-0.30:EBF89, EF80,
EY86, PCC84,

PCC89, PCC189, PC97, PCF80, PCF86,
PCF805, PCF808. PCL82, PCL83, PCL84,
PCL85, PFL200, PL36, PL8I, PL504,
PY33,
PY82, PY800, PY80I, 30L15,
EH90.

19" UHF/VHF (BBC2)-[6.00
Thorn -850

or Pye,

with set of spare
valves. Carriage L2.00 (Untested).
100 MIXED RESISTORS -65p
to 2 watt -10 ohms to above 1m -ohms

(our choice) 100 mixed Capacitors up

to 500MFD-41.10 (our choice).
BARGAIN PARTS

Transistor UHF Tuners -a.00, SOOKohms V/C with Switch -20p. SO mixed
Tuner Valves -n.25. Brand New Tran-

sistors MI5, BFI73,

BCI71.

BCI53,

BC135, BCI13, BC117, BCI15, BAI02.

BA129. All 10p each.
All prices include V.A.T. p. & p. 10p
per order. Money back refund. S.A.E.
for leaflets.
ELECTRONIC MAILORDER

(BURY) LTD.

62 Bridge St., Ramsbottom, Bury,
Lancs.
Tel. Rams 3036

576

PHILIP H. BEARMAN, 6 POTTERS

RD., NEW BARNET, HERTS.

One of the finest range of new and makers rebuilt tubes in the country; every tube is tested before it leaves the
premises. Delivery usually ex stock and sent securely packed daily. Commonwealth deliveries arranged.
FOR EXAMPLE: NEW TUBES TWO-YEAR GUARANTEE
CMEI702, AW43-80, CRM173, MW43-80, MW43-69,
CRM172, AW43-88, AW43-89, CME1705, CME1703

Cge.

55p

£6.46

17'

(including
insurance

Mono)

ALL

C17AF

CME1903, CME1902, CME1901, AW47-90, AW47-9 1,
A47 -14W, CI9AH
CME2101, AW53-88, AW53-89. CRM211, CRM212,
MW53-20, MW53.80, CME2104
CME2303, CME2301, AW59-90, AW59-91
A59 -15W, CME2308

60p

CGE.

£8.66

65p

SUBJECT

£10.45

65p

£7.56

19"

21"
23"

VAT

Makers Rebuilt Tubes :
CME1908
1903

AW47-91
A47 -14W

I

£6.05

CME2308
2303

(

16.05

I

10% V.A.T. HAS
BEEN INCLUDED
FROM 1/4/1973!

18.25

1

AW59/91 I
A59/15W

NEW TUBES (1601 as available)
£13.75
*TSD282 (TSD217)

A28 -14W (Mullard)

£12.10
£3.30
£10.78
£10.78
£15.40
£5.23
£11.00
£13.20

MW31-74
TSD290/CME1201
A31/120W-CME1220
*13BP4

MW36/24 & 44
CME1602
CME1713

CMEI906
A47 -13W J

£12.10

A47 -11W & 26W
A50-120W/CME2013

£9.35
£11.55

tCME2306

£16.50

A59 -13W

A59 -11W & 25 or 23W 112.65
114.30
CME2413/A61, 120W

1

MAKERS COLOUR TUBES

carriage up to 17" 55p.
Two Year Guarantee Except TSD282

ALL SEA
JOURNEYS

All 904 YEAR GUARANTEE
17" A44/271X
A49.191X £53.901
19" A49.11X,
PLUS
(510CKB22)L55.00 I £1.50 Cge.± VAT
20" A51.110X
A56.120X £58.30
22" A55.14X,
packing and
25" A63.11X, use A63.200X /62.70 breakage insurance
A66.120X /64.901
26" A67.120X,

50p EXTRA
EIRE £2.00
EXTRA FOR

rebuilds.
t Rebuilt T/Panel (C13.20 (when available)
Telephone enquiries welcomed.

MONO QUANTITY DISCOUNTS IN

CUSTOMS

CERTAIN CASES

CLEARANCE

DPEN SATURDAY MORNINGS

USUALLY EX STOCK EXCEPT A66.120X (short supply)

CLOSED THURSDAY AFTERNOONS

NOTE: Above prices from 1st April 1973 include 10% V.A.T.

TELEPHONE: 01-449 1934/5.

and 13BP4 1 year.

Please enquire regarding availability of

ALL ENQUIRIES SAE PLEASE

COLOUR TV
CROSS HATCH GENERATOR
Complete kit for Cross Hatch
Generator as described in
"TELEVISION" 1972
September issue

The only way to obtain 100%
convergence of colour guns
in any colour TV

£3.85
I

1006 V.A.1)

COMPLETE KIT

BI-PRE-PAK LT
Reg. No 820919

POST PAID

Wr Please send me the free
m BI-PRE-PAK Catalogue
Please send me kits of parts
IIfor Cross Hatch Generator

r 1.

11111

MI

I enclose chequell.0.41.0.
for

I". Name

III Address

111111...1.111.1.01.0
DDEPT. G. 222-224 WEST ROAD, WESTCLIFF-ON-SEA, ESSEX.

TELEPHONE: SOUTHEND (0702) 46344

iii

THE NEW UM4
"COLOURBOOSTER"
UHF/625 LINE

CAN PRODUCE

A. MARSHALL Et SON
(LONDON) LTD.,
SEMICONDUCTOR SPECIALISTS

REMARKABLE
IMPROVEMENTS IN

42 CRICKLEWOOD BROADWAY, LONDON, N.W.2

COLOUR AND
PICTURE QUALITY
IN FRINGE OR

NEW LOW PRICES

Telephone: 01-452 0161/2

Telex: 21492

Cable: Coninst London

BRAND NEW

LARGEST RANGE
FULLY GUARANTEED

DIFFICULT AREAS

WITH SIGNIFICANT
REDUCTION IN
NOISE (SNOW).
HIGH GAIN-VERY LOW NOISE
FITTED FLY LEAD-INSTALLED IN SECONDS

HIGHEST QUALITY COMPONENTS
IVORY PLASTIC CASE 31 x
x 11 CORK BASE

CHANNELS: Group A, Red code
Group B, Yellow code

21-33
39-51
52-68

Group C -D, Green code
EQUALLY SUITABLE FOR BLACK AND WHITE

Also the M4 DUAL BAND VHF UNIT
BOOSTS ALL BAND III and ANY SPECIFIED
BAND I CHANNEL SIMULTANEOUSLY
NOMINAL GAIN 16-18 DB BOTH BANDS
PRICES BOTH TYPES:
Battery model E4.17 Mains version £6.50
Including VAT.

Postage 9p

TRANSISTOR DEVICES LIMITED

We Supply

COMPLETE KITS for the following units:
Television Kit No. 1
PAL Decoder

£8.42

Television Kit No. 4
I.F. Strip

£8.26

Television Kit No. 8
R.G.B. Board

£6.66

Television Kit No. 10

£7.50

Time -Base

6 ORCHARD GARDENS, TEIGNMOUTH, DEVON
Telephone : Teignmouth 4757

REBUILT TUBES!
YOU'RE
SAFE

WHEN YOU

SPECIAL OFFER
Recording Tapes Standard Play
101" 2,400ft. £1.25 to clear
Package & Posting 20p

BUY FROM
RE -VIEW!

HERE IS WHAT YOU PAY :
Rimband &
Twin Panel

Mono
15-17"
19"

21"
23"

E5.00
E5.50
E6.50

19"

E7.00
£9.00

Colour
19"

E25.00

22"
£2550
£10.00
E30.00
25"
E730
26"
£32.50
Exchange Basis
Carriage 75p
(carriage -ins. £1.50)
INC V.A.T.

23"
24"

Cash or cheque with order, or cash on delivery

* Each tube is rebuilt with a completely new gun
assembly and the correct voltage heater.

* Each tube comes to you with a guarantee card
covering it for Mono Tubes, two years against
all

but breakage.

* Each tube

is insured on the journey.
* Each tube is rebuilt with experience and knowhow. We were amongst the very first to pioneer
the technique of rebuilding television tubes.

RE -VIEW ELECTRONIC TUBES
237 London Road, West Croydon, Surrey
Tel. 01-689 7735

100 -watt Guitar Amplifier-complete
kit with case and all components

£23.50

"SCORPIO"
Capacitor discharge ignition system (as described in
Practical Electronics, Nov. 1971).

COMPLETE KIT £10.00

P. Et P. 50p.

We Stock Full Range of:

Motorola consumer I.C.s
RCA Cos-Mos
Signetics popular I.C.s

*

ALL PRICES EXCLUSIVE
OF V.A.T.
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Which of these 165 career
opportunities could earn you £10...
£15 ...even £30 extra a week?
In a job you

How to qualify in your
spare
time fora better job
Make yourself worth more and you'll earn more. It's as
simple as that. There are always plenty of people to do the
routine work - but, right now, key jobs are going begging for

r

lack of suitably qualified men to fill them. The basic qualification I
is technical know-how. When you've got that, you're in demand
- out in front.
Are you ambitious - willing to set aside about 6o minutes a
day for home study ? If you are, B.I.E.T. can give you the technical
knowledge you need - change your entire future prospects.

It's easier than you think...
Make no mistake about it - you could do it. Most people

I

have unused ability. A low-cost B.I.E.T. course helps you

equipped them for higher pay and better, more satisfying jobs,

steered them safely through City and Guilds examinations

- enabled many of them to put letters after their name.

With the help of B.I.E.T., you too could soon be on your

1

Many of the successful B.I.E.T. students who get a recognised
qualification never thought they had the brains to do it. But you don't
need outstanding brain -power or talent - not even any special education.

With enthusiasm, a little determination and a B.I.E.T. home training,
ordinary, average ability will see you through. We've proved it over and
over - thousands of times, in fact!

B EST VALUE FOR MONEY HE EVER OBTAINED.

"Yesterday I received a letter from the Institution informing that
my application for Associate Membership had been approved. I can
honestly say that this has been the best value for money I have ever
obtained -a view echoed by two colleagues who recently commenced
the course" - Student D.I.B.,Yorks.
HE GOT OUT OF A BAD JOB

FREE

INTO ONE HE LOVED.
"Completing your course, meant going
from a job I detested to a job that I love, with

76 -PAGE BOOK

Dublin.

can put you on the
road to success through

unlimited prospects" - Student J.A.O.,
H E MADE FOUR TIMES
AS MUCH MONEY.

"My training with B.I.E.T. quickly

changed my earning capacity and in the next
few years, my earnings increased fourfold" Student.C.C.P., Bucks.

ACT NOW - DISCOVER FOR YOURSELF
It costs no more than a stamp to find out how
we can help you. Tick the subject that interests

a B I.E T. Home Study

Course It's yours for
the asking. without
obligation Post coupon
for your FREE COPY
TODAY!

I

Constructional
Engineering
Construction
Surveyors

A.M.S.E. (Mech.) 0 A.M.I.E.D.
0 Institute
Clerk of Works
C & G Agric.
Design of Elec.
Mechanics
0 Machines
0 Geology
Health Eng.
Diesel Eng.
Die & Press Tool
Hydraulics
Eng. Inspection
Design
Inst. of Builders
Eng. Metallurgy
Electrical
Inst. Works &
Inst. Eng. & Tech. 0 DraughtsmanHighway Sup.
Inst. Motor Ind. 0 ship
Painting &
Mainten. Eng.
0 Gen. DOraughtsPublic Hygi a
Mechanical Eng.
manship
Road
Engin r.
Sheet Metal Work
Jig & Tool Des.
O Structural
ny
Welding
Techn. Drawing
Surveying
C & G Agric

We've successfully trained thousands of men at home -

OTHERS HAVE DONE IT - SO CAN YOU

DRAUGHTSMANSHIP

MECHANICAL

A.M.S.E. (Elec.)

system gets results fast.

t

Choose from this list

ELECTRICAL &
ELECTRONIC

discover this hidden ability - makes learning enjoyable and so
much easier than it used to be. The B.I.E.T. simplified study

way to better things.

really enjoy

0

RADIO & TELECOMMUNICATIONS

Colour TV

0

PRODUCTION
cAouratop.uCtoenrtprroolg.

01:j

C

1
0°0

Council of Eng.

Aero Eng.
Electronic Data
0
A.M.I.M.I.
Processing
0
A.E.C. Cert.
Estimating
0
Auto Engineer.
0
Foremanship
Auto Repair
Inst. Cost & Man
El
0 C & G Auto. Eng. 0
Accountants
Inst. Marketing 0 Garage
0 Management
Management
0 MAA/IMI Dipl.
Metrication
Motor Trade Man. 0 Motor Vehicle
0 Mechanics
Network Plan.
C
NpumarionaC ont.

o

GENERAL

Inst.
Farm Science
General Educat.
Gen. Plastics
Pract. Maths
Pract. Slide Rule
Pure & Applied
Maths
Refrigeration
Rubber Tech.
Sales Engineers
Tech. Report
Writing
TV Main. & Serv. 8
Timber Trade
University Ent.
& AERO

0 C & G Radio/TV/
C M&VhEanlecic. Es ng.
0 Electronics
G Telecomm.
C & G Elec. Inst. D C &
Tech.
C & G Elec. Tech. ,,0 Proc.
Radio Elec.
Computer Elect. I--,' (with
kit)
a
Elec. Maths
in, Radio Amateurs
Elec. Science
Exam.
Electronic Eng. 0
0 Radio Servicing
Electrical Eng.
& Repairs
Install & Wiring 0 Radio
& TV Eng.
MANAGEMENT &
Trans. Course

II

CONSTRUCTIONAL

O
oO

O

PLUS 58

`0' & 'A'
LEVEL

GCE

0 A.M.S.E. (Civil) 0
0
00 Architecture
Building
0 SUBJECTS
Production Eng. 0 Building Drawing ip
tick here 1
Quality Control 0 cBu.glGd AgrYoriecm. an o
0
Salesmanship
0 Coaching for many
0 Mechanics
Storekeeping
& Join. 0 major exams. including
Work Study
0 Carpentry
Civil & Municipal
C & G and assistance
Works
to ONCIHNC.
Management 0 Engineering
Research

PP lear rn in nn ge lEMn gip .

IT PAYS TO BE QUALIFIED!
POST TODAY FOR A BETTER TOMORROW
To B.I.E.T.,

Dept BTVOS

BTVOS
CF
Please send full details and FREE 76 -Page Book, without obligation.

Aldermaston Court, Reading RG7 4PF
Block Capitals Please
ADDRESS

you. Then post the coupon (or write). We'll

send you an interesting 76 -page book that will

BIET

open up for you a whole new world of

OTHER SUBJECTS

B.I.E.T, Aldermaston Court, Reading RG7 OF.

BRITISH INSTITUTE OF ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY

opportunity - and it's FREE.

Accredited by C.A.C.C.

AGE

